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Abstract
Micro/nanostructures have long been recognized to have potential for heat transfer enhancement
in phase-change processes by achieving extreme wetting properties, which is of great importance in a
wide range of applications including thermal management, building environment control, water
harvesting, desalination, and industrial power generation. This thesis focuses on the fundamental
understanding of water vapor condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces, as well as the demonstration of
such surfaces for enhanced condensation heat transfer performance.
We first studied droplet-surface interactions during condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces to
understand the emergent droplet wetting morphology. We demonstrated the importance of considering
local energy barriers to understand the condensed droplet morphologies and showed nucleation-mediated
droplet-droplet interactions can overcome these barriers to develop wetting states not predicted by global
thermodynamic analysis. To minimize these droplet-droplet interactions and ensure the formation of
favorable morphologies for enhanced condensation heat transfer, we show that the structure length scale
needs to be minimized while ensuring the local energy barriers satisfy the morphology dependent criteria.
This mechanistic understanding offers insight into the role of surface-structure length scale and provides a
quantitative basis for designing surfaces optimized for condensation in engineered systems.
Using our understanding of emergent droplet wetting morphology, we experimentally and
numerically investigated the morphology dependent individual droplet growth rates. By taking advantage
of well-controlled functionalized silicon nanopillars, the growth and shedding behavior of both suspended
and partially wetting droplets on the same surface during condensation was observed. Environmental
scanning electron microscopy was used to demonstrate that initial droplet growth rates of partially wetting
droplets were 6 times larger than that of suspended droplets. A droplet growth model was developed to
explain the experimental results and showed that partially wetting droplets had 4-6 times higher heat
transfer rates than that of suspended droplets. Based on these findings, the overall performance
enhancement created by surface nanostructuring was examined in comparison to a flat hydrophobic
surface. These nanostructured surfaces had 56% heat flux enhancement for partially wetting droplet
morphologies, and 71% heat flux degradation for suspended morphologies in comparison to flat
hydrophobic surfaces. This study provides fundamental insights into the previously unidentified role of
droplet wetting morphology on growth rate, as well as the need to design nanostructured surfaces with
tailored droplet morphologies to achieve enhanced heat and mass transfer during dropwise condensation.
To create a unified model for condensation capable of predicting the surface heat transfer for a
variety of surface length scales, geometries, and condensation conditions, we incorporated the emergent
droplet wetting morphology, individual droplet heat transfer, and size distribution. The model results
showed a specific range of characteristic length scales (0.5 - 2 ptm) allowing for the formation of
coalescence-induced jumping droplets with a 190% overall surface heat flux enhancement over
conventional flat dropwise condensing surfaces. This work provided a unified model for dropwise
condensation on micro/nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces and offered guidelines for the selection
of ideal structured surfaces to maximize heat transfer.
Using the insights gained from the developed model and optimization, a scalable synthesis
technique was developed to produce functionalized oxide nanostructures on copper surfaces capable of
sustaining superhydrophobic condensation. Nanostructured copper oxide (CuO) films were formed via
chemical oxidation in an alkaline solution resulting in dense arrays of sharp CuO nanostructures with
characteristic heights and widths of -1 pm and -300 nm, respectively. Condensation on these surfaces
was characterized using optical microscopy and environmental scanning electron microscopy to quantify
the distribution of nucleation sites and elucidate the growth behavior of individual droplets with
characteristic radii of -1 to 10 pm at supersaturations < 1.5. Comparison of the measured individual
droplet growth behavior showed good agreement with our developed heat transfer model.
We subsequently studied the macroscopic heat transfer performance during water condensation
on superhydrophobic CuO tube surfaces in a custom built experimental chamber. The results
experimentally demonstrated for the first time a 25% higher overall heat flux and 30% higher
condensation heat transfer coefficient compared to state-of-the-art hydrophobic condensing surfaces at
low supersaturations (<1.12). This work not only shows significant condensation heat transfer
enhancement, but promises a low cost and scalable approach to increase efficiency for applications such
as atmospheric water harvesting and dehumidification. Furthermore, the results offer insights and an
avenue to achieve high flux superhydrophobic condensation.
In addition to demonstrating enhanced heat transfer performance, we discovered electrostatic
charging of jumping droplets on CuO. With the aid of electric fields, the charge on the droplets was
quantified, and the mechanism for the charge accumulation was studied. We demonstrated that droplet
charging was associated with the formation of the electric double layer at the droplet-surface interface,
and subsequent separation during coalescence and jumping. The observation of droplet charge
accumulation and electric double layer charge separation provides important insight into jumping droplet
physics. Furthermore, this work is a starting point for more advanced approaches for enhancing jumping
droplet surface performance by using external electric fields to control droplet jumping.
Finally, we demonstrated electric-field-enhanced (EFE) condensation, whereby an external
electric field was used to force charged departing droplets away from the surface and limit their return.
With the CuO surfaces, we studied EFE condensation heat transfer performance during water
condensation. The results experimentally demonstrated a 50% higher overall heat transfer coefficient
compared to the no-field jumping surface at low supersaturations (<1.12). This work not only shows
significant condensation heat transfer enhancement, it offers insights into new avenues for improving the
performance of self-cleaning and anti-icing surfaces, as well as thermal diodes.
This thesis presents improved fundamental understanding of wetting and condensation on
micro/nanostructures as well as practical implementation of these structures for enhanced condensation
heat transfer. The insights gained demonstrate the potential of new surface engineering approaches to
improve the performance of various thermal management and energy production applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
Vapor condensation is a ubiquitous phenomenon occurring in nature [1-5]. We observe this
process in our daily lives, such as on a hot summer day when water accumulates on a cold drink or when
fog forms on a humid day. In industry, vapor condensation is an essential process in power generation [6],
thermal management [7], water desalination [8, 9], and environmental control [10]. For example, the
thermal efficiency of the steam cycle, responsible for the majority of an industrialized nation's power
production, is directly linked to condensation heat transfer performance. Meanwhile, in heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, which account for ~20% of the total energy
consumption in developed countries [II], the accumulation of condensed water on thermal components
can lead to performance degradation and increased costs. Furthermore, condensation on glass strongly
influences the transmittance of light into greenhouses, resulting in possible losses of 40% during the
winter [12].
In these systems, vapor condenses on a surface rather than directly in the vapor phase due to the
reduced energy barrier for droplet nucleation [13]. However, the vapor typically forms a thin liquid film
because of the high surface energy of industrial components (i.e., clean metals such as copper, aluminum,
stainless steel). While this mode which is known as filmwise condensation [14] (Figure Ia) is quite
common, the formation of a liquid film is not desired due to the large resistance to heat transfer.
Meanwhile, if a surface is coated with a low-energy non-wetting 'promoter' material (i.e., long chain fatty
acid, wax, polymer coating, self-assembled monolayer) [15-19], or if it naturally adsorbs hydrocarbons
and impurities on its surface from the surroundings (as in the case of gold, silver, and chromium) [20-25],
the vapor forms discrete liquid droplets ranging in size from microns to millimeters [26-28]. This process
is known as dropwise condensation [29] (Figure ib). The progressive removal of these condensing
droplets by gravity at length scales comparable to the capillary length (~2.7 mm for water) [30-33] helps
refresh the surface for re-nucleation, and allows 5 - 7x higher heat transfer performance when compared
to the filmwise mode [34-50].
For the past eight decades, dropwise condensation on common heat transfer materials has been a
topic of significant interest [33, 34], with a focus on creating non-wetting surfaces via promoter coatings
for easy droplet removal. While robust coatings still continue to be a challenge and require more
I
development [15, 34, 51-53], recent advancements in nanofabrication have allowed for the development
of superhydrophobic surfaces [54], where nearly spherical water droplets form with high mobility and
minimal droplet adhesion. In addition, the role of surface structuring on wetting characteristics have been
studied in detail [55-58] to enhance condensation performance by reducing droplet departure sizes
(5 3 mm) and enabling faster clearing of the surface for re-nucleation.
Yet when small water droplets (3O-100 pm) merge on suitably designed superhydrophobic
surfaces, they can undergo coalescence-induced droplet ejection or "jumping" due to the release of excess
surface energy (Figure Ic) [32]. Jumping droplet condensation has offered a new avenue to further
enhance heat transfer by increasing the time-averaged density of small droplets. However if the
nucleation density is too high and the spacing between droplets is reduced, droplet jumping cannot be
sustained. Under such conditions, discrete droplets highly adhered to the surface form and can have even
worse performance than dropwise condensation, leading to a flooding condensation mode (Figure I d).
The different fluid-surface interactions of the four modes described above (filmwise, dropwise, jumping,
and flooding) accordingly determine the heat transfer performance.
To characterize the condensation performance, the heat flux, q" is a commonly used metric to
quantify the amount of latent heat of phase change removed by the surface at a given driving potential.
This driving potential is represented by either the vapor-surface temperature difference
(AT - Tsat(Pv) - Twait) or the supersaturation, S, the ratio of the vapor pressure to the saturation pressure at
the surface temperature, S =pvap /psat(Twai). Accordingly, Figure le summarizes the measured (filmwise
and dropwise) and expected (jumping and flooding) performance of the four modes, showing q" with AT
for steam at atmospheric pressure [34]. If the condensing steam is mixed with non-condensable gases,
NCGs (air), the NCG can accumulate adjacent to the surface creating an additional diffusional resistance
for vapor molecules [59-76]. The high sensitivity of condensation heat transfer to small amounts
(< 10 ppm) of air in the steam explains the large range of values and trends shown in Figure 1 e for the
case of dropwise condensation with NCGs. With the development of superhydrophobic materials, the heat
transfer performance should theoretically be able to exceed that of the highest values reported with
dropwise condensation. However, due to the complex fluid-surface interactions, the role of structures for
enhanced condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces has been unclear until recently, where we have
gained new understanding on fluid-surface processes during phase change.
In this thesis, we studied the fabrication, characterization, wettability, and interfacial dynamics of
superhydrophobic materials during condensation and discuss insights in terms of heat transfer
performance and surface optimization. The thesis focuses on water as the working fluid due to its
favorable heat transfer properties (i.e., high latent heat of vaporization) and its common use in industry.
To better understand the physics of the process, we examine the role of structures on emerging droplet
morphology, nucleation density, droplet growth rate, and departure characteristics (Figure 2).
Furthermore, we examine scalable materials for superhydrophobic surfaces and experimentally
demonstrate heat transfer enhancement when compared to state of the art dropwise condensing surfaces.
Finally, we provide perspectives for the development of next generation nanostructured materials for
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Figure 1. Condensation heat transfer modes and performance. Images of (a) filmwise condensation on a smooth
hydrophilic Cu tube, (b) dropwise condensation on a silane coated smooth Cu tube, (c) jumping-droplet
superhydrophobic condensation on a nanostructured CuO tube (Inset: magnified view of the jumping phenomena,
scale bar is 500 pam), and (d) flooding condensation on a nanostructured CuO tube [77]. (e) Heat transfer
measurements for dropwise condensation of steam at near-atmospheric pressure (AT Tsa,(P)-Twa) [34].
Superhydrophobic region shows expected performance enhancement due to increased droplet mobility. Note: NCG,
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Figure 2. Factors governing condensation heat transfer. Schematics showing the complexity of condensation
heat transfer on structured surfaces. To accurately predict heat transfer results, four governing factors must
understood: the emergent droplet morphology on the structured surface, the morphology dependent individual
droplet heat transfer (red arrows represent the direction of heat flow), the droplet size distribution on the surface
(N(R)), and the droplet departure mechanism (schematic shows droplet jumping [32]). The four factors are all
coupled and depend on one another. Symbols: h is the structure height, I is the center-to-center structure spacing, d
is the structure diameter, (L) is the average nucleation spacing, 0 , is the intrinsic advancing contact angle on a
smooth surface, T., is the vapor saturation temperature, T, is the surface temperature, k, is the pillar thermal
conductivity, k, is the condensate thermal conductivity, 5hc is the hydrophobic coating thickness, Rdeparture is the
radius at which droplets depart the surface, 0, is the intrinsic receding contact angle on a smooth surface, a is the
condensate surface tension, and p is the condensate density. Green symbols represent control variables that can be
altered to manipulate performance, red symbols are not as easily controlled without changing the working fluid.
1.2 Wetting Phenomena
We first briefly provide background related to wetting phenomena to facilitate understanding of
condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces.
When a droplet is deposited on a flat surface, it can either wet the surface or form a discrete
droplet depending on the surface energy. Young [78] first proposed that the equilibrium contact angle, 0,
of the droplet is dictated by a force balance at the three phase contact line:
4
cos 0 = Ysv (1)
Yiv
where Ysv, ysi and yI, are the solid-vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor surface tensions, respectively.
Continuing the work of Young, Wenzel and Cassie subsequently extended the wetting analysis to rough
and porous surfaces. Considering a surface with roughness, r, defined by the ratio of the total surface area
to the projected area, Wenzel [79] showed when the fluid wets all of the rough area, the contact angle Ow
is defined by:
cos Ow = r cosO. (2)
In contrast, Cassie and Baxter [80] considered the case where the droplet rests on the tips of the
roughness and showed that the contact angle Oc is defined by:
COS 6 C = p (cos O + 1) - 1, (3)
where p is the ratio of the solid area contacting the droplet to the projected area. The two droplet
morphologies described by equation (2) and (3) are termed Wenzel and Cassie, respectively. Accordingly,
in the case of hydrophobic surfaces (0> 90'), the roughness amplifies the wetting characteristics such that
the surface becomes superhydrophobic, where contact angles exceed 150'. While Wenzel and Cassie
droplets can both exist on these rough surfaces, the Wenzel state is less desired owing to the higher
adhesion to the substrate compared to the low adhesion Cassie state [54]. As a result, over the past decade,
studies have focused on developing superhydrophobic surfaces to limit droplet adhesion and increase
water repellency [54, 81-85].
In the case of condensation, however, the nucleation of droplets through the vapor phase can
initiate within the roughness, such that equations (2) and (3) may not apply. Previous studies have shown
that on structured superhydrophobic surfaces with well-controlled geometries (defined in Figure 3a),
highly adhered Wenzel droplets form during vapor condensation, which are distinct from the highly
mobile Cassie droplets when deposited using a syringe [54, 86-88]. In fact, three different droplet
morphologies exist during condensation, Wenzel (W) (Figures 3a, d), partially wetting (PW)
(Figures 3b, e), and suspended (S) (Figures 3c, f), where both S and PW droplets are highly mobile
compared to W droplets. Due to the importance of minimizing droplet adhesion, knowledge of the
emergent droplet morphology needs to be properly characterized and understood in order to tailor the
micro/nanostructured surfaces with controlled roughness, i.e., surface structuring, for enhanced heat
transfer [77].
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Figure 3. Condensing droplet morphologies. Time-lapse schematics of a (a) Wenzel (W) droplet where liquid fills
the structures beneath the droplet; (b) partially wetting (PW) droplet where the liquid partially fills the structure
beneath the droplet, and (c) suspended (S) droplet where an air layer fills the structure beneath the droplet [89]
(schematics not to scale). Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) [90-100] images of droplets with
the (d) W, (e) PW, and (f) S morphologies on a nanostructured surface (h = 6.1 pm, / = 2 ptm, d= 300 nm) [101].
Note: t, time; 0,, Wenzel droplet contact angle (equation (2)); Ow, partially wetting droplet contact angle; Os,
suspended droplet contact angle.
1.3 Structure Geometry and Nucleation Density
Structure geometry and nucleation density have specific roles in the emergent droplet
morphology (PW, S, or W). Previous studies have shown that there is a length-scale dependency of the
surface structuring, i.e., microstructures [87, 102, 103] versus nanostructures [32, 104-107], and that
global thermodynamic analysis comparing the lower equilibrium energy state, i.e., Cassie vs Wenzel, is
insufficient [82], while often used to explain observed condensation behavior [87, 88, 102, 103, 108].
Recently, Enright et al. showed that the morphology of isolated droplets interacting with the surface
structures during growth from within a unit cell (volume between structures) is primarily due to:
1) energy barriers encountered by the droplet growing within the structured surface (Figure 4a), and 2)
droplet-droplet interactions governed by the nucleation density, i.e., the average spacing between
nucleation sites (L) relative to the structure length scale I [109]. Meanwhile, S droplets nucleating on the
tips of structures are unconditionally stable assuming no droplet-droplet interactions and external forces
such as gravity.
Enright et al. focused on droplets nucleating within the unit cell because they are more desirable
for enhanced heat transfer. Their study showed that these droplets can either grow above the structure
forming a 'balloon' like PW droplet (Figure 4b), or laterally spread into the structure forming a highly
adhered W droplet (Figure 4c) [108, 109]. While the droplet morphology is dictated by the intricate
6
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liquid/structure interaction dynamics, it can be approximately predicted by comparing the energies of the
non-equilibrium advancing Cassie and Wenzel states with a dimensionless energy ratio:
SCos Oa,c -1 (4)
COS Oa,w rCoS a'
where r = 1 + 7rdh/12 is the surface roughness, and Oa is the advancing contact angle on a flat surface.
Equation (4) implies that when E* > 1, W droplet morphologies are favored, while when E* < 1, PW
droplets should emerge [109]. In addition to this energy criterion, the nuclei of the droplets need to be 2-
5x of the spacing between the structures (Figure 4d) ((L)/l > 2-5). If droplets grow and merge too close to
each other such that (L)/l < 2-5, coalescence events bypass the energy barrier associated with individual
droplet growth (equation (4)) and flood the surface forming undesired highly adhered W droplets
(Figure 4e). Accordingly, a regime map defining the parametric space with experimentally measured (L)/l
ratios and calculated E* in Figure 4f determines the emergent droplet morphology for a wide variety of
structure length scales, geometries and nucleation densities. The results suggest that an important aspect is
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Figure 4. Effect of structure length scale and nucleation density on droplet morphology. (a) Schematic of adroplet growing within the confines of the structures. The liquid can either grow laterally by filling the adjacent
structures or by growing upwards above the structures [108]. Condensed droplet growth observed using
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) on structured surfaces with (b) Cassie droplets where /= 2 pm
and (c) Wenzel droplets where / = 4 gm [109]. Scale bar for (b, c) is 60 gm. Condensation behavior on a
microstructured surface (I= 4.5 pm, d= 2 pm, h = 5 pm, and E* = 0.75 ± 0.04) is shown at a fixed location with a
scaled coalescence length of (d) (L)/l = 3.54 ± 2.43 (PW droplets) and (e) (L)/l = 2.04 ± 0.6 (W droplets) [109].Scale bar for (d, e) is 50 pm. (f) Regime map characterizing the dominant wetting behavior observed during
condensation with coordinates of (L)/I and E*. PW morphologies (o) emerge at large (L)// and E* 5 1 (shaded
region). Wenzel morphologies (o) emerge at low (L)/l and/or E* > 1 [109]. Note: E*, dimensionless energy ratio; 0,
advancing contact angle; Dn, wetted basal diameter; (L), average distance between droplet nucleation sites.
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1.4 Tailoring Surface Chemistry for Nucleation
Controlling nucleation has been investigated, but has primarily focused on patterning surface
chemistry heterogeneities [110-116] (hybrid hydrophobic/hydrophilic surfaces) at the length scale of the
structures or larger to simultaneously increase the nucleation rate (hydrophilic spots) and achieve high
droplet mobility (hydrophobic spots). Although spatial control of nucleation has been demonstrated [112],
it was also accompanied by higher droplet adhesion [117]. The hydrophilic spots on the surface act to pin
the droplet and result in slower removal [34]. However, S droplets with low adhesion were obtained using
hybrid surfaces by ensuring that the height to thickness ratio of the structures (i.e., with pillars having
hydrophilic tops and hydrophobic valleys) is relatively large [117]. Therefore, with proper design, hybrid
surfaces have the potential to enhance droplet shedding for enhanced condensation while controlling
nucleation density.
To define the location of nucleation sites at length scales smaller than the structure (< 10 nm), in
order to delay flooding condensation, Enright et al. [109] showed that defects in the hydrophobic coatings
exist [118-120], which with the proper structure geometry can be used to determine the formation of
highly mobile PW and S droplets. Hydrophobic coatings with tailored defects present an opportunity to
control droplet morphology while further enhancing heat transfer.
1.5 Effect of Droplet Morphology on Growth Dynamics
While both PW and S droplets show advantages in terms of easy droplet removal as opposed to
W droplets, droplet growth prior to departure needs to be considered to determine the desired morphology
for enhanced heat transfer. Miljkovic et al. [101] highlighted the importance of considering droplet
morphology on growth rates whereby in certain cases, surface structuring can degrade heat transfer
performance. Using a specific structure geometry, they demonstrated that the growth rate and individual
droplet heat transfer of PW droplets were 6x and 4-6x higher than that of S droplets, respectively
(Figure 5a, b). This difference was due to the fact that S droplets are suspended on top of a composite air-
solid interface, where the air is a significant thermal resistance to droplet growth. To investigate the effect
of the morphology on overall surface heat transfer, a thermal resistance based droplet growth model was
developed [101, 121-124] (Figure 5c) and demonstrated that surfaces favoring only S droplet formation
degraded overall performance by 71% when compared to flat hydrophobic shedding surfaces, despite
their high mobility [101]. The study showed structure design needs to be carefully considered to minimize
the effect of the air beneath the droplet, while maintaining easy droplet removal. Accordingly, this
thermal resistance can be decreased by reducing the structure heights via nanoscale roughness.
To tailor the emergent droplet morphology, Miljkovic et al. [77] suggested a method to favor PW
droplet formation via the creation of thermodynamic energy barriers for nucleation on structure tips [125].
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By making the tip thickness comparable to the critical nucleation radius (;z10-30 nm for water), the
energy barrier for nucleation on the tip is increased, resulting in favorable droplet nucleation within the
structure and stable formation of PW droplets [77]. It is important to note, this approach is valid assuming
the nucleation density of droplets is low compared to the density of the structures ((L)/l > 2-5) such that
flooding is avoided (Figure 4f).
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Figure 5. Effect of droplet morphology on growth rate. Time evolution of the average droplet diameter for (a)
partially wetting (PW) and (b) suspended (S) droplets. The S droplet has a slower growth rate than the PW droplet
due to poor thermal contact between the base and substrate [101]. (c) PW and S droplet model schematics and
thermal resistance diagram showing the liquid-vapor interface (Ri), droplet conduction (Rd), hydrophobic coating
(Rh), pillar (R,), and gap (Rg) thermal resistances [101]. Note: t, time; T,, substrate temperature at the base of a pillar;
T', substrate temperature in between two adjacent pillars; h, pillar height; hi, interfacial heat transfer coefficient; Tsat,
vapor saturation temperature; R(t), droplet radius as a function of time; T, liquid-vapor interface temperature; ThI,
hydrophobic coating surface temperature on the tips of the pillars; Tb2, pillar/hydrophobic coating interface
temperature; Tb3, hydrophobic coating surface temperature in the valleys of the pillars; q, individual droplet heat
transfer rate; 6hc, hydrophobic coating thickness.
1.6 Droplet Departure
Once the droplets nucleate and grow with the desired morphology, droplets also need to be
quickly removed from the surface to enhance heat transfer [126]. The recent works of Boreyko et al. [32]
and Narhe et al. [127] presented a new experimental approach for efficient droplet departure, whereby
condensate droplets spontaneously jump on a superhydrophobic surface without any external forces
(Figure 6b). The average droplet radius at steady-state was thirty times smaller than the capillary length
(~2.7 mm for water), and therefore promises significant heat transfer improvement due to the smaller time
9
averaged distribution of droplets [128]. The spontaneous motion is powered by the surface energy
released upon droplet coalescence and the out-of-plane jumping results from in-plane coalescence (Figure
6c,d). While both PW and S droplet morphologies are capable of jumping at equivalent length scales
[129], as discussed earlier PW droplets are favored due to their higher growth rates [101]. It is important
to note, if the solid fraction of the structure is too large (p > 0.1), PW and S droplet jumping may not be
possible due to high adhesion.
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Figure 6. Droplet departure modes - gravitational shedding versus jumping. Dropwise condensation on a
horizontally oriented (a) smooth hydrophobic surface and (b) structured two-tier superhydrophobic surface (with
micro pillars visible). Stages 1-3 of the condensation process characterize the initial nucleation, immobile
coalescence, and mobile coalescence (jumping droplets), respectively [32]. (c) Coalescing process of two droplets.
Upper photos: side-view imaging of two condensed drops with diameters of 302 and 252 gm during merging; lower:
modeled coalescence process [130]. (d) Coalescence-induced transformation and jumping of the merged droplet.
Upper photos: side-view images of coalescence-induced droplet jumping; lower: modeled coalescence-induced
droplet jumping [130].
To achieve droplet jumping, surface structures need to be designed with minimal droplet adhesion
by using nanoscale structures with low solid fractions (V > 0.1), or hierarchical structures [131-135]
(consisting of a dual length scale roughness of micro and nano structure). Extending the work of Boreyko,
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many researchers have modeled [89, 129, 130, 136, 137] and fabricated [104, 106, 138-142] surfaces that
show stable droplet jumping. However, if the supersaturation is too large (high nucleation density),
flooding occurs and droplets strongly adhered to the surface are formed [77, 109]. These nucleation
density limitations still remain and need to be addressed to further increase the operating range of
superhydrophobic surfaces. Furthermore, heat transfer measurements are required to better quantify the
condensation enhancement when compared to state-of-the-art dropwise condensing surfaces.
1.7 Modeling of Enhanced Superhydrophobic Surfaces
As shown by the previous studies, condensation heat transfer performance on superhydrophobic
surfaces is dependent on many factors including droplet morphology, structure geometry, and departure
dynamics. To obtain design guidelines for enhanced condensation heat transfer with superhydrophobic
structured surfaces, Miljkovic et al. [89] developed a unified model coupling individual droplet heat
transfer, droplet size distribution, and droplet wetting morphology. The emergent droplet wetting
morphologies, PW and S jumping, PW and S non-jumping, or W, were determined by coupling the
structure geometry with the nucleation density and considering local energy barriers to wetting. The
model results suggest that a specific range of geometries (0.5 - 2 tm) and nucleation densities, allow for
the formation of coalescence-induced PW jumping droplets with a promise of 190% overall surface heat
flux enhancement over conventional flat dropwise condensing surfaces [89].
1.8 Fabrication of Scalable Nanostructures
While a considerable amount of work has focused on understanding and fabricating
superhydrophobic surfaces for potential enhancements in condensation [32, 101, 106, 108, 121, 127, 128,
139-143], heat transfer measurements that quantify the improvement in performance using these surfaces
are limited. In addition, many studies have used well-defined structures to facilitate the understanding of
the condensation process (carbon nanotubes [107], nanowires [108], and nanoparticle self-assembly [144],
micropillars [109, 112]), however, it is also important to pursue scalable methods of fabricating
superhydrophobic surfaces for the implementation in large scale thermal applications.
Recently, researchers have proposed metal oxides to fabricate more scalable superhydrophobic
nanostructured surfaces [77, 138, 139, 145-151]. The nanoscale oxide can 1) better satisfy the
requirement for the structure density to be larger than the nucleation density in order to avoid flooding





Figure 7. Fabricated scalable nanostructured surfaces. FESEM images of a CuO surface with (a) top view, (b)
side view, and (c) micro-goniometer contact angle measurement image (Oa = 169.2 ± 2.60). The sharp, knife-like
CuO structures have characteristic heights, h ~I jm, solid fraction, p ~ 0.023, and roughness factor, r ~ 10 [77].
(d, e) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the copper surface structures at a 12 min immersion time
[146]. (f) Contact angle measurement on the nanostructured superhydrophobic copper surface after hydrophobic
functionalization (5 p.L droplet, Oa = 159 ± 20) [146]. (g) SEM images of zinc surface (24 hour deposition) showing
micro-flowers-like structure (a ~ 12 pm, b ~ 25 pm, c ~ 10 pm) [145]. Nanostructured zinc was formed by
immersing the zinc substrate in 2 mol/L urea solution prepared with deionized water and N-N-dimethylformamide in
2:1 volume ratio, in sealed bottle and kept at 80'C for 20-24 hours. (h) The micro-flower area inside the circle in (g)
at large magnification. It shows nano sheets with average thickness 300 nm [145]. (i) Contact angle measurement of
a 3 pl water droplet on the ZnO surface. All three scalable surfaces showed high degrees of superhydrophobicity (c,
f, and i), promising potential for enhanced condensation heat transfer performance.
The works of Miljkovic et al. [77] (Figure 7a-c), Feng et al. [138, 147], and Torresin et al. [146]
(Figure 7d-f) studied scalable functionalized copper oxide (CuO) nanostructured surfaces. Copper is a
typical heat exchanger material where chemical-oxidation based CuO nanostructuring allows for a self-
limiting growth behavior, resulting in a low characteristic oxide thickness (h z I pm) and a low parasitic
conduction thermal resistance [152, 153]. From an industrial perspective, the CuO fabrication method is
appealing because it can be applied to arbitrarily shaped surfaces, where the nanostructures form at low
temperatures and do not require any high temperature annealing or drying processes. While zinc oxide
(ZnO) has also been proposed, Narhe et al. [145] showed that the ZnO nanostructures had favorable
morphology (Figure 7g-i), but were not able to achieve droplet jumping due to incomplete hydrophobic
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coating coverage, relatively large solid fractions qp z 0.11, and subsequently larger droplet adhesion to the
surface.
Furthermore, in addition to copper and zinc, opportunities remain to create scalable
nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces with aluminum and stainless steel, which are commonly used
industrial heat exchanger materials [34].
1.9 Heat Transfer Experiments
An important metric for optimized superhydrophobic surfaces for condensation are experimental
heat transfer measurements, however, it is well-known that accurate results are difficult to obtain. Due to
the high sensitivity to the presence of non-condensable gasses (NCGs), experiments need to be performed
in controlled environments to ensure NCG content of < 0.25% [34, 154]. In addition, the interfacial
resistances, i.e., thermal grease, between the sample substrate and test rig have led to a lack of
repeatability in heat transfer measurements. Recently, a few studies have conducted experimental
investigations in pure vapor environments (no NCGs) [77, 146, 155, 156]. The first performance
measurement was achieved by Boreyko et al. [155, 157] via the characterization of a jumping droplet
thermal diode (Figure 8a). Although indirect (condensation and evaporation performance were lumped
together), the results showed forward and reverse effective thermal conductivities of 350 W/mK and
0.29 W/mK, respectively (Figure 8b), indicating that the jumping droplet mechanism enhanced heat
transfer.
To specifically quantify condensation heat transfer performance, Miljkovic et al. [77] tested
superhydrophobic nanostructured CuO surfaces over a range of supersaturations (1.02 <S < 1.6)
(Figure 8c). They demonstrated that in the jumping regime where S < 1.12, heat transfer coefficients were
hjumping - 92 kW/m2K, 30% higher than that of state-of-the-art dropwise condensing copper surfaces.
However, at S > 1.12, flooding degraded performance to hflooded z 44kW/m2 K, 41% less than that of
copper. Other studies have also observed flooding on two-tier superhydrophobic CNT [156] and
nanostructured CuO [146] surfaces, due to high nucleation densities compared to the structure density
(Figure 4f), consequently underperforming compared to dropwise condensation.
Although the results show potential for efficient droplet jumping heat transfer enhancement, the
flooding observed by many researchers suggests the needed to further reduce the structure length scale
and/or reduce and control the nucleation density at elevated supersaturations.
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Figure 8. Experimental heat transfer results. (a) Schematic of the planar jumping-droplet thermal diode (not to
scale) in forward mode with jumping droplets returning the working fluid from the low temperature (T-)
superhydrophobic condenser to the high temperature (T+) superhydrophilic evaporator for continuous phase-change
heat transfer [155]. (b) Forward thermal conductivity (kf) as a function of the average vapor temperature of the
thermal diode (T,.) [155]. For all three orientations tested (sideways, with gravity and against gravity), the thermal
diode performance was the same, highlighting the advantageous orientation independence of condensers having
jumping droplet departure. At higher vapor temperatures (T, > 50'C), boiling in the evaporator initiated, resulting in
orientation dependence (dotted line). (c) Schematic showing experimental setup. The tube sample (DOD = 6.35 mm,
DID = 3.56 mm, L = 131 mm) was cooled via chilled water flowing inside the tube at 5 + 0.1 L/minute [77].
(h) Experimental and theoretical steady state condensation coefficient (he) as a function of saturated vapor pressure
(P,) for tube surfaces shown in (d) undergoing filmwise, dropwise, flooding (four different oxidation times r = 5, 10,
20, and 45 minutes), and jumping (r = 10 minutes) condensation [77]. Jumping condensation shows the highest
condensation HTC for low supersaturations (S < 1.12) [77].
1.10 Scope and Content of the Thesis
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the emergent droplet wetting morphology during condensation on
structured surfaces was studied with imaging experiments on surfaces with structure length scales ranging
from 100 nm to 10 pm and wetting physics. The results demonstrated the importance of considering local
energy barriers to understand the non-equilibrium condensed droplet morphologies and showed that
overcoming these barriers via nucleation-mediated droplet-droplet interactions led to the emergence of
wetting states not predicted by scale-invariant global thermodynamic analysis. This mechanistic
understanding offers insight into the role of surface-structure length scale, provides a quantitative basis
for designing surfaces optimized for condensation in engineered systems, and promises insight into ice
formation on surfaces that initiates with the condensation of subcooled water.
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In Chapter 3, the individual droplet growth dynamics prior to coalescence and removal were
experimentally and numerically investigated to elucidate the importance of droplet morphology
(Chapter 2) on heat and mass transfer. By taking advantage of well-controlled functionalized silicon
nanopillars, the growth and shedding behavior of both suspended and partially wetting droplets on the
same surface during condensation was observed. Environmental scanning electron microscopy was used
to demonstrate that initial droplet growth rates of partially wetting droplets were 6 times larger than that
of suspended droplets. A droplet growth model was developed to explain the experimental results and
showed that partially wetting droplets had 4-6 times higher heat transfer rates than that of suspended
droplets. Based on these findings, the overall performance enhancement created by surface
nanostructuring was examined in comparison to a flat hydrophobic surface. These nanostructured surfaces
had 56% heat flux enhancement for PW droplet morphologies, and 71% heat flux degradation for S
morphologies in comparison to flat hydrophobic surfaces. This study provides insights into the previously
unidentified role of droplet wetting morphology on growth rate, as well as the need to design Cassie
stable nanostructured surfaces with tailored droplet morphologies to achieve enhanced heat and mass
transfer during dropwise condensation.
In Chapter 4, a unified model for dropwise condensation on superhydrophobic structured surfaces
was developed by incorporating wetting morphology (Chapter 2), individual droplet heat transfer
(Chapter 3), and size distribution (Chapter 3). Two droplet size distributions were developed, which are
valid for droplets undergoing coalescence-induced droplet jumping, and exhibiting either a constant or
variable contact angle droplet growth. Distinct emergent droplet wetting morphologies, Cassie jumping,
Cassie non-jumping, or Wenzel, were determined by coupling the structure geometry with the nucleation
density and considering local energy barriers to wetting. The model results suggest a specific range of
geometries (0.5 - 2 trn) allowing for the formation of coalescence-induced jumping droplets with a 190%
overall surface heat flux enhancement over conventional flat dropwise condensing surfaces. Subsequently,
the effects of four typical self-assembled monolayer promoter coatings on overall heat flux were
investigated. Surfaces exhibiting coalescence-induced droplet jumping were not sensitive (< 5%) to the
coating wetting characteristics (contact angle hysteresis), which was in contrast to surfaces relying on
gravitational droplet removal. Furthermore, flat surfaces with low promoter coating contact angle
hysteresis (< 2') outperformed structured superhydrophobic surfaces when the length scale of the
structures was above a certain size (> 2 ptm). This work provides a unified model for dropwise
condensation on micro/nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces and offers guidelines for the design of
structured surfaces to maximize heat transfer.
In Chapter 5, using the insights gained from the developed model and optimization (Chapter 4), a
scalable synthesis technique was investigated to produce functionalized oxide nanostructures on copper
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surfaces capable of sustaining superhydrophobic condensation. Nanostructured copper oxide (CuO) films
were formed via chemical oxidation in an alkaline solution resulting in dense arrays of sharp CuO
nanostructures with characteristic heights and widths of -1 pm and ~300 nm, respectively. To make the
CuO surfaces superhydrophobic, they were functionalized by direct deposition of a fluorinated silane
molecular film or by sputtering a thin gold film before depositing a fluorinated thiol molecular film.
Condensation on these surfaces was characterized using optical microscopy and environmental scanning
electron microscopy to quantify the distribution of nucleation sites and elucidate the growth behavior of
individual droplets with characteristic radii of ~1 to 10 pm at supersaturations < 1.5. Comparison of the
measured individual droplet growth behavior to our developed heat transfer model (Chapter 4) for
condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces showed good agreement. Prediction of the overall heat
transfer enhancement in comparison to a typical dropwise condensing surface having an identical
nucleation density suggests a restricted regime of enhancement limited to droplet shedding radii < 2.5 pm
due to the large apparent contact angles of condensed droplets on the fabricated CuO surfaces.
Based on the promising characterization results of Chapter 5, the macroscopic heat transfer
performance of superhydrophobic CuO surfaces was investigated in Chapter 6. The results show that the
CuO surfaces created via a simple fabrication method can achieve highly efficient jumping-droplet
condensation heat transfer. The results experimentally demonstrate a 25% higher overall heat flux and
30% higher condensation heat transfer coefficient compared to state-of-the-art hydrophobic condensing
surfaces at low supersaturations (<1.12). This work not only shows significant condensation heat transfer
enhancement, but promises a low cost and scalable approach to increase efficiency for applications such
as atmospheric water harvesting and dehumidification. Furthermore, the results offer insights and an
avenue to achieve high flux superhydrophobic condensation.
In Chapter 7, the experimental results of superhydrophobic CuO droplet jumping were used to
demonstrate that jumping droplets gain a net positive charge that causes them to repel each other mid-
flight. With the aid of electric fields, the charge on the droplets was quantified, and the mechanism for the
charge accumulation was studied. The droplet charging was shown to be associated with the formation of
the electric double layer at the droplet-surface interface, and subsequent separation during coalescence
and jumping. The observation of droplet charge accumulation and electric double layer charge separation
provide insight into jumping droplet physics as well as processes involving charged liquid droplets.
Furthermore, this work is a starting point for more advanced approaches for enhancing jumping droplet
surface performance by using external electric fields to control droplet jumping.
In Chapter 8, we experimentally and numerically study droplet jumping dynamics on a
superhydrophobic CuO surface focusing on droplet trajectory post coalescence and departure. We
identified a mechanism of droplet return to the surface against gravity and show that it was governed by
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the vapor flow entrainment of jumping droplets. The return of droplets presents a limitation to maximum
heat transfer by not allowing jumping droplets to be removed from the surface. To limit droplet return, we
build on the electrostatic charging results of Chapter 7, and demonstrate the use of external electric fields
to control droplet motion post coalescence and departure. We show experimentally that electric-field-
enhanced condensation (EFE) has the potential in increase the overall surface heat transfer coefficient by
50% when compared to normal jumping surfaces. This work is a starting point for more advanced




Condensation on Superhydrophobic Surfaces: The Role of Local
Energy Barriers and Structure Length-Scale
2.1 Introduction
Understanding the mechanisms governing water condensation on surfaces is crucial to a wide
range of applications that have significant societal and environmental impact. Recently, the use of
hydrophobic surfaces structured at capillary length scales has been proposed to enhance heterogeneous
condensation [32, 87, 88, 97, 98, 101-106, 128, 142]. Because wetting interactions can be tuned using
structure geometry, these surfaces promise a means to manipulate condensation behavior to realize
droplet morphologies ranging from highly pinned, i.e., Wenzel state [79], to superhydrophobic, i.e.,
Cassie state [80], where droplets can shed passively at microscopic length-scales via droplet coalescence
[32]. However, the effect of surface structure geometry on condensation behavior remains under debate.
A review of previous studies shows that there is a surface-structure length-scale dependency, i.e.,
microstructures [87, 102, 103] vs. nanostructures [32, 104-107], on the resulting condensed droplet
morphology that cannot be readily reconciled using global thermodynamic analyses [82] often used to
explain observed condensation behavior [87, 88, 102, 103, 108]. This inconsistency highlights a lack of
fundamental understanding to explain a "bottom-up" wetting process that begins with the nucleation of
droplets with radii on the order of I - 10 nm and involves both droplet-surface and droplet-droplet
interactions at length-scales ranging from smaller than to larger than the characteristic size of the surface
structures.
In this chapter, by studying well-defined structured surfaces spanning a wide range of length
scales from 100 nm to 10 ptm and frunctionalized using several hydrophobic thin films, we show that the
emergent morphology of isolated droplets interacting with the surface structures during growth is
primarily defined by the pinning behavior of the local contact line within the structures. Depending on the
relationship between the structure length-scale and the droplet nucleation density, the dominant
condensed droplet morphology can then switch to one that is thermodynamically unfavorable. We show
how these isolated condensed droplet morphologies arise by quantitatively describing growth in terms of
characteristic local energy barriers and extend this view to explain the role of droplet-droplet interactions
in determining emergent droplet morphology. This result contrasts the common macroscopic view of
wetting behavior for individual droplets. The understanding of droplet growth behavior developed,
coupled with observations indicating that nucleation is initiated by the presence of defects in our
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hydrophobic thin-films and recent transport modeling [101], provides a rational basis to develop
optimized condensing surfaces. This mechanistic framework also has implications for understanding
condensation behavior on nature's superhydrophobic surfaces [4, 5, 158, 159] and ice formation on
structured surfaces that initiates with the condensation of sub-cooled water [160].
2.2 Experiments
Nanopillars (Figure 9a) were fabricated by electrodepositing Au from a sodium gold sulfite
solution (BDT-510, Ethenone) at a constant current density of 1 mA/cm 2 through a nanoporous anodic
alumina (AAO) film [161]. The nanopillars were released by wet etching the AAO template in a 25 wt.%
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH, SACHEM Inc.) solution at 333 K for 2 hours, followed by
rinsing in acetone, isopropyl, and deionized (DI) water. After a 30 minute oxygen-plasma clean (Harrick
Plasma, Ithaca, NY), the Au samples were immediately immersed in a 2mM 1 H,1 H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecanethiol/ethanol solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes. Upon removal, samples were
rinsed with ethanol, DI water, and dried with N2 . Goniometric measurements (MCA-3, Kyowa Interface
Science Co., Japan) on a corresponding smooth, thiolated Au surface showed advancing and receding
contact angles of 0, = 121.1 ± 2.20 and Or = 106.3' + 2.4', respectively.
Silicon nanopillars (Figure 9b) were fabricated by metal-assisted etching of silicon [162]. Boron
doped 1-25 Q-cm silicon (100) wafers (Silicon Valley Microelectronics, USA) were coated with a trilayer
coating consisting of 200 nm thick photoresist film (PFI-88, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Japan), 20 nm SiO2
via e-beam evaporation, and 300 nm BARLI ARC (AZ Electronic Materials, USA). A Lloyd's mirror set-
up (k = 325, Helium-Cadmium laser) was utilized to define interference patterns on the resist-Si0 2-ARC
trilayer. The photoresist template was transferred into the underlying ARC layer by RIE. Subsequently, a
15 nm Au film was deposited via e-beam evaporation. Lift-off of the ARC posts in N-methylpyrrolidone
resulted in an anti-dot array which was wet etched in solution consisting of 4.8 M HF and 0.4 M H20 2 .
The Au layer at the base of the pillars was subsequently removed in an iodine-based etch solution. A
range of Si nano and micropillars were also fabricated using standard deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)
where the pillar patterns were defined using either e-beam (Figure 9c) or optical masks (Figure 9d) and
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Figure 9. Fabricated surfaces and global droplet morphologies. (a-d) Scanning electron micrographs of
fabricated pillar geometries spanning a range of length scales from 100 nm to 10 tm. (a) Electrodeposited Au
nanopillars defined by an anodic alumina template. Scale bar: 200 nm. (b) Si nanopillars fabricated using
interference lithography and metal-assisted wet etching. Scale bar: 500 nm. (c) Si nanopillars fabricated using e-
beam written mask and DRIE. Scale bar: 1 pim. (d) Si micropillars fabricated using optical lithography and DRIE.
Scale bar: 10 pm. Condensed droplet growth observed using ESEM on surfaces similar to (c) with (e) Cassie
droplets where / = 2 pm and (f) Wenzel droplets where I= 4 ptm. The diameter and height of the pillars were d= 300
nm and h = 6.1 pm. The surfaces were functionalized with a silane having an intrinsic advancing contact angle of




Silicon dioxide functionalization was achieved via the chemical vapor deposition of either
(tridecafluoro- I., 1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)- 1 -trichlorosilane (UCT Specialties), octadecyltrichlorosilane
(Sigma-Aldrich), or dichlorodimethylsilane (Sigma-Aldrich). The samples were cleaned as described
above and then placed in a vacuum chamber containing an open container of silane at room temperature
and held at 17.5 kPa for 30 minutes. Upon removal the samples were rinsed in ethanol, DI water, and then
dried with N2. Goniometric measurements on corresponding smooth, silanated silicon surfaces showed
advancing and receding contact angles of: 0a/Or = 121.60 ± 1.3'/86.10 ±1.3 0; Oa/Or 110.80 ±10/85.80 ±0.90;
and Oa/ O, = 103.80 ± 0.5'/102.7' + 0.40 for deposited films of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)-1-
trichlorosilane, octadecyltrichlorosilane, and dichlorodimethylsilane, respectively.
Environmental scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss EVO 55 ESEM) was performed in back
scatter detection mode with a high gain. The water vapor pressure in the ESEM chamber was 1.4 kPa.
Typical image capture was obtained with a beam potential of 20 kV and variable probe current depending
on stage inclination angle. A 500 pm lower aperture was used in series with a 1000 ptm variable pressure
upper aperture for greater detail. Samples were attached using copper tape to a cold stage initially set to a
temperature of 285 ± 1.5 K. After equilibrating for 5 minutes, the temperature was decreased to
284 ± 1.5 K resulting in water condensation. Images and recordings were obtained at an inclination angle
of 700 to 80' from the horizontal; at a working distance ranging from 3 to 5 mm. Recordings were
performed at 1 fps. To limit droplet heating effects [98] and minimize damage to the functional coatings,
probe currents were maintained below 1.9 nA and the view areas were kept above 400 pim x 300 pm.
Optical light microscopy was performed using a custom built set-up shown diagrammatically in
Figure 10. A supply of water-saturated N 2 was obtained by sparging a temperature-controlled water
reservoir with dry N2 . A reservoir by-pass valve was installed to provide dry N 2 to the sample as it was
being cooled to the test temperature at the beginning of each experiment. The sample temperature was set
using a temperature-controlled stage (Instec, TS102-00). Good thermal contact between the sample and
the temperature control stage was obtained by interposing a thin layer of thermal grease (Omegatherm,
Omega) with a thermal conductivity of 2.2 W/m-K. Once the stage temperature stabilized to the test
temperature, typically T,,= 283 K, the by-pass valve was closed to initiate the flow of water-saturated N2
to the sample enclosure at a constant flow rate of Q = 2.5 L/minute, marking the start of the experiment.
The chamber humidity (Hygroclip, Rotronic) was recorded throughout the experiment. The
supersaturation was controlled by adjusting the water reservoir temperature through which the N2 was
sparged. Droplet nucleation and growth was recorded at intervals of 0.1 seconds using a CMOS camera
(Phantom v7. 1, Vision Research), operating at a resolution of 800 x 600 and a physical pixel size of 22
pm, attached to an upright microscope (Eclipse LV100, Nikon). Imaging was performed with either a 40x
(Plan Fluor ELWD, Nikon) or a 100x (L Plan SLWD, Nikon) objective. The relationship between length
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Figure 10. Optical microscopy experimental set-up. The mounted sample was first cooled to the test temperature
by the temperature-control stage under an atmosphere of dry N2. Following thermal equilibration, a three-way valve
was actuated to route the N 2 supply through a temperature-controlled water reservoir via a sparging head. The
chamber humidity was measured using a humidity probe located -1 cm from the mounted sample. The process of
initial droplet nucleation and growth was captured at either 40x or 1 00x magnification using a CMOS camera
mounted to an upright microscope.
Samples were horizontally-mounted using a thin layer of thermal grease (Omegatherm, Omega)
to a cold stage and cooled to the test temperature, typically Tv= 283±0.1 K, in a dry N2 atmosphere before
initiating the flow of water-saturated N2. The chamber humidity was controlled by adjusting the water
reservoir temperature and recorded (Hygroclip, Rotronic) throughout the experiment. Video recordings
were performed at 10 fps using a CMOS camera (Phantom v7. 1, Vision Research) attached to an upright
microscope (Eclipse LV100, Nikon).
We note that both the ESEM and optical experiments were performed at similar thermodynamic
and kinetic conditions, i.e., surface temperatures and water vapor pressures. The difference between the
experiments was the presence of non-condensable gases (NCGs) in the optical measurements, i.e., N 2. It
has been shown that NCGs do not affect the energetics of nucleation [13]. However, NCGs introduce an
appreciable diffusion resistance on the gas side that certainly reduces droplet growth rates compared to a
pure vapor environment for identical water vapor pressure conditions [13]. Furthermore, NCGs can also
play a role in the number of nucleation sites activated due to the depletion of water vapor above the
surface, i.e., concentration gradients of water vapor, that are not typically a concern in pure vapor
environments. This phenomenon becomes pronounced when the ramp rate to the target supersaturation is
small [13]. Accordingly, we adopted the procedure described above for the optical measurements
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whereby the supersaturation in the test chamber was rapidly brought to the target value over a tirnescale
of seconds. The efficacy of this approach was confirmed by the observation that the nucleation densities
for both the ESEM and optical measurements were of the same order of magnitude for comparable
samples. Furthermore, since the presence of NCGs has no effect on the chemical potential of the water
vapor, we did not expect the wetting behaviour of the growing droplets to be affected by the choice of
visualization technique. Indeed, consistent wetting behaviour was observed between the two imaging
methods.
2.3 Individual droplet growth
We first examined droplet growth during condensation from sizes comparable to a single unit cell,
i.e., the space between four pillars, up to the point of coalescence with neighboring droplets using ESEM.
Figure 9e & f show two distinct droplet morphologies formed during condensation on two pillar
geometries with the same pillar diameter of 300 nm and height of 6.1 ptm, but with pitch spacings of
/= 2 im and / = 4 gm, where the average distance between droplet nucleation sites was (L)~51. On both
surfaces, droplets were observed to nucleate in a variety of locations with respect to the unit cell, which is
consistent with the small size of the critical nucleation radius, RC ~ 15 nm expected for these
experimental conditions. Assuming that the bulk surface tension y and liquid density apply to the nucleus
and that the vapour behaves as an ideal gas, the minimum droplet radius of curvature required for
nucleation followed by stable growth can be estimated from classical nucleation theory [13] (CNT) as
RC = 2yv 0 /kT, In S, where v, is the molecular volume of the condensed phase and k is the Boltzmann
constant. The supersaturation S = pv/p, is defined as the ratio of the vapor pressure pv to the saturation
pressure p, at the condensing surface temperature Tw. For the conditions of the ESEM experiment,
y = 74.1 mN/m and v, = 0.03 nm 3 , we calculate Rc = 17.7 + 27.4 nm. This size is consistent with the
observation of droplet nucleation within the confines of the pillar array, R, <<VZ - d, and on the sides
of the pillars, R, < d.
During ESEM imaging we identified three general growth morphologies: suspended droplets
nucleating on the pillar tips that are unconditionally stable in the absence of droplet interactions and
forces such as gravity [163]; droplets nucleating on pillar sides that develop pinned contact lines leading
to suspended droplet morphologies wetting some portion of the pillars, but remain unconnected to the
base of the pillars; and droplets nucleating within the unit cell which subsequently fill and then grow
beyond the unit cell forming either partial wetting Cassie or completely wetting Wenzel morphologies.
We studied the last scenario in detail because it is only from this initial condition that the droplet explores
the entirety of the structure geometry to fundamentally differentiate between Cassie and Wenzel growth
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during condensation. This last scenario is also the most promising growth route in terms of maximizing
energy transfer rates [101].
Figure 9e shows droplets growing in a partial wetting state that led to nearly spherical
morphologies and were weakly pinned to the surface as evidenced by coalescence-induced droplet
ejection [32, 128]. In contrast, Figure 9f shows droplets that grew and coalesced, but remained in a
highly-pinned, fully-wetting state, i.e., coalescence-induced droplet ejection was not observed. The
distinct growth behaviors observed in Figures 9e & f are explained in terms of a non-equilibrium energy
criterion where contact line pinning plays the determining role in the resulting droplet morphology. By
comparing the dimensionless energy for liquid wetting the pillars in the advancing Wenzel [79]
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where r = 1 + rwdrph/l 2 is the surface roughness and rp (~ wr/2) is the local roughness associated with
the scallop features on the pillar sides. Equation (5) implies that when E* > 1, Wenzel droplet
morphologies are favoured, while when E* < 1 partially wetting Cassie droplets should emerge. While
this criterion is in agreement with the behavior observed in Figure 9e & f where E* = 0.59 (r = 3.26)
and E* = 1.22 (r = 1.56), respectively, the physical details of the emerging droplet morphology and the
role of length scale are not evident.
We investigated the contact line pinning behavior by carefully studying individual growth for
droplet radii R > I on the surfaces in Figure 9e & f. Figure 12a (I = 2 ptm) shows a representative case
where the contact line at the base of the droplet remained pinned within the structures and the droplet
grew to resemble the shape of a balloon [97, 98]. The characteristic diameter of the pinned neck for this
droplet morphology (5.4 + 1 pim) indicated a wetted base area spanning ~2 x 2 unit cells. Environmental
scanning electron microscope (ESEM) images of water droplets show high topographic contrast such that
reliable geometric measurements, such as contact angles, can be made [91]. Droplet contact angles, as
well as the pinned neck size of the partially wetting droplet morphologies, were determined from high
resolution images of the condensed droplets (Figure 11). The contact angle was calculated from the radius
of the droplet and the height of the spherical segment H as
Oapp Sin 1 ( R ) + 9o . (6)
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bFigure 11. Extracting contact angles and pinned neck size from ESEM images. (a) High-resolution ESEM
image of condensed droplets on the surface shown in Figure 9a and 12a. The contact angle and diameter of the
partially-pinned droplet morphologies were found by locating three points on the spherical section of the droplet. A
circle passing through each of the points was then fitted giving the diameter of the droplet. A rectangular box was
then fitted so that one side was tangent to the circle while the other side passed through the points where the droplet
morphology deviated from the fitted circle to yield the height of the spherical segment from which the contact angle
was then determined as given by equation (6). Scale bar: 30 sm. (b) Magnified view of a partially pinned droplet
morphology. The pinned neck size was found by fitting two parallel lines to the base of the droplet within the
structures. Scale bar: 20 pm.
At later times (t > 4 s in Figure 12a), these partial wetting droplets had increasingly large
apparent contact angles, 6 app 1500, characteristic of the Cassie state, reaching values as high as 1700
before the onset of coalescence (see Figure 12c). Conversely, Figures 12b & d (I= 4 pm) show that the
droplets underwent a series of de-pinning events resulting in complete wetting of the surface structures.
This behavior was accompanied by fluctuations in the apparent contact angle (Figure 12d) with a value of
0 app < 1250, which was significantly lower than the expected Osw = 139.60. This discrepancy shows
there is a more complex wetting process dictated by contact line pinning behavior of the droplet in the
advancing state that is not captured by the Wenzel equation (denominator of equation (5)).
Based on the predicted initial wetting behavior given by equation (5), we obtained the evolving
apparent contact angle for R/l > I as shown in Figure 12c (1 = 2 pim). The model shows good agreement
with the experimental results. Modeling of the droplet growth behavior in Figure 12d (1= 4 pm) indicated
periodic contact line de-pinning events once 6 app ~ 123.60 for RI! < 3. With each de-pinning event, the
apparent contact angle relaxed to -90' as the contact line reached the base of the pillars before the
interface could touch the next row of pillars. At later stages of growth (RI 3), the interface could touch
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Figure 12. Evolution of individual droplet morphology. Time-lapse images of individual condensed droplets on
structured surfaces showing the progression of(a) partial wetting Cassie (E* = 0.57 + 0.05) and (b) Wenzel
(E* 1.22 + 0.06) growth. The pillar geometry was d = 300 nm and h = 6.1 pm (Figure 9e) with pitch spacings of
(a) /= 2 pm and (b) 1 = 4 pm. The scallop features on the pillar sides were accounted for as h'= rph in the calculation
of r. Nucleation conditions: T, = 284 i 1.5 K and S= 1.07 ± 0.11. Scale bars: 10 pm. Measured apparent contact
angles (0) as a function of R/1 for (c) 1= 2 im and (d) / = 4 pm. In (c) and (d), (0) correspond to the droplets in (a)
and (b), respectively. The solid line shows the predicted contact angle behavior using the developed model.
Uncertainty bars were determined from the propagation of error associated with measurement of the droplet
dimensions.
2.4 Length-scale-dependent droplet wetting states
In addition to the energy barriers encountered during single droplet growth, droplet coalescence
introduces a length-scale dependency on the emergent wetting state when (L) - by disrupting the
formation of the energy barriers that guide the development of partial wetting Cassie droplets. Figure 13a-
d shows condensed droplets on two Cassie-stable surfaces (E* < 1) with significantly different length
scales, 1 = 0.28 pm (Au nanopillars) and 1 = 12.5 pim (Si micropillars) captured using OM and ESEM.
Condensation on the thiolated Au nanopillars resulted in growth of Cassie droplets (Figure 13a,b)
consistent with a calculated E* = 0.61 ± 0.13. In Figure 13a, we found that the nucleation density N was
~1/3x the pillar density of the array (1-2) with droplet centers separated by an average distance of
(L) = 4.48 + 1.16 im ((L)/ 1 I 16). Here the droplets grew to a size much larger than the unit cell
(R >> 1), allowing the local energy barriers to develop before the onset of coalescence. The merging of
two or more droplets typically resulted in coalescence-induced ejection [32, 104]. Following the onset of
droplet ejection the average droplet radius became approximately constant at (R) ~ 6 im.
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In contrast, condensation on the Si micropillars (Figure 13c,d) resulted in a nucleation density
larger than the density of unit cells, N > 1'. In this case, multiple droplets occupied a single unit cell,
(L)/1 = 0.34 + 0.06. As these droplets grew, they merged with droplets within their unit cell and also in
neighboring unit cells to form liquid films inside the structures (Figure 13d). After a period of continuing
condensation, the films reached the tops of the pillars and subsequently coalesced with droplets
nucleating on the pillar tips thereby initiating the formation of Wenzel droplets extending above the
pillars. While E* = 0.23 + 0.01, the emergence of partially wetting Cassie droplets was not possible





Figure 13. Coalescence-induced transition. Images of droplet growth on (a), (b) Au nanopillars (E*= 0.61 0.13,
Figure 9c) and (c), (d) Si micropillars (E* = 0.27 ± 0.01, Figure 9f) obtained using (a), (c) OM (T = 283 + 0.1 K
and S= 1.78 ± 0.05) and (b), (d) ESEM (T_ = 284 + 1.5 K and S = 1.07 ± 0.11). The arrow in (d) indicates a
wetting morphology formed via coalescence of droplets in neighboring unit cells. OM scale bars: (a) 30 pm and
(c) 20 pm. ESEM scale bars: (b) 40 pm and (d) 60 jm.
2.5 Regime map & nucleation behavior
Based on the understanding gained concerning the structure-scale dependency on the emergent
droplet morphology, a regime map was developed defining a parametric space with the experimentally
measured (L)/1 ratios and calculated E* (see Figure 14a). Since droplet separation distances were not
uniform and demonstrated some variability about the mean, a mixture of Cassie and Wenzel wetting
modes can emerge as (L)/1 becomes greater than unity in the region where E* < 1. When (L)/1 > 2 - 5
(with the precise value depending on E* and a) and E* 5 1 the formation of partial wetting Cassie
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droplets is favored, while when (L)/I is below the critical value Wenzel droplets form irrespective of the
energetically preferred wetting state because the resulting morphology is dictated by droplet-droplet
interactions. Note, the global droplet morphology can be comprised of a mixture of partial wetting and
suspended droplets (see Figure 9a) that can coalesce at separation distances smaller than those required to
prevent a Wenzel transition between two coalescing, partial wetting droplets. Furthermore, while the
stable region for Cassie growth is defined more accurately by the row filling energy barrier, equation (5),
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Figure 14. Droplet morphology regime map and nucleation behavior. (a) Regime map characterizing the
dominant wetting behavior observed during condensation with coordinates of (L)/I and E*. Cassie morphologies (0)
emerge at large (L)/1 and E* 5 1 (shaded region). Wenzel morphologies (0) emerge at low (L)/I and/or E* : 1.
The horizontal uncertainty bars were determined from the propagation of error associated with measurement of the
structure geometry and 0a. The vertical error bars represent one standard deviation in the mean separation distance
between droplets. (b) Measured mean separation distances between droplet centers for a range of samples where
(L)/I >1 are shown in comparison to the Poisson distribution (solid line), which predicts a mean separation distance
Lp = (1/2)N 2 , and for a uniform distribution (dashed line), Lud = Yi/2 Error bars represent one standard deviation.
(c) Nucleation behavior on a structured silicon surface (1 = 3.5 pm) for two different CVD silane films at a fixed
location, C1 (0) & C2 (A). The nucleation sites for each coating (nc i = 247, nC2 = 263) were repeatable as shown
by the deviation of the cumulative probability distribution from the predicted Poisson behavior, P = 1 - e -NL An
overlay of the nucleation sites observed for CI and C2 (nc+ ±C2 = 151) (0) were found to conform closely to the
Poisson distribution (solid line).
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The regime map highlights the key role of nucleation density, which determines (L), on the
emergent droplet morphology for E* < 1. To characterize the nucleation phenomenon, a series of
experiments were performed using OM to determine the density and distribution of nucleated droplets on
a range of surface geometries. The nucleation site distribution followed Poisson statistics suggesting a
spatially random process (see Figure 14b). While this result appears consistent with a stochastic
nucleation process on a homogenous substrate, the observed critical supersaturation (S, ~ 1 - 1.1) was
not consistent with classic nucleation theory, which predicts S, > 2.75 for the surface coatings tested.
The nucleation rate (J); which is highly sensitive to the supersaturation (S) and the equilibrium
wetting angle (6,), was calculated using CNT [13]. The dimensionless energy barrier is given by G* =
161Tvgy3 /3(kT) 2 (In S)2, where b is the activity factor that accounts for the contact angle. The
stationary nucleation rate for progressive nucleation is given by
j = zf* exp(-G*), (7)
where the Zeldovich factor is given by
z = (kT In S) 2 /8v kTiy 3  (8)
and f* is the frequency of monomer attachment to the critical droplet nucleus. The monomer attachment
frequency is dependent on the nature of the nucleus growth. The main modes of growth during initial
heterogeneous nuclei condensation are limited to surface diffusion or direct impingement of monomer to
the nucleus [164, 165]. Additionally, volumetric diffusion is a third mode of growth but is only
considered important in nucleation in liquid or solid solutions [13]. In order to compare the three growth
mechanisms, nucleation rates were calculated for all three.
The frequency of monomer attachment due to direct impingement is given by
f*j = yj[(1 - cos(O,))/20 2/3](36vO)1/ 3In 2/ 3 , (9)
where y, is the sticking coefficient (0 < y, < 1), 1 = P/ 2irmokT is the classical Hertz-Knudsen
impingement rate, n is the number of molecules in the nucleated cluster, v, is the volume of a water
molecule (vo = 3 x 10- i 3). To determine an upper bound on the nucleation rate, a sticking coefficient of
one is assumed (y, = 1).
The frequency of monomer attachment due to surface diffusion is given by
f*", = ync*A 2 1 (10)
where c* is the capture number due to surface diffusion (1 < c* < 5), and A, is the mean surface diffusion
distance of an adsorbed monomer on the substrate. The capture number c* is size independent and
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approximately equal to 1.9 for heterogeneous condensation of water vapor [166]. The mean surface
diffusion distance is dependent on the wettability of the substrate and is given by
,4s = Qsr,(11)
where Dsd = ds2 vs exp[-Esd/kT] is the surface diffusion coefficient, Td = (1/vs) exp[-Edes/kT] is
the desorption time, v, = VDa/2 is the Debye approximation of the adsorbed molecule vibration
frequency, d, is the length of a molecular jump along the substrate surface approximated by the lattice
constant of the substrate (d, = a = 5.4 A) [167] and V- is the speed of sound in the substrate
(VD = 8433 m/s). The desorption and surface diffusion energies are given by Edes = E1 + c-svao
and Esd = O.SEdes [168], respectively, where E is the binding energy of an n = I sized cluster (E = 0),
q,-s is the solid vapor interfacial energy and a, is the water molecule surface area (a, = 4.67 x 10 m2).
The calculated energies of desorption show excellent agreement with that of experiment and molecular
dynamics simulations (Ede,, Si02  0.9 eV) [169, 170].
The frequency of monomer attachment due to volumetric diffusion is given by
f* a = yn(1 - cos 0, /0'/ 3 )(67 2 V0 )1/ 3 DCn'/ 3 , (12)
where D = (3/8wndo2 ) kT/ 0m0  is the self diffusion coefficient of water vapor;
C = (1/ao) exp(-W 1 /kT) is the equilibrium concentration of monomers, d, rn( and no are the water
molecule diameter (do = 3.0 A), mass (in = 3 x 10-26 kg), and number density (no = N, /(vM)),
respectively [13] (for numerical code, see Appendix A).
The calculated critical supersaturation values (S,) required for nucleation on the functionalized
surfaces in this study (,, ~ 1100) at T = 10 'C are 3.21 and 3.27 and 5.26 for surface diffusion,
impingement and volumetric diffusion limited growth, respectively. However, the experimentally
measured critical supersaturation was much lower (S,. 1.0 - 1.1) (see Figure 15). Note that the critical
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Figure 15. Nucleation kinetics. Predicted critical supersaturation as a function of equilibrium contact angle
(numerical code in Appendix A). The solid line corresponds to nucleation controlled by surface diffusion, the
dashed line corresponds to nucleation controlled by direct impingement. The critical supersaturation observed for
the silane (U) and thiol (0) coatings during ESEM and OM measurements as a function of the macroscopically
measured advancing contact angles were found to occur at S~ 1.
To explain this phenomenon, a structured Si surface was silanated and nucleation experiments
were performed three times at the same location using OM. Subsequently, the silane film was removed
with oxygen plasma, the sample was recoated, and the nucleation experiment was again repeated at the
same location four times. For all experiments the supersaturation never exceeded S = 1.4. The spatial
distribution of the nucleation sites (Figure 16a,b) were compared to the cumulative Poisson probability
P = 1 - e-NnL2 in Figure 14c. We found that the nucleation locations on both coatings, CI and C2,
demonstrated a high level of repeatability between consecutive runs inconsistent with temporally random
behavior. However, a superposition of the nucleation locations found on Cl and C2 was found to be in
good agreement with the predicted distribution suggesting that the two populations were unrelated,
indicating that the observed nucleation was occurring on the underlying silicon substrate due to randomly
distributed surface defects on the functional coating. The minimum size of these defects was estimated by
considering the energy barrier overcome by the growing droplet in order to spread over the hydrophobic
film as Rdmn~lRc ~ 15 nm, which is consistent with previous measurements of vacancy defect sizes in
self-assembled molecular films [171].
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Figure 16. Nucleation behavior on SAM. Nucleation sites (indicated by dots) observed using OM at a fixed
location on a structured silicon surface for two different CVD silane films, (a) Cl & (b) C2. The nucleation sites for
each coating were observed to be repeatable over several repetitions of the nucleation process. Between runs the
sample was held at S ~ 0.15 for 20 minutes to dry the sample. Nucleation conditions: T, = 283 + 0.1 K,
Smax = 1.4 ± 0.05. Scale bar: 20 pm. (c) Comparison of nucleation density between an area of the surface
subjected to prolonged electron beam exposure. The arrow indicates the panning direction to a previously unexposed
region of the surface. The energy of the electron beam introduces defects into the silane coating significantly
increasing the local nucleation density. Nucleation conditions: T, = 283 + 1.5 K, Smax = 1.07 + 0.11.
Scale bar: 80 pm.
The formation of SAM defects during deposition is well known [120, 172, 173] and stable water
nanodroplets at ambient conditions have recently been observed at SAM defect sites on the exposed high-
surface-energy substrate [171]. Indeed, during ESEM imaging we found that it was possible to use the
electron beam to induce damage in the SAM to locally increase the nucleation density in situ (Figure 16c).
It would be interesting to explore techniques that can controllably introduce nanoscale nucleation sites
onto structured surfaces in order to maximize heat transfer performance or that can produce surfaces with





We have presented a mechanistic framework to explain the complex nature of water condensation
on. structured surfaces which defines local energy barriers as key to understanding the growth process and
identifies the role of nucleation density on the emergent droplet morphology. We found that the local
energy barriers can be quantified by addressing the energy requirements for local contact line de-pinning
rather than those associated with the global droplet view. This local view of the wetting process was
highlighted in the regime where R/l >> 1, showing that the Wenzel wetting state propagates via zipping in
a manner identical to the breakdown of the Cassie Baxter state for macroscopic droplets. A model for this
behavior was developed using characteristic local energy barriers and showed excellent agreement with
experiments. The role of length scale in determining the emergent wetting state was found to be dictated
by the droplet nucleation density and was successfully explained in terms of local contact line de-pinning
behavior during droplet coalescence. Nucleation behavior at low supersaturations was found to be linked
to the thin-films used to functionalize the otherwise hydrophilic surfaces, which suggests that engineering
of these films could allow surfaces to be optimized in terms of structure scale and nucleation density to
provide a further level of control over the phase change process. The findings have significant relevance
to the application of structurally-enhanced condensation surfaces.
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Chapter 3
Effect of Droplet Morphology on Growth Dynamics and Heat
Transfer during Condensation on Superhydrophobic
Nanostructured Surfaces
3.1 Introduction
Recent research has focused on using a combination of chemical functionalization and roughness
to create superhydrophobic surfaces for dropwise condensation, whereby droplets easily roll off the
surface due to gravity upon reaching a critical size (z2 mm) [30, 31, 122]. A recent study however
showed that when small droplets (~l0 - 100 ptm) merge on superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces,
droplets can spontaneously eject via the release of excess surface energy independent of gravity [32, 127].
This phenomenon is attributed to the nanoscale surface roughness (-100 nm), which enhances the
hydrophobicity, and thereby decreases droplet pinning to the surface [54]. Droplet removal by this
mechanism is highly desirable due to the increased number of small droplets [128] which efficiently
transfer the majority of the heat from the surface [154, 174, 175]. A number of works have since
fabricated superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces to achieve spontaneous droplet removal [93, 104,
106, 107, 112, 140]. These surfaces were designed to be Cassie stable such that droplets are suspended (S)
on gas-filled nanostructures [80] to have minimal contact line pinning due to the nanoscale roughness,
which is in contrast to Wenzel stable surfaces with droplets that wet the cavities of the nanostructures [79]
and cannot be removed via droplet ejection due to the highly pinned contact line. Recently, two distinct
wetting morphologies on Cassie stable surfaces during condensation have been reported where in addition
to S droplets, partial wetting (PW) droplets that locally wet the substrate in between the pillars (i.e., with
liquid-filled nanostructures under a portion of the nominally Cassie droplet) [97, 98, 171] can exist. While
to date it has been unclear whether PW droplets can undergo droplet ejection, S droplets were considered
to be desired due to their decreased contact line pinning to the nanostructured surface [104, 112, 128, 176].
However, the gas-layer beneath these droplets can act as a barrier to heat transfer and can degrade overall
heat and mass transfer performance, which was not considered in previous studies.
In this chapter, we investigated in situ water condensation on superhydrophobic nanostructured
surfaces using environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) [93, 97, 98, 106, 111, 112, 124, 128,
140, 142, 144]. The surfaces were designed to be Cassie stable and allowed droplets of both S and PW
morphologies to coexist due to the presence of nanoscale scallop features (-100 nm). These surfaces
allowed characterizations and direct comparisons of growth rates and removal mechanisms for both
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droplet morphologies under identical condensation conditions. The experimental results showed that
while both S and PW droplets ejected at identical length scales, the growth rate of PW droplets was 6x
larger compared to that of S droplets. This effect was further highlighted with experiments demonstrating
S to PW droplet transitions, which showed a 2.8x increase in growth rate due to the change in wetting
morphology. Accordingly, the heat transfer of the PW droplet was 4-6x higher than that of the S droplet.
Based on these results, we compared the overall surface heat and mass transfer performance enhancement
created by surface structuring with that of a flat hydrophobic surface. We showed these nanostructured
surfaces had 56% heat flux enhancement for PW droplet morphologies, and 71% heat flux degradation for
S morphologies in comparison to flat hydrophobic surfaces. In contrast to previous studies, we show that
designing Cassie stable superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces is not the only requirement for efficient
dropwise condensation and that the droplet morphology prior to shedding must be carefully considered to
achieve enhanced heat and mass transfer.
3.2 Individual Droplet Growth Rate
To study the effects of droplet wetting morphology on growth rate and overall heat transfer, we
fabricated silicon nanopillar surfaces (Figure 17A) with diameters of d = 300 nm, heights of h = 6.1 pm,
center-to-center spacings of / = 2 imn (solid fraction = 7d 2 / 4/2 = 0.018 and roughness factor
r = I + iTdh'/ 2 = 3.26) using e-beam lithography and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The DRIE
fabrication process was used to create nanoscale roughness (scallops) on the sides of the pillars. The
surfaces were subsequently functionalized using chemical vapor deposition of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-
tetrahydrooctyl)- I-trichlorosilane to create Cassie stable superhydrophobic surfaces (see Methods section
for details).
Droplet growth on the surfaces was characterized using ESEM (EVO 55 ESEM, Zeiss). Back
scatter detection mode was used with a high gain. The water vapor pressure in the ESEM chamber was
1200 ± 12 Pa. The sample temperature was set to 9 ± 1.5 0 C using a cold stage, resulting in nucleation of
water droplets on the sample surface from the saturated water vapor. Typical image capture was obtained
with a beam potential of 20 kV and variable probe current depending on the stage inclination angle. To
limit droplet heating effects [98], probe currents were maintained below 1.9 nA and the view area was
kept above 400 pm x 300 ptm. A 500 pm lower aperture was used in series with a 1000 pm variable
pressure upper aperture to obtain greater detail. The sample temperature was initially set to 10 ± 1.5 'C
and was allowed to equilibrate for 5 minutes. The surface temperature was subsequently decreased to
9 ± 1.5 'C resulting in nucleation of water droplets on the sample surface. Images and recordings were
obtained at an inclination angle of 70 to 80 degrees from the horizontal to observe growth dynamics and
wetting morphologies close to the droplet base. Recordings were obtained at 2.5 s time increments
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corresponding to 0.4 fps. Copper tape was used for mounting the sample to the cold stage to ensure good
thermal contact.
Figure 17B shows the two distinct droplet morphologies, PW and S, on the structured surface.
PW droplets nucleated within a unit cell (area between 4 pillars) and, while growing beyond the confines
of the unit cell, their apparent contact angle increased and they spread across the tops of the pillars in the
shape of a balloon with a liquid bridge at the base of the pillars. Before coalescence with neighboring
droplets, an increasing proportion of the droplet contact area was in the composite state and demonstrated
an apparent contact angle of 9Op = 164 ± 4' for (R) > 15 pm. S droplets nucleated and grew on the tops of
the pillars in a spherical shape with a constant apparent contact angle of Os = 164 ± 60. At these droplet
sizes ((R) ~ 1), the S wetting configuration is typically energetically unfavorable due to a Laplace pressure
instability mechanism [85], but is attributed here to the presence of the nanoscale scallop features on the
pillar sides that pin the contact line. To validate the idea that S droplet formation is due to the presence of
scallop features, additional ESEM condensation experiments were performed on samples having smooth
pillars. In contrast to the scalloped pillar samples, droplet transitioning on smooth pillars should occur
more readily due to the lack of pinning points created by the scallops.
The smooth-pillar geometry was defined by pillar diameter, center-to-center spacing and height
of d = 700 nm, /= 4.2 pm, and h = 10 pim, respectively. The solid fraction T = ird2 /41 2 = 0.022 is
similar to that of the scalloped pillar sample (qp = 0.0177). The pillar pattern was created by e-beam
lithography and then deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The samples were thermally oxidized and then
immersed in buffered HF to reduce the prominence of the scallops. The samples were then coated with
~50 nm of PFDA (0, = 121.10±2.2*) using initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD).
Condensation on the smooth pillar surface resulted in similar (randomly distributed) nucleation
behavior as the scalloped pillar surface. Condensing droplets formed both S and PW morphologies. In
contrast to the scalloped pillar surface, the number of droplets that underwent transition from the S to PW
wetting morphology greatly increased (Figures 18 and 19). This result supports our assumption that the
pillar scallops play an important role in pinning the S droplet contact line and hinder transition to the PW
wetting morphology.
Figure 17C shows time lapse images of both PW and S droplets, which highlights the drastic
difference in droplet morphology and growth rates on the surface. As the droplets grew and began to
interact with each other, removal via coalescence-induced droplet ejection [32, 127, 128] was observed
for both S and PW droplets. The results suggest that the contact line pinning force for both morphologies
is in fact below the critical threshold for ejection.
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Figure 17. Droplet growth dynamics. (A) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of an array of equidistant
superhydrophobic silicon nanopillars with diameters, heights, and spacings of d = 300 nm, h = 6.1 gm, and / = 2 pm,
respectively. Nanoscale scallop features exist on the pillar sidewalls due to the DRIE fabrication process. (B)
Environmental scanning electron micrograph (ESEM) of water condensation on (A) showing both partially wetting
(PW) and suspended (S) droplets (P = 1200 ± 12 Pa, T, = 282 ± 1.5 K). (C) Time lapse images of condensation
captured via ESEM showing the difference in growth behavior between PW and S droplets. Droplets A, B, C, and D
are in the PW state, whereas E and F are in the S state.
Figure 18. Droplet growth on smooth pillars. ESEM image of droplet growth on a smooth nanopillar surface for
two consecutive image frames (a) t = 0 seconds, and (b) t = 80 seconds. Red dashed circles show S droplets prior to
transition. Blue dashed circles show S droplets that underwent successful transition to the PW state. The frequency
of transition for the smooth-pillar surface is higher than that of the scalloped-pillar surface, supporting the
assumption that the pillar scallops play an important role in pinning the S droplet contact line and hinder transition
to the PW wetting morphology.
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Figure 19. Droplet growth on smooth pillars close up. Close up ESEM images of droplet growth on a smooth
nanopillar surface for three consecutive image frames (a) t =0 seconds, (b) t = 80 seconds and (c) t = 160 seconds.
Red dashed circles show S droplets prior to transition, and blue dashed circles show S droplets that underwent
transition to the PW wetting morphology. As in the scalloped pillar case, droplets nucleating on the tops of pillars
remain pinned in the S state throughout. Ensuring smoothness of the nanostructure does not guarantee droplet
transitioning for all S drops. However, it does indicate that the energy barrier for transition is reduced.
The experimentally obtained average droplet diameters as a function of time for the PW and S
morphologies are shown in Figures 20A and B, respectively. The growth rate of the S droplet was initially
6x lower than that of the PW droplet for (R) < 6 pm. As the droplets reached radii (R) > 6 pm, the growth
rates for both morphologies became comparable which suggests a similar mechanism limiting droplet
growth at the later stages.
To provide insight into the experimental results and capture the growth dynamics related to the
different droplet morphologies, we developed a thermal resistance based droplet growth model. The
model, which accounts for the presence of hydrophobic pillar structures, is an important extension of a
previous model suitable for dropwise condensation on flat hydrophobic surfaces [122]. Figure 20C shows
schematics of the PW and S droplets with the associated parameters used in the growth model. Heat is
first transferred from the saturated vapor to the liquid-vapor interface through resistances associated with
the droplet curvature (Re) and liquid-vapor interface (Re). Heat is then conducted through the droplet and
the pillars to the substrate through resistances associated with the droplet (Rd), hydrophobic coating (Rh),
pillars (Rp) and gap (Rg). Marangoni and buoyancy effects are neglected since the droplets are sufficiently
small so that conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer [177, 178]. Accounting for all of the
thermal resistances, the heat transfer rate, q, through a single condensing droplet is (see Chapter 4)
AT rrR 2 AT- 2Tsat
q AT -- fgP -- (13)
Rtot 1 R 1 k p kw(1 - Vp)
2hi(1 - cos6) 4k, sinG +kHC sin2 G [Hckp + hkHC SHckw + hkHC]
where Rio is the total thermal resistance through the droplet, R is the droplet radius, p, is the liquid water
density, hfg is the latent heat of vaporization, T,,, is the vapor saturation temperature, - is the water surface
tension, AT is the temperature difference between the saturated vapor and substrate (T,,, - T), aHC and
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h are the hydrophobic coating thickness (~1 nm) and pillar height, respectively, k1 C, k,,, and kp are the
hydrophobic coating, water, and pillar thermal conductivities, respectively, and h, is the interfacial
condensation heat transfer coefficient [179]. The first, second and third terms in the denominator
represent the liquid-vapor interface (Re), droplet conduction (Rd), and pillar-coating-gap (P-C-G) thermal
resistances (Rp, RhL, Rg), respectively (Figure 20C). The heat transfer rate is related to the droplet growth
rate dR/dt by
dV r d
q = ?fhfg = Pwhfg -phfg [(1 O ) 2(2 + COs 6)R 3 } (14)
During early stages of growth (R < 6 pm), the conduction resistance (Rd) is negligible compared to the
other thermal resistances. Therefore, for the PW droplet, the pillar (R, + Rh) and liquid bridge (Rg + Rh,)
resistances dominate the heat and mass transfer process. However, for the S droplet, the only conduction
path is through the pillars (RI, + Rl,,), which results in a higher total thermal resistance and the observed
6x lower initial growth rate. Note that the pillar (R,), coating (R,) and gap (Rg) thermal resistances are
not the only reasons for the divergent growth behavior of the two droplet morphologies. The higher initial
contact angle of S morphology contributes to its slower growth rate due to a lower droplet basal contact
area. As both droplet morphologies reach a critical radius, Red~ 6 gm, the conduction resistance (Rd)
begins to dominate and limit the growth rate in both cases [177]. A theoretical estimate of Red was
obtained by balancing the conduction resistance through the droplet, Rd= R0/(4rR2k .sinO), with the
interfacial, Ri = 1/(27cR2h 1i(1-cosO) and P-C-G, RP-CG ~ kPtp/(kHC7R 2sin 2 (aHCkP + hkHc)) thermal
resistances [180]. The interfacial and conduction resistances become equivalent at a radius
Rcd 4kwsin R,+ Rp-C-G)/90~ 6 [tm, which is in good agreement with our experiments.
The results from the model (red lines) are also shown in Figures 20A and B and are in excellent
agreement with the experiments (black circles). Model solutions were obtained for AT= 0.12 K where AT
was chosen based on the best fit between the model and experimental growth rate data. The approximate
value of AT from the experiments was AT = T,(P = 1200 Pa) - 282.15 ± 1.5 K = 0.65 ± 1.5 K. Therefore,
the value used in the model is within the error of the experimental apparatus. In addition, the small value
of AT is consistent with the assumption that only molecules near the substrate contribute to the phase
change process, i.e., the local vapor pressure is lower than the measured bulk vapor pressure [124].
In order to gain further insight, we compared the experimental results with the power law
exponent model [26-28, 32, 86, 87, 145, 181]. When droplet dimensions are larger than the surface
pattern length scales ((R) > 2 pm), droplets grow as breath figures on a surface with an expected average
droplet radius of (R) = pt" where a, the power law exponent, ranges from 0 to 1 depending on the droplet,
substrate dimensions and growth limiting conditions. During initial growth without coalescence, the
power law exponent was apw = 0.78 ± 0.02 and as =0.46 ± 0.03 for the PW and S drops, respectively.
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Both values were within the range of 0 to 1, but differ from the expected 1/3 power law [27]. This result
indicates that vapor diffusion to the droplet interface was not the limiting growth mechanism, instead a
kinetic barrier was formed due to the low ESEM pressures (P= 1200 Pa) [124]. When the average droplet
diameter (2R) reached the coalescence length, both morphologies grew at a power law exponent of
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Figure 20. Droplet growth rate. Time evolution of the average droplet diameter ((2R)). (A) For the PW droplet, at
early stages ((2R) < 12 im) the rapid growth is due to good thermal contact between the droplet base and the
substrate (Ts). Inset: ESEM image of a PW droplet. (B) The S droplet has a slower growth rate than the PW droplet
due to poor thermal contact between the base and substrate. At later stages ((2R) > 12 pm), the S and PW growth
rates converge due to the dominant conduction thermal resistance of the droplet (Rd). Inset: ESEM image of a S
droplet. Experimental data (black circles) were obtained from ESEM video (P = 1200 ± 12 Pa, T, = 282 ± 1.5 K).
The theoretical prediction (red line) was obtained from the droplet growth model. (C) PW and S droplet model
schematics and thermal resistance diagram showing the liquid-vapor interface (Re), droplet conduction (Rd),


















In certain cases when the nanoscale scallop features on the pillars could not pin the droplet
contact line, we observed S droplets transitioning to PW droplets (Figure 21 A). This phenomenon further
demonstrated the importance of the droplet wetting morphology on growth rate. Figure 21B shows the
growth rate of three distinct S droplets, two of which underwent transition into the PW state. Upon
transition, a liquid bridge formed between the droplet and substrate and the apparent contact angle
decreased. The growth rate of these droplets increased by 2.8x compared to the S droplet immediately
after transition. The transitioned growth rate (dR/dt = 0.34 pm/s) exceeded the steady growth rate of a
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Figure 21. Transitioning droplet growth dynamics. (A) Time lapse images of S to PW droplet transitions
captured via ESEM showing the difference in growth behavior. Droplets A and B transition from the S to PW state,
while droplet C remains in the S state throughout. (B) Time evolution of the average droplet diameter ((2R)) for
droplets A, B and C. Initially (t < 75 s), all three droplets grow in the S state. Upon transition (t = 75 s), the growth
rates of droplets A and B rapidly increased due to better thermal contact between the base of the droplet and the
substrate. Additionally, subcooling due to a constriction resistance between the pillars (T, - T,'= 0.044 K)
contributes to the growth behavior after transition. Experimental data (symbols) were obtained using ESEM
(P = 1200 Pa, T, = 282 ± 1.5 K). Theoretical results were obtained using the droplet growth model of S droplets
(solid red line) and PW droplets (dotted red line).
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The increased growth rate was attributed to a larger substrate-vapor temperature difference
(Tsa, - Ts) due to additional subcooling from the constriction resistance at the base of the pillars (T, - T,')
[180]. Previous experimental studies have shown large surface temperature non-uniformities during
dropwise condensation due to a constriction thermal resistance at the base of the droplet [182-186].
Crowding of heat flow lines at the base creates a thermal contact resistance similar to that between two
touching solids. This resistance is amplified for S droplets on a structured pillar surface with a relatively
low solid fraction, ( (as is the case here, p = 0.0 177), since heat transferred through the droplet base must
conduct through the low area pillar structure. To determine the magnitude of surface subcooling (TI - T2)
between pillars, the thermal contact resistance was considered at the pillar substrate interface
(Figure 22(a)).
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Figure 22. Schematics showing thermal contact resistance. (a) Thermal contact resistance through a revolved
ellipsoid.[ 187] The pillar base is the finite area at the top of the ellipsoid and the substrate is the ellipsoid. Model
parameters: a = b = 1000 nm, c = 150 nm. (b) Top down depiction of the temperature distribution between the
pillars.
The temperature difference between the base of the pillar (T,) and the subcooled region (T)
between adjacent pillars was obtained by determining the spreading resistance [187]
R = 1  [tan-1 (a+b) ] (15)7rkpc C kc 4J
where k, is the substrate thermal conductivity, and a, b, and c are geometric parameters (Figure 22).
Figure 23 shows the calculated temperature distribution between the pillars. The average subcooling was
determined by an area-averaged integral of the temperature difference distribution (z T(x)) given by
A- = f R=lmAT (x)21Trdr = 0.0437 K, (16)
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where R is the radius on the area integration (1 ptm), zlT(x) is the temperature difference as a function of
transformed coordinate x' (x' = 1400 nm - r), and r is the radial coordinate originating from the center of
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Figure 23. Temperature difference between the pillars as a function of location x. The maximum temperature
difference between the base of the pillar and the midpoint between two diagonal pillars was determined to be
0.048 K. The average temperature difference was approximated as the area-weighted integral of the function
(equation (16)) and was calculated to be 0.044 K. Inset: Schematic temperature distribution of the pillar/substrate
with the spreading resistance.
By determining the average temperature at the base between pillars using a spatial conduction
resistance and incorporating the additional surface subcooling into the droplet growth model, the
theoretical results show excellent agreement with the experiments (Figure 21B). Note that at these
transitioning length scales (~10-6 M), surface diffusion growth due to adsorbed atoms on the substrate is
negligible and cannot account for the rapid increase in growth [13, 165, 188].
3.4 Implications to Heat Transfer
Based on the understanding developed for individual droplet growth rates, we investigated the
heat and mass transfer performance of the two distinct droplet morphologies. To quantify the difference in
performance prior to coalescence-induced ejection, the total heat removed Q by the individual droplet was
determined
C =t 1Q f fJqdt = TP wphfq(1 - cos 0) 2(2 + cos 0) 1C(17)
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where 1. is the coalescence length or alternatively, can be considered the coalescing droplet diameter
when droplets merge and shed from the surface [32]. R* is the critical droplet radius for nucleation which
is approximated as zero due to its small magnitude (~10 nm). The ratio of the heat transfer rates for
individual PW and S droplets, qplv/ qs, is therefore approximated by
QPw
qpw T pw (1 - cos Opw)2 (2 + cos Opw)TCB
qs Qs (1-cos Os)2 (2 + cos Os)Tpw 8
TCB
where Opw and 0 s are the PW and S contact angles at coalescence, respectively, and ,,, and r, are the PW
and S droplet coalescence times (times at which coalescence occurs) corresponding to a coalescence
length l, respectively. The coalescence times for the experimental and modeling results in Figure 24 were
obtained from the growth rates in Figures 20 and 21. The higher error at lower coalescence lengths is due
to the larger deviation between experimental and model growth rates for the S morphology, as well as
larger experimental error associated with ESEM measurements for small droplet sizes.
Figure 24 shows the heat transfer ratio model overlaid with experiments, where a 4-6x droplet
heat transfer increase during dropwise condensation was demonstrated for PW compared to S droplets. As
expected, the increased thermal resistance associated with the S droplet morphology decreases the growth
rate and, as a result, severely limits individual S droplet heat transfer when compared to its PW
counterpart. The heat transfer enhancement diminishes at larger coalescence lengths due to the increasing
droplet conduction thermal resistance for both droplet morphologies, resulting in similar growth rates.
Figure 24 indicates that meeting the criteria for Cassie stable surfaces is not the only requirement for heat
and mass transfer enhancement. In fact, preferential formation of Cassie droplets with the S morphology
can even degrade total surface heat and mass transfer performance when compared to a flat (non-
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Figure 24. Individual droplet heat transfer ratio of PW to S droplets. The PW droplets were 4-6x as effective asS droplets at heat removal during the dropwise condensation process due to better thermal contact between thedroplet base and substrate. The large contact angle of both droplet morphologies results in small pinning forces at
the contact line, allowing for coalescence-induced droplet shedding at coalescence lengths of 10 ± 2 pm. Heat
transfer ratio data (black circles) was obtained from droplet growth experiments (Figure 20). Theoretical results(blue line) were obtained using the droplet growth model. Inset: Schematic defining coalescence length.
3.5 Comparison to a Flat Hydrophobic Surface
The insights gained regarding individual droplet wetting morphology led to an investigation of
the overall performance enhancement created by nanostructuring compared to a flat (no surface
structuring) hydrophobic surface. Specifically, we aimed to address whether the benefit of droplet
departure below the characteristic capillary length created by nanostructuring outweighs the disadvantage
of reduced growth rates due to the increased thermal resistance associated with the S droplet morphology.
Additional ESEM droplet growth studies were performed on a flat hydrophobic surface for
comparison. The flat surface sample consisted of a silicon substrate, functionalized by CVD as described
above. Droplet growth on the flat surface was characterized using identical condensation conditions as the
nanostructured surfaces and also showed good agreement with the thermal resistance model. Droplets on
the flat hydrophobic sample nucleated randomly on the surface and grew with an approximately constant
contact angle of OF = 120', which is in good agreement with the macroscopically measured advancing
contact angle 0, = 119.2' ± 1.3' (Figure 25a). The experimentally obtained average droplet diameter as a
function of time for the PW, S, and F morphologies prior to coalescence are shown in Figure 25b. The
growth rate of F droplets was higher than that of PW or S morphologies due to lower effective contact
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angle and lower droplet conduction resistance. Additionally, the P-C-G thermal resistance is not present
on the flat surface (Figure 25c). However, F droplets had higher droplet contact line pinning and as a
result, larger (gravity dependent) droplet removal size [128]. The average coalescence length of F droplets
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Figure 25. Smooth silicon surface droplet growth rate. (a) Environmental scanning electron micrograph
(ESEM) of water condensation on a flat hydrophobic surface showing the flat surface (F) droplet morphology
(P = 1200 ± 12 Pa, T, = 282 ± 1.5 K). (b) Schematic of the droplet on the condensing surface growing in the F
morphology. (c) Droplet thermal resistance diagram showing the liquid-vapor interface (R,), droplet conduction (Rd),
and hydrophobic coating (R,) thermal resistances. (d) Time evolution of the average droplet diameter ((2R)) for the
PW droplet, S droplet and F droplet. The growth rate of F droplets was higher than that of PW or S morphologies
due to a lower effective contact angle and lower droplet conduction resistance. Additionally, the P-C-G thermal
resistance is not present on the flat surface. Experimental data (black circles) were obtained from ESEM video
(P = 1200 ± 12 Pa, T, = 282 ± 1.5 K). The theoretical prediction (red line) was obtained from the thermal resistance









To compare the theoretical surface heat and mass transfer performance on the flat and
nanostructured surfaces, we combined droplet size distribution theory, to account for the fraction of
droplets on the surface of a given radius R, with the developed droplet growth model. For small droplets,
the size distribution n(R) is determined by [122]
2
1 Re 7 R(Re -R*) A2 R+ A3
n(R) = 2 eR-AR RR- A 2Re+A3 exp(B1 + B2) (19)37Rz R R- R* AzRe + A3
where
B1 = A2 Re2 -R 2 + R*(Re - R) - R*2 In R(20)
SA1 2 ( Re - R*
B2 = Re - R - *In (21)
M A1 (Re - R*)
3Re 2 (A 2 Re + A3 ) 2
A1(11A 2Re - 14A2 ReR* + 8A3 Re - 11A 3R*)
AT
A, '= hfgP,(l - COS 9)2 (2 + COS 0) (23)
A2 = 4k, sin0 (24)
A3 = + 20 + k"(1- (25)
2hj(1 - cos 0) kHc sin 6 LSHckp + hkHC SHckw + hkHC]
R is the average maximum droplet radius (departure radius), r is the droplet sweeping period, and
Re is the radius when droplets growing by direct vapor addition begin to merge and grow by droplet
coalescence, R, = L / 2. For large droplets growing mainly due to coalescence, the droplet distribution





The total surface steady state condensation heat flux, q ", was obtained by incorporating the




q1= q(R)n(R)dR + q(R)N(R)dr (27)
For droplets growing on the flat surface (F), R was assumed to be 2 mm [122], and
1, = 2 R, = 28 ± 7 pm. Droplet growth on the structured surface above the coalescence length for both PW
and S morphologies was neglected because most droplets coalesced and ejected from the surface [128]. In
addition, the sweeping time r was assumed to be infinite on the nanostructured surface due to the
coalescence induced ejection departure mechanism, and 1, = 2R, = 2R = 10 ± 2 pm. Figure 26 shows the
total surface heat flux, q ", as a function of the difference between the wall and saturation temperature, J T,
for these surfaces with the three identified wetting morphologies (PW, S, and F). As expected, the
structured surface with the PW wetting morphology showed a 56% heat flux enhancement when
compared to that of the flat surface. Meanwhile, a 71% heat flux degradation was shown for the surface
with the S wetting morphology which indicated the increased thermal resistance and the slower growth
rate prior to coalescence outweighed the benefits of droplet ejection. Figure 26 indicates that meeting the
criteria of Cassie stability is not the only requirement for heat and mass transfer enhancement via
nanostructuring.
This comparison (Figure 26) assumed only PW or S droplet morphologies existed exclusively on
the structured surfaces. In actuality, approximately the same number of PW and S wetting morphologies
were observed on the nanostructured surface in this work, resulting in a total surface heat flux degradation
of 12% when compared to the flat hydrophobic surface.
It is important to note that the difference in observed coalescence lengths between the flat and
structured surfaces contributed to the heat and mass transfer perfonnance. To control for this parameter,
we investigated the hypothetical case where the coalescence length for all three droplet morphologies is
equivalent, 1,%,= .,s =L,= 10 ± 2 pm. For the hypothetical case, the PW and S wetting morphologies
showed an 11 % enhancement and an 80% degradation compared to the flat surface, respectively. As
expected, the PW enhancement decreased and S degradation increased due to the higher heat and mass
transfer of the F morphology associated with the increased population of droplets with radii below the
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Figure 26. Implications to overall heat transfer. Theoretical steady state overall surface heat flux (q") as a
function of temperature difference (AT) for surfaces having distinct PW, S (h = 6.1 jim, /= 2 pm, d= 300 nm,
o = 0.0177), and F droplet morphologies. Model results were obtained by using droplet distribution theory with the
developed droplet growth model (equation (13)). Dotted lines represent error bounds associated with uncertainty in
the coalescence length, Le. Model parameters: P = 4 kPa, 'CW f= es = 10 ± 2 p1m, 1c,F= 28 i 7 jm. When compared to
the flat surface, there is an average 56% heat flux enhancement for the PW morphology, and an average 71% heat
flux degradation for the S morphology.
To gain a broader understanding of the P-C-G thermal resistance, the developed model was used
to investigate the effect of pillar height (h) and coalescence length (le) on the PW to F heat flux ratio
(q "pw/ q "F) (Figure 27). This comparison assumed Ic = 2Re = 2R for the PW surface, 1, = 2Re = 28 ± 7 pm
for the F surface, and that scaling down the pillar height does not affect the PW surface wetting state or
contact angle behavior. As expected, the results show that the heat flux ratio increases as h decreases due
to the smaller P-C-G thermal resistance. In addition, a reduction in 1, acts to increase the heat transfer
ratio due to earlier droplet removal from the surface and a higher population of smaller droplets [128].
The results of these analyses further emphasize the conclusion that structured surface droplet wetting
morphology needs to be carefully controlled to realize enhanced condensation heat and mass transfer.
Furthermore, the analysis suggests the importance of minimizing the thermal resistance of the PW
morphology (i.e., by reducing pillar height), while ensuring Cassie stability to achieve dropwise
condensation heat and mass transfer enhancement via surface structuring.
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Figure 27. Surface optimization. Theoretical heat flux ratio (q "plvwq "F) of a surface favoring PW droplet formation
(q "pw) compared to a flat hydrophobic surface (q "F) as a function of coalescence length (1e) and pillar height (h).
le = 2Re = 2R for the PW surface, and l = 2Re = 28 ± 7 p.m for the F surface. As expected, the heat flux ratio
increases as h decreases due to the diminishing P-C-G thermal resistance. In addition, reducing l acts to increase the
heat transfer ratio due to earlier droplet removal from the surface and higher population of small droplets [128].
Inset: Heat flux ratio (q "pgwq "F) as a function of h for the experimentally measured coalescence length, 1, = 10
2pm.
3.6 Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated the importance of droplet wetting morphology on condensation
growth rates for Cassie stable surfaces via an in situ ESEM study of S and PW droplet morphologies on
superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces. While both droplet morphologies demonstrated coalescence
induced droplet ejection at identical length scales, the initial growth rate of the PW morphology was 6x
higher than that of the S morphology due to the increased contact with the substrate. Additionally,
transitioning S to PW droplets showed a rapid 2.8x increase in growth rate due to the change in wetting
morphology and surface subcooling. The experimental results were corroborated with a thermal
resistance-based droplet growth model and showed PW droplets had a 4-6x higher heat transfer rate than
S droplets for the observed coalescence lengths. Based on these results, which showed the importance of
droplet wetting morphology on individual droplet heat and mass transfer, we investigated the overall
performance of the structured surface compared to a flat hydrophobic surface. Using droplet distribution
theory combined with the droplet growth model, we showed that these nanostructured surfaces with PW
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morphologies had 56% total surface heat flux enhancement, while S morphologies had 71% heat flux
degradation when compared to a flat hydrophobic surface. These results shed light on the previously
unidentified importance of droplet wetting morphology for dropwise condensation heat and mass transfer
on superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces as well as the importance of designing Cassie stable




Modeling and Optimization of Superhydrophobic Condensation
4.1 Introduction
While several groups have demonstrated that properly designed surfaces can enable stable
superhydrophobic condensation [86, 93, 109, 112, 140], a unified modeling framework to optimize
structure design that captures the dynamic phase change process is lacking [101]. The early dropwise
condensation model of Le Fevre and Rose [126, 189] combined individual droplet heat transfer with
droplet size distribution theory. Advanced models have since followed this work by including more
accurate expressions for the growth of small droplets. Tanaka [177] used population balance theory to
evaluate the local droplet size by taking into account the two mechanisms of growth: direct vapor
accommodation onto the droplet and coalescence with neighboring droplets. As a result, better predictions
of the droplet size distribution for small non-coalescing droplets were obtained. Abu-Orabi [123] further
refined the dropwise condensation model by considering all possible thermal resistances associated with
the droplet. More recently, the work of Kim and Kim [122] extended the previous models by determining
more accurately the conduction resistance for droplets exhibiting large contact angles (0 > 900).
Despite significant developments on dropwise condensation modeling, predictive models for
condensation on micro/nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces are still lacking. Specifically, three
main inconsistencies arise when applying previous models to condensation on structured surfaces:
1) Droplet wetting morphology cannot be predicted (i.e., Cassie [80], Wenzel [79], suspended [101], or
partially wetting [97, 101]), 2) Droplet contact angle can vary during droplet growth [97, 128, 142], and 3)
Droplet size distribution is not valid for droplets with non-constant contact angles and with surfaces
undergoing coalescence-induced droplet jumping as the main mode of droplet removal.
In this chapter, we develop a model framework to predict dropwise condensation heat transfer for
micro/nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces. Pillar arrays, spanning a wide range of dimensions
(~10 nm - 10 pm), are utilized as the model structured surface. The current model incorporates prediction
capability for the emergent droplet wetting morphology (Section 4.2, Chapter 2), accounts for non-
constant contact angle droplet growth (Section 4.3, Chapter 2), and extends the previously developed
droplet size distribution theory to both constant and non-constant contact angle droplets growing on
surfaces experiencing coalescence-induced droplet jumping [32, 128] (Section 4.4 Chapter 3). The results
from the model are subsequently used to study the effects of surface structure design and size scale
(Section 4.6), surface inclination (Section 4.7), and contact angle hysteresis with different promoter
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coatings (Section 4.8) on overall surface heat transfer. Optimization of the structure geometry indicates
that surfaces with nanometer length scales and high nucleation densities have the potential to enhance
overall condensation heat transfer performance by 190% when compared to conventional flat dropwise
condensing surfaces. The outcomes of this work create important regime maps and design guidelines for
highly efficient superhydrophobic condensation surfaces.
4.2 Droplet Wetting Morphology Model
During dropwise condensation on a structured superhydrophobic surface, droplets can depart
either by coalescence-induced droplet jumping (if droplet/surface adhesion is small) or by gravity
(if droplet/surface adhesion is large). The individual droplet contribution to the heat transfer process is
highly sensitive to the droplet wetting morphology and therefore is necessary to predict the overall
surface heat transfer by dropwise condensation.
To study the effects of surface structure geometry on emergent condensing droplet wetting
morphology, we consider a model structured surface consisting of a micro/nanopillar array with heights h,
diameters d, and pillar-to-pillar spacings I (solid fraction qp = ird2 /412 and roughness factor
r = 1 + 7rdh/1 2) (Figure 28(a) and (b)). To achieve superhydrophobicity, the model surface is assumed
to be coated with a promoter film such as a self-assembled-monolayer (SAM) having intrinsic
advancing/receding contact angles of 0 , / 0, [17, 19]. During condensation on a structured
superhydrophobic surface, the condensing liquid droplets can exhibit three distinct wetting morphologies:
suspended (S) where condensed droplets sit on top of the micro/nanostructure (Figure 28(c)) [80],
partially wetting (PW) where the droplets form a liquid bridge connecting the base of the droplet
(Figure 28(d)) [101], or Wenzel (W) where droplets wet the cavities of the micro/nanostructure
(Figure 28(e)) [79].
To accurately predict the wetting morphology of a single droplet, a non-equilibrium
thermodynamic energy criterion is used which emphasizes the role of contact line pinning on the resultant
droplet morphology [109] (Chapter 2). By comparing the dimensionless energy of the advancing Wenzel
(cos Ow = r cos Oa) [79] and Cassie (cos 6 CB _ 1) [190] droplet morphologies, the expected
morphology can be estimated by
cos OCB (28)
cos Ow r cos Oa
When E* > 1 the contact line can overcome the energy barrier to de-pin and a W droplet is
formed (Figure 28(e)). If E* < 1 complete de-pinning is not possible and the droplet grows upwards over
the top of the pillar array forming a PW Cassie droplet (Figure 28(c), (d)).
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Droplet coalescence introduces a further length scale dependency on the emergent droplet wetting
morphology. When the average condensing droplet spacing (l) approaches that of the pillar spacing I
((lc) ~ 1), the formation of local pinning barriers is disrupted. While it may be energetically favourable to
form Cassie droplets (E* < 1), this may not be possible due to droplet coalescence between two adjacent
unit cells which bypasses the pinning barriers associated with the pillar sides. This effect results in the
formation of thermodynamically-unfavourable W droplets which are highly pinned to the surface. To
avoid formation of W droplets on CB stable surfaces, a critical droplet separation distance of at least
(le)> 21 must be maintained [109].
For the purposes of this model, condensation on the structured surface is assumed to be spatially
random. The mean condensing droplet spacing (1,) can be related to the nucleation density N, by [101]
1
( ) = . (29)
These two wetting criteria (equations (28) and (29)) have been validated experimentally for a
wide variety of structured surfaces with a range of length scales and surface energies [101, 109, 129, 139].
The criteria form the basis for determining the emergent condensing droplet morphology on the
micro/nanostructured surface. However, to gain an understanding of overall surface condensation






Figure 28. Model structured surface. Schematics of the modeled structured surface showing (a) side view and (b)
top view of the characteristic structure dimensions h, d, and 1 representing the pillar height, diameter and center-to-
center spacing, respectively. Schematics showing the (c) suspended (S), (d) partially wetting (PW), and (e) Wenzel
(W) morphologies.
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4.3 Droplet Heat Transfer Model
To accurately model dropwise condensation on micro/nanostructured surfaces, individual droplet
growth rates and heat transfer are needed. The growth behavior of each droplet morphology can be
obtained by modifying the Kim and Kim model [122] to account for the pillar geometry and emergent
droplet morphology [101]. It is important to note that most previous models assume a constant droplet
contact angle, 0, during growth. This assumption is appropriate for dropwise condensation on flat
hydrophobic surfaces [122-124], however, it does not apply for structured superhydrophobic surfaces,
since droplets have been observed to have variable contact angles during growth [97, 98, 101, 128, 142,
155]. To resolve this discrepancy, a model was developed to predict the droplet contact angle 0 as a
function of the droplet radius R.
4.4 Contact Angle Modeling
The droplet contact angle 0 was modeled as a function of the droplet wetting morphology (PW,
W, or S) and droplet radius R. When the droplet radius R is lower than the structure scale (R < I), the
droplet is assumed to have the intrinsic hydrophobic surface coating contact angle 0a. When the droplet
grows to a size comparable to the structure scale (R ~ 1), it begins to interact with the pillars confining it
and fills the unit cell to the top of the structures. At this point, depending on the energy criterion E* and
nucleation density N., the droplet can propagate above the unit cell and form a PW droplet, or it can
propagate laterally and form a W droplet (Section 2). In addition, due to the spatially random nature of
nucleation, droplets nucleating on Cassie stable surfaces can do so on the tips of pillars to form S droplets.
The PW droplet contact angle was modeled as a non-linear function of droplet radius R [101, 129,
139]. Previous experimental studies using ESEM and optical microscopy (OM) revealed the characteristic
diameter of the pinned neck of the condensing PW droplets is approximately 2 x 2 unit cells [101, 109].
At later times, the PW droplet has an increasingly large apparent contact angle Opw characteristic of the
Cassie morphology (Figure 29(a)) [101, 129].
Wenzel and S droplets were modeled as having a constant contact angle characteristic of the W
and S morphologies (Figs. 2(b)-(c)). Although previous studies have shown that the W contact angle
oscillates about a mean value with an amplitude as high as ~ 15' at length scales R/1 ~ 1-3, the oscillation
amplitude will decay at larger sizes (R/1 > 3) as the droplet grows laterally during condensation [109].
Due to the relatively small amplitude of oscillation and decay, we neglected the contact angle deviation to
simplify the analysis. In addition, the magnitude of the W droplet contact angle oscillation (-1 - 150) is
less than that of the PW droplet variable contact angle difference which can approach 90'.
The contact angle behavior of the PW, W, and S droplet morphologies can be summarized by:
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Oa, R < 1
Opw(R) = + Cos-' I < R < Rmax
a , R Rmax
Ow(R) = a
Os(R) = &aBB








Figure 29. Contact angle behavior. Time-lapse schematics of(a) S, (b) PW, and (c) W droplet morphologies
during growth on the structured surface. To the right of the schematics are corresponding environmental scanning
electron microscopy (ESEM) images of droplets with the different morphologies on a nanostructured surface
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4.5 Droplet Growth Modeling
At the scales considered in this work (-I pm), the dominant mode of droplet growth is due to the
direct accommodation of vapor molecules at the droplet interface [13]. For a droplet with radius R(t) on a
structured superhydrophobic surface (Figure 30(a)), the contact angle 0 varies with the droplet radius
according to equations (30)-(32). The local vapor (Tsat) and surface (Ts) temperatures are assumed to be
constant throughout the growth process. The individual droplet heat transfer, q, is determined by
considering all thermal resistances from the saturated vapor through the condensing droplet to the
substrate (Figure 31). All thermal resistances associated with the droplet are presented in terms of
individual temperature drops: the liquid-vapor interfacial resistance due to direct vapor molecule
accommodation at the droplet interface (ATi), the conduction resistance through the droplet (ATd), the
conduction resistance through the pillars (ATp,s) or liquid bridge and pillars (ATpyw), the promoter coating
resistance (ATc), and the resistance due to the curvature of the droplet (ATc). Internal droplet convection
was neglected in the model since the droplets were sufficiently small so that conduction is the primary











Figure 30. Individual droplet growth model. (a) Schematic of the droplet on the condensing surface growing in
the PW morphology. (b) Droplet thermal resistance diagram showing the liquid-vapor interface (R;), droplet
conduction (Rd), hydrophobic promoter coating (Rhc), pillar (Rp), and gap (Rg) thermal resistances. (c) Thermal
resistance network in the droplet and pillar structure. The schematic shows the parallel path of heat flowing through
i) the coating (R-1c) followed by the pillar (Rp) and ii) the liquid bridge (R) followed by the coating (R-1c).
Schematics not to scale.
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The temperature drop due to droplet curvature (A Tc) is given by [191]
ATC =Rrin (Tsat - Ts) = RTatu (33)R Rhfgpw
where T,, is the water vapor saturation temperature, u- is the water surface tension, hg is the latent heat of
vaporization, p, is the liquid water density, and Rmin is the droplet nucleation radius
(Rnin = 2 Tsatci/hfg pAT).
The temperature drop between the saturated vapor and liquid interface (A T;) is given by
ATi = Tsat - Ti = q , (34)hi27rR2(1-COS 0)
where q is the heat transfer rate through the droplet and h, is the condensation interfacial heat transfer
coefficient given by [179, 192]
2
h _ 2a 1 hfg (35)
2-a [ 27RgTs vgTs
where Rg is the specific gas constant and vg is the water vapor specific volume. The condensation
coefficient a is the ratio of vapor molecules that will be captured by the liquid phase to the total number
of vapor molecules reaching the liquid surface (ranging from 0 to 1).
Once the vapor condenses on the droplet interface, the latent heat must be conducted through the
droplet to the substrate. This resistance is modeled as a pure conduction resistance which leads to a
temperature drop (A Td) given by [122]
ATd = = - Tb 4 = O (36)47rRk sin 0
where TbI is the liquid temperature of the droplet base (Figure 30(b)) and kw is the condensed water
thermal conductivity. The temperature drop due to the promoter coating is calculated using a conduction
resistance given by
ATHC = Tbl - Tb2 (pRkC (37)
qnrR 2 kHC sin2 o'
where Tb2 is the temperature of the silicon pillars beneath the coating (Figure 30(b)), 6HC is the coating
thickness, (p is the structured surface solid fraction, and kHC is the coating thermal conductivity.
The conduction resistance through the pillars is dependent on the wetting morphology of the
droplet. For the S morphology, the temperature drop associated with the conduction resistance is given by
ATP,CB = Tb2 - Ts = qR ' (38)ph R2kp sin2 o
where T., is the substrate temperature, and kp is the pillar thermal conductivity.
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For PW droplets, the conduction resistance temperature drop through the pillar and coating
structure is calculated by considering a parallel heat transfer pathway from the base of the droplet to the
substrate surface (Figure 30(c)) given by
ATP2 =Tbl ~T~ q [ kpW kw(1-p ) 1(1
2R 2 kHC sin 2 6 SHCkp+hkHC (5HCkw+hkHC
It is important to note that the PW conduction temperature drop given by equation (39) becomes
the S temperature drop when k,,= 0 W/mK. In this case, there is no liquid bridge available for heat flow.
Accounting for all of the temperature drops, the individual droplet heat transfer rate is
TRa AT - a
q(R,8) = ,Rhfgpw +JP (40)1 R19 1 kp p _+ kw(l-(p)
hi(1-C0S ) 4kwSin +kHC sin 2 6 SHCkp+hkHC 8HCkW+hkHCJ
The droplet heat transfer is related to the droplet growth rate (dR/dt) by the latent heat of phase change
q (R, 0) = ?hi= pwhf = rpy hffl [(1 - cos 0)2(2 + cos O)R 3].(R8= f9hfg  Pwhjg dV = 3(41)
Differentiating equation (41), we obtain an explicit term for dR/dt
q(R,O) = rpwhfg R2 f(1 - cos2 0) sin 6 d R + (1 - cos Q) 2 (2 + cos 0). (42)
Equation (42) has been shown to have excellent agreement with experimental results for a variety
of differing droplet morphologies including PW, S, W, and droplets growing on flat surfaces [101, 129].
In order to determine the overall surface heat transfer performance, the individual droplet heat transfer
must be combined with the morphology dependent droplet size distribution.
4.6 Droplet Size Distribution Theory
On a flat hydrophobic surface, droplet nucleation and growth proceeds through two mechanisms:
1) direct (non-interacting) growth where droplets nucleate and grow on spatially random high energy sites
by direct deposition from the vapor onto the droplet surface [109], and 2) coalescence-dominated growth
where the distances between neighboring droplets (4) become smaller and coalescence occurs until the
droplet is large enough to be swept off the surface by gravity [154]. The falling droplet is able to sweep
away the droplets beneath it and clean the condensing surface so that new droplets can re-nucleate. As a
result of this droplet growth from nucleation to departure, a wide range of droplet sizes exist on the
condensing surface [122, 193].
Due to the dynamic nature of droplet growth on structured superhydrophobic surfaces [101, 109],
the flat surface growth and departure mechanisms are not adequate to accurately predict the droplet size
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distribution. Three main inconsistencies arise: 1) Droplet departure on structured superhydrophobic
surfaces may occur via coalescence-induced droplet jumping as size scales well below the capillary length;
2) Droplets can have a range of wetting morphologies (Figure 28(c)-(e)) depending on the structure
geometry and size scale (Section 2); and 3) Droplet contact angles may not be constant during growth
depending on the emergent droplet wetting morphology (Section 3.1). In light of these differences, new
morphology dependent droplet size distributions were derived that are valid for structured
superhydrophobic surfaces.
4.7 Wenzel (W) and Flat Hydrophobic Surface Droplet Size Distribution
Structured superhydrophobic surfaces exhibiting W droplet growth have a droplet size
distribution analogous to that of a flat hydrophobic surface. W droplets grow and merge until reaching a
size characteristic of the capillary length before being swept off by gravity. Sweeping droplets roll down
the surface and remove all droplets in their path, cleaning the condensing surface for new droplets to re-
nucleate. The droplet sweeping mechanism allows for small, more effective, droplets to populate the
surface and thereby minimizes the condensation heat transfer resistance. Due to the significant
droplet/surface adhesion exhibited by W droplets, coalescence-induced droplet removal is not possible,
rather gravity assisted sweeping of droplets from the surface dominates [32, 101, 109, 128].
For small W droplets undergoing non-interacting growth, the population balance theory can be
used to determine the droplet size distribution [122, 123, 177]. The steady state W droplet size
distribution is determined from the conservation of number of droplets entering a size range containing
droplets with radii R1 to R2, i.e., the number of droplets entering this size range must equal to the number
of droplets leaving. The W droplet growth rate is defined as
dR
G = . (43)
dt
The number of droplets entering the size range (R 1-R2) in a time increment dt is AnIGidt, where A
is the surface area and n, represents the number of droplets of size R1. Similarly, the number of droplets
leaving the size range is An 2G-dt. The number of droplets swept off the surface by droplet shedding is
equal to Snv 2dRdt, where S is the sweeping rate at which the substrate surface is renewed by falling
droplets, and n1 2 is the average population density in the size range. Applying droplet conservation, we
obtain [122, 123]:
An1 G1 dt = An 2 G2dt + Sn 1 - 2dRdt. (44)
In the limit of dR approaching zero, equation (44) can be reduced to
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d(Gn) +- = 0, (45)dR T
where r is the sweeping period (T = A/S).
The solution to equation (45) can be determined by first solving for the droplet growth rate G.
Relating the latent heat of phase change (equation (42)) to the individual droplet growth (equation (20)),
G for W droplets is
AT- 2 Tsatu
Rhfg pw
G = pwtfg(1-cosO) 2 (2+cos) 1 + RO 1 kpp kw(-p)]
2hi(1-coso) 4kwsin kHCsin2 L[HCkp+hkHC SHCkw+hkHC
1 Rmtn
G = A1 R
A 2 R+A 3  (47)
where
AT (48)hfgpw(1-cos 9)2 (2+cos 0)
0
A2 = 4k, sin0' (49)
A3 = + kp9 + k -(1- (50)2hi(1-cos 0) kHC sin 2 [ HCkP+hkHC -HCkw+hkHC -
Solving equation (45) analytically, we obtain an expression for n(R) which is identical for growth
of non-interacting droplets on a flat hydrophobic surface [122]. Note that in this case, W droplets are
assumed to grow with constant apparent contact angles, making the analysis analogous to droplet
condensation on a flat hydrophobic surface.
For large coalescing droplets, the droplet size distribution N(R) was established by Glicksman and
Rose [126, 189],
2
N(R) = 12 (51)
where R is the average maximum droplet radius (departure radius). f can be estimated by a force
balance on the droplet contact line between gravity, F, = (2 - 3 cos 0 e + COS 3 0e)7T[ 3 pg cos 0 /3, and
surface tension, F, = 2uR sin 0e (cos 0 r - cos 0a), given by [30, 31]
1
6(COS Or-COS Oa) sin e 12 (52)
7T(2-3 COS Oe+COS 3 Oe)pg cos 0 e]
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where 0a and 0r are the apparent structured surface advancing and receding contact angles
[190, 194], 0e is the apparent equilibrium contact angle 0 e = cos-'(0.5 cos 0a + 0.5 cos 0r), and 0 is the
surface inclination from the vertical, i.e., 0 = 0 corresponds to a vertical condensing surface and 0 = 900
corresponds to a horizontal surface.
The radius when droplets begin to merge on the surface R, is determined by assuming the
nucleation process is random (Poisson) [101, 109]. Relating R, to the nucleation density, we obtain
Re = - (53)
where L is the droplet coalescence length and Ns is the droplet nucleation density per unit area of
condensing surface. It is important to note that the assumption of a random Poisson distribution of
nucleation sites results in a droplet interaction radius that is half of the interaction radius if we assume a
square array of nucleation sites [122].
The droplet size distribution (equation (45)) can be analytically solved for by assuming the non-
interacting and large droplet size distributions are equal (n(Re)= N(Re)). The solution is given by [122]
-2
n(R) = 1 R R(Re-Rmin) A2R+A3 eXp(B1 + B2) , (54)




-R' 2 fRRminlB1 + Rmin(Re - R) - Rmin2 -in, (55)TA 1  2 Re-Rmin
B2 = Re - R - Rmin In Rmin, (56)
T 2 3Re 2 (A 2 Re+A 3 ) 2Ai(11A 2 Re 14A2 ReRniin+8A 3 Re-11A3Rnin)
Figure 31 shows the droplet size distribution n(R) as a function of droplet radius R. The
distribution at small droplet sizes (colored lines) (R < Re) is approximately constant since droplets do not
interact with each other. In addition, smaller droplets have the highest population density due to the
renewal of the surface by the droplet sweeping mechanism. In contrast, coalescing droplets (black line)
(R > Re) have a reduced population density because both sweeping and coalescence acts to remove them
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Figure 31. Gravitational shedding droplet size distribution. Droplet size distribution for a surface with droplet
removal by gravity (flat hydrophobic surfaces) as a function of droplet radius R for various nucleation densities Ns.
The population density is shown for small droplets (n(R)) with color curves and large coalescing droplets (N(R))
with the black curve. Higher nucleation densities lead to earlier droplet coalescence and smaller coalescence lengths
(le = 2Re). The population of small (R < Re) non-interacting droplets is larger than large (R > R,) droplets because
large droplets experience coalescence in addition to being swept off the surface. Model parameters: h = 10 pm,
I= 4 pm, d= 300 nm, AT = Tsat - T = 5 K, 0a/0r = 121.60/86.1'.
4.8 Suspended (S) Droplet Size Distribution
The growth and departure process of S droplets on a structured surface differs markedly from that
of W droplets. A recent study showed that when small S and PW droplets (-10 - 100 pm) merge on
superhydrophobic structured surfaces, they can spontaneously jump via the release of excess surface
energy independent of gravity [32]. Droplet removal by this mechanism is highly desirable due to the
increased number of small droplets [128] which efficiently transfer the majority of the heat from the
surface [154, 175, 195]. However, if the surface solid fraction is too high (p Z 0.1), coalescence-induced
droplet jumping is not observed due to higher droplet surface adhesion. It is important to note that the
chosen cutoff (p ~ 0.1) for droplet jumping is a representative estimate and may not be exact. In addition,
the role of apparent contact angle 0 on droplet jumping is currently not well understood, and is not
considered in this model. In reality, a droplet jumping stable surface may exist where jumping is not
possible for low apparent contact angles (1c/l -+ 2), but may exist for larger apparent contact angles
(1c// -> oo) on the same surface.
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In order to model the droplet size distribution, a similar approach to the W droplet model is used.
Suspended droplets nucleating on the tips of a structured surface grow and, once reaching a size large
enough to begin interacting, merge and are removed from the surface ((p < 0.1). This process makes the
non-interacting growth mechanism dominant and the population balance theory valid for the entire
growth range [101]. In addition, droplet sweeping is non-existent on a surface exhibiting coalescence-
induced droplet departure due to the removal of small droplets before they reach the capillary length.
Applying droplet conservation for a size range R, - R2, we obtain:
Ans1 G1 dt = Ans 2 G2dt. (58)
In the limit of dR approaching zero, equation (58) can be reduced to
d(G ns) = 0. (59)
dR
In this case, since S droplets undergo growth with a constant contact angle, an analytical solution
for the droplet size distribution can be obtained. Equations (46)-(50), which outline the derivation of the
droplet growth rate G, are valid in this case for S droplets. Applying the chain rule and integrating
equation (59), we obtain
fdnS=f A 2  dR-f Rmin dR. (60)ns A 2 R+A 3  R(R-Rmjin)
For large coalescing droplets (R > Re), n(R) 0 due to the coalescence-induced droplet departure.
The maximum droplet size h for coalescence-induced jumping droplets is given by
2Re =  = N. (61)
The droplet size distribution (equation (60)) can be analytically solved by assuming the non-
interacting and interacting droplet size distributions are equal (n(R) = N(R)) at R = Re. The solution is
given by
ns(R) = (ReJ R(Re-Rtin) A2R+A3 (62)
3R2ft R R-Rmin A2Re+A3
The droplet size distribution (n,(R)) can be understood physically in terms of an asymptotic
solution of the classical non-interacting droplet size distribution n(R) (equation (54)). By assuming the
sweeping time approaches infinity (T Z 00) or the sweeping frequency approaches zero (S ~ 0); the
sweeping mechanism is removed from the population balance analysis. Including this assumption for
equation (54), the exponential term disappears and equation (62) is obtained. It is important to note,
equation (62) is valid for any surface exhibiting coalescence-induced droplet departure where the droplet
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contact angle can be approximated as constant throughout the growth, and is not exclusively valid for S
droplets only.
Figure 32(a) shows the droplet size distribution, n,(R) as a function of droplet radius R for a
variety of nucleation densities NA. The three curves (solid lines) correspond to coalescence lengths of
ic = 10, 15 and 20 tm. The droplet size distribution is distinct from the derived solution for non-
coalescence-induced droplet departing surfaces (Figure 31). The results indicate that droplets larger than
the coalescence length (R > Re) are non-existent, which is consistent with the physical interpretation of
droplet departure due to coalescence. For all three cases, the distributions ns(R) have a minimum at a
droplet radius R z 1.2 tm. This result is due to the slower droplet growth for R < 1.2 pm caused by the
increasing contribution from the droplet curvature resistance. As a consequence of the slower growth, the
droplet population density is increased due to the conservation of droplets entering and leaving a droplet
population. Droplets larger than R z 1.2 pm grow at a reduced rate due to increasing conduction thermal
resistance through the droplet, therefore the droplet distribution increases with R up to the departure
length (R = Re = /c/2). In addition, the lack of a sweeping mechanism to remove small droplets allows for
the overall population density to be higher than the classical case (Figure 31).
4.9 Partially Wetting (PW) Droplet Size Distribution
In certain cases, droplets growing during condensation cannot be characterized by a constant
contact angle 0 during growth, as in the case of PW droplets. Previous studies have shown that once PW
droplets reach a size comparable to the structure (R - 1), they begin to undergo a growth regime where the
contact angle varies while the basal area remains constant [97, 98, 101, 128, 142]. To capture this
behavior in our model, a modified droplet size distribution was derived for surfaces undergoing variable
contact angle droplet growth (PW).
Partially wetting droplets nucleate randomly on a structured surface, grow, and upon reaching a
size large enough to begin interacting (R = Re), merge and are removed from the surface via coalescence-
induced departure. Droplet sweeping is non-existent on this surface due to the removal of small droplets
before they reach the capillary length. Applying droplet conservation for a size range R, - R2 , we obtain:
And1Gpwldt = And2Gpw 2dt. (63)
where nd is the 'dynamic' droplet size distribution for droplets undergoing variable contact angle growth
(PW), and G, is the PW droplet growth rate Gpw = dRpw/dt. The term 'dynamic' is used here due to
the non-exclusiveness of this derivation to PW droplets only. This formulation can be applied to any
droplet morphologies undergoing variable contact angle growth. In the limit as dR approaches zero,




Since PW droplets grow with a variable contact angle, an analytical solution for the droplet size
distribution nd(R) cannot be obtained. In addition, equations (46)-(50), which represent the droplet growth
rate Gp, must be re-derived due to the contact angle variance (Section 3.1). The latent heat of phase
change for PW droplets is expressed by
qpw(R) = WrpwhRGII 2 (( - cos 2 6) sin 0 d R + (1 - cos 0)2(2 + cos 0). (65)
By relating equation (65) to the droplet heat transfer equation (46), we can solve explicitly for Gpw:
Ryg
Gpw = jpW R(66)A2 R+A 3
where
Alp -A (67)
w pwhfg(cs02 0) sin &iR +(1-cos 0)2(2+cos 8)
Because GPW is a function of R and 0, equation (64) is first expanded and solved numerically. The
differential equation to be solved is given by
dnd +i1dG Ewn =o (8
dR dR (68)
The boundary condition for this case is identical to that of the S case, where the droplet size
distribution at R = Re is equal to the Rose distribution [189] given by
-2
nd (Re) = N(Re) = 3 (Re ) (69)
where
S= Re = = - (70)
Figure 32(a) shows the droplet size distribution, nd(R) as a function of droplet radius R for a
variety of nucleation densities. The three plotted curves (dashed lines) correspond to coalescence lengths
of L = 10, 15 and 20 pim. The dynamic droplet size distribution varies from the 'static' or S solution
(equation (62)). The plot indicates that inclusion of the droplet contact angle variability is important since
the constant contact angle solution, n,(R), tends to overestimate the distribution by as much as 100% in
some cases. Similar to n,(R), droplets larger than the coalescence length (R > R,) do not existent due to
coalescence-induced droplet departure. In addition the distribution nd(R) has a minimum identical to that
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of n,(R) at a droplet radius R z 1.2 pm due to the curvature thermal resistance included in the growth
model (see section 4.2).
To accurately predict the overall structured surface dropwise condensation heat transfer
performance, the droplet size distributions derived in this section are combined with the individual droplet
growth rates to determine the overall surface heat flux.
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Figure 32. Jumping droplet surface droplet size distribution. (a) Droplet population densities for surfaces
exhibiting coalescence induced droplet removal as a function of radius R for a variety of nucleation densities Ns with
constant contact angle ns(R) (solid lines) and variable contact angle nd(R) (dotted lines). Higher nucleation densities
result in earlier droplet coalescence and smaller coalescence lengths (4c = 2 Re). Inset: schematic showing coalescence
length (1). (b) Ratio of the 'dynamic' surface heat flux qd" (equation (73)) to the static surface heat flux qs"
(equation (72)) as a function of droplet coalescence length (1c) and structured surface pillar-to-pillar spacing (1). The
shaded includes the results for the different pillar spacings (0.5 pm <I < 8 pm). The static contact angle droplet
model over predicts the surface heat flux at small departure sizes, which shows the importance of using the dynamic
contact model for predicting PW droplet performance. Model parameters: h = 10 pm, / = 4 pm, d = 300 nm,
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4.10 Overall Surface Heat Flux
The overall surface heat flux, q", can be obtained at steady state by combining the morphology
dependent individual droplet heat transfer rate (equation (40)) with the droplet size distributions
(equations (54), (62), and (68)). For flat hydrophobic surfaces or structured surfaces showing the
W droplet morphology, the surface heat flux is given by
qw = JJ q(R)n(R)dR + f q(R)N(R)dR. (71)
For structured surfaces showing the S droplet morphology, or coalescence-induced droplet departure with
a static droplet contact angle, the surface heat flux is given by
qs= fRe q(R)ns(R)dR. (72)
For structured surfaces showing the PW droplet morphology, or surfaces exhibiting non-constant contact
angle behavior, the surface heat flux is given by
q" = JRe qpw(R)nd(R)dR. (73)
To compare the utility of the developed dynamic contact angle model, we determined the
predicted surface heat flux ratio of the constant contact angle with the variable contact angle formulations
for a surface undergoing PW droplet growth. Figure 32(b) shows the results of the comparison, indicating
that the 'static' contact angle formulation is a good approximation for variable contact angle droplets at
departure lengths larger than approximately 8 pm. However, at smaller departure lengths, the static
formulation deviates significantly from the dynamic solution, with error in excess of 50% at coalescence
lengths below 2 pm. Although the error is large at small length scales (R < 8 pm), the static
approximation works fairly well at larger coalescence lengths, showing the error to be within 10%.
In order to gain a better understanding of structured surface design, the dropwise condensation
models developed were applied to an optimization scheme to examine the interplay between surface
structure, droplet morphology, removal mechanisms and overall surface heat transfer performance (for a
copy of the Matlab numerical code, see Appendix B).
4.11 Design and Optimization of Structured Surfaces
A number of recent works have fabricated superhydrophobic structured surfaces for the purpose
of enhanced dropwise condensation via coalescence-induced droplet removal [8, 79, 86, 93, 104, 107, 112,
140, 176, 196]. These surfaces were designed to be Cassie stable such that PW or S droplets are formed
on micro/nanostructures [80] to have minimal contact line pinning. However, the design methodology of
these surfaces is not very well understood. In an effort to provide a rational basis for structured surface
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design, prior to and post droplet departure, we utilized the newly developed model to evaluate the effects
of surface geometry, scaling down the size scale of the structures, and intrinsic surface wettability
(promoter coating) on overall heat transfer performance.
The droplet wetting morphology model was combined numerically with the growth rate and size
distribution models. In the case of Cassie droplet formation, we assumed the PW morphology to emerge
due to the use of smooth pillars and the ability of S droplets to transition to PW droplets [101]. This
assumption was used to provide an upper bound for surface heat transfer performance when compared to
conventional flat hydrophobic surfaces. Figure 33 shows the droplet contact angle 0 (Figure 33(a)) and
departure radius R (Figure 33(b)) as a function of structure geometry (dl) and coalescence length (lc/1). It
is important to note, the coalescence length (or nucleation density, equation (61)) is used as a variable
parameter in the model due to its dependence on the vapor to surface temperature difference AT.
Although classical nucleation theory states that the coalescence length is highly dependent on AT,
accurate prediction of nucleation density (based on AT) is difficult to achieve due to the presence of
numerous high energy defect sites in the hydrophobic coating [4, 22]. This makes model analysis based
on coalescence length desirable over external control parameters such as supersaturation or AT. The
results indicate distinct regions of droplet morphology in accordance to the wetting criteria outlined in
Section 2. For d/1 < 0.16, the W wetting morphology was favored due to the low energy barrier of liquid
propagation in the lateral direction. At larger d/l ratios (0.16 < dl < 0.36), the Cassie (PW) morphology
became favored with coalescence-induced jumping as the main mode of droplet removal. At even larger
dl ratios (d/l > 0.36), the PW morphology remained favorable, however the coalescence-induced droplet
jumping behavior significantly diminished in favor of conventional droplet sweeping due to high droplet
surface pinning (q > 0.1).
Figure 33(a) show the dynamic nature of 0 for all three droplet morphologies (W, PW jumping,
and PW shedding). At L/I < 2 (not shown), 0 remains constant since the droplet radius is not large enough
to fill the structure. In this regime, droplets grow individually within the unit cells and take on the
intrinsic advancing contact angle, Oa. Upon reaching a size comparable to 2 x 2 unit cells (ic/i = 2),
droplets begin to either 1) emerge from the structure and grow in the constant-basal-area / variable-
contact-angle PW droplet mode (d/i > 0.16) [97, 98, 129] or 2) spread laterally and grow in the constant
contact angle W droplet mode (d/1 < 0.16). For the jumping region (0.16 <dli < 0.36), 0 increased with
increasing /,// due to the differing droplet departure radii. The region of non-jumping PW droplets
(dl > 0.36) showed constant 0 that decreased with increasing dl due to increasing solid fraction p. The W
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Figure 33. Droplet contact angle and departure radius. (a) Condensing droplet apparent contact angle 0 as a
function of coalescence length (Ie / 1) and ratio of pillar diameter to center-to-center spacing (dl). Distinct regions of
differing droplet wetting morphologies exist based on the wetting criteria (Section 2). For d/l> 0.36, the PW droplet
morphology is favored, however droplet jumping is not possible due to the high solid fraction ((p > 0.1) and high
contact line pinning to the surface structure. For e/i < 2 (not-shown), liquid films and pinned W droplets are formed
due to droplet merging within the unit cell of the structure. (b) Condensing droplet departure radius, ft as a function
of coalescence length (1c/1) and ratio of pillar diameter to center-to-center spacing (d/l). Regimes of W droplet
formation have higher departure radii than PW droplets due to higher surface adhesion and contact angle hysteresis.
Model parameters: h = 10 pm, l= 4 pm, d= 300 nm, AT= 5 K, 0a/0r = 121.60/86.1*, kHC : 0.2 W/mK [28],
kp = 150 W/mK, 6HC =I nm. Insets: emergent droplet morphology schematics for each region.
In addition to having a large influence on the droplet contact angle, the distinct regions of
different droplet morphologies created a large variance in the droplet departure radius R (Figure 33(b)).
The W regime had the highest R due to the high contact angle hysteresis and droplet surface adhesion. W
droplets rely on the gravitational force to be removed from the surface, reaching sizes comparable to the
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capillary length (P ~ 2 mm) before departing. In contrast, PW droplets exhibiting jumping behavior
(0.16 < d/l < 0.36) depart from the surface at length scales well below the capillary length (f « 1 mm).
As d/l increased further (dl > 0.36), the PW non-jumping regime becomes favored. However, the
departure radii of these non-jumping PW droplets are well below that of W droplets due to the
significantly smaller contact angle hysteresis and droplet surface adhesion associated with the Cassie
morphology. At coalescence lengths of 1c/i < 2 (not shown), droplets merge within the structure to form
liquid films and highly irregular W droplets that depart via gravitational shedding.
4.12 Optimization of Surface Heat Flux
The optimal dropwise condensation enhancement was determined based on the overall surface
heat flux for a variety of structured surface geometries. Figure 34(a) shows the normalized surface
condensation heat flux, q"/ qm", as a function structure geometry (dl) and coalescence length (/c/1).
Distinct regions of operation exist due to varying droplet morphologies and their associated departure and
contact angle characteristics (Figure 33). As expected, the region favoring PW jumping droplets
(0.16 < d/l < 0.36) showed maximum heat flux for the entire range of 1c/i. Wenzel droplets (d/l < 0.16)
showed the lowest heat flux due to their relatively large departure radii indicating that structured surfaces
having very low solid fractions can be far from optimal in terms of dropwise condensation performance.
The regime of non-jumping PW droplet formation (d/l> 0.36) showed a decrease in performance
compared to the jumping regime. However at increased solid fractions (dl > 0.8), the heat flux became
comparable due to favorable departure conditions and high droplet-base contact (high individual droplet
growth rate prior to departure). The results indicate that an optimum structure geometry exists to
maximize the overall surface heat flux, and that the unified model can be used to find this optimum. In
this case, designing d/l to be within the range of 0.16 < d/l < 0.36 is highly favorable in terms of overall
heat flux performance. However, this criteria may not hold for different surfaces, since the morphology is
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Figure 34. Overall surface heat flux on a structured surface. Normalized overall steady-state surface heat flux
q"/qma", as a function of coalescence length (/,/) and ratio of pillar diameter to center-to-center spacing (d/i) for (a)
h = 5 pm, (b) h = 2 pm, and (c) h =1 pm. Scaling down the surface structure ((a) to (c)) enhances performance due
to the reduced micro/nanostructure thermal resistance. Regions favoring PW jumping droplet removal show peak
heat fluxes for all three cases ((a) to (c)). qmn," was determined from examining the peak heat flux in all three cases,
which occurred for the smallest scale structure (c), qma" = 342.12 kW/m 2 . Model parameters: h/I= 2, AT= 5 K,
0,/0, = 121.60/86.1 , klic = 0.2 W/mK, kp = 150 W/mK, 6 HC = 1 nm. Insets: emergent droplet morphology
schematics for each region.
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4.13 Effect of Micro/Nanostructure Scale
Scaling down of the structured surface has been shown to potentially increase the overall
performance due to the reduction in thermal resistance between the base of the emerging droplet and the
structured surface substrate [101, 129]. To study the effects of structure scale on the overall surface heat
transfer performance, the unified model was used to simulate condensation on a surface having h/i= 2 for
a variety of different pillar heights h. Figures 34(a)-(c) show the normalized surface heat flux, q"/ qI ",
for pillar heights of h = 5 pm, h = 2 pm, and h = 1 pm, respectively. The results show enhanced heat
transfer performance (up to 22.5% from h = 5 pm to h = 1 gm) for surfaces with smaller scale structures
due to the reduced structure thermal resistance. In addition, reduction of the pillar height acts to extend
the peak performance of the surface for a larger range of coalescence lengths (l,/l).
A second important advantage of scaling down the micro/nanostructure is seen by the broadening
of the d/l ratio for the PW jumping regime. Figure 35 shows the structured surface steady-state wetting
morphology as a function of the pillar diameter to center-to-center spacing ratio (dl) and the center-to-
center spacing to pillar height ratio (i/h). As / is reduced for a fixed h, the region of dl where PW jumping
droplets are favored expanded. This increase of the dl range for PW jumping stability has very important
implications for nanostructured surface design, since the structure can consist of highly irregular pillar
type protrusions arising from non-uniform fabrication techniques such as oxidation [139, 197] or self-
assembly [142]. The larger range of dl at smaller length scales facilitates tolerance of structure
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Figure 35. Structured surface droplet wetting morphology. Structured surface steady-state wetting morphology
as a function of the pillar diameter to center-to-center spacing ratio (dl) and the center-to-center spacing to pillar
height ratio (i/h). Scaling down the surface structure (i/h) broadens the dl regime where PW jumping droplets are
observed. Insets: emergent droplet morphology schematics for each region.
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Although the heat flux increases as the structure scale is decreased from micro to nano, the
corresponding required coalescence lengths are also decreased. This effect may pose a problem in
realistic structured surface design since the coalescence-induced droplet jumping mechanism has been
shown to have a minimum size limit [32].
4.14 Intrinsic Contact Angle
Dropwise condensation of water on metal/metal oxide surfaces is rarely observed in natural
conditions due to their high surface energies (the exception being noble metals such as gold and platinum
due to adsorption of atmospheric hydrocarbons [21, 34, 198]). To promote dropwise condensation, the
use of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) has emerged as popular and robust technique to obtain reduced
surface energies [11, 32, 93, 97, 98, 101, 104, 106, 109, 122, 128, 139, 140, 176]. The use of SAMs as
surface promoter coatings has three advantages: 1) The SAM thickness is on the order of a few
nanometers, resulting in minimal resistance to heat flow [122]; 2) A range of SAMs can form a covalent
bond with metal oxide surfaces greatly increasing robustness; and 3) The highly non-wetting properties of
fluorinated SAMs act as a suitable promoter for dropwise condensation. The developed model is utilized
to quantify the effect of SAM coating properties for selecting an optimal dropwise condensation promoter.
Four chemistries for SAM formation were examined, with varying chain lengths and intrinsic
contact angles on smooth surfaces. The advancing and receding contact angles used were:
Oa /Or= 121.6'/86.1', Oa/ 0, = 110.80/85.80, and Oa / Or = 103.8'/102.7' corresponding to typical wetting
properties for deposited films of (tridecafluoro- 1, 1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)- I -trichlorosilane (SAM1),
octadecyltrichlorosilane (SAM2), and dichlorodimethylsilane (SAM3), respectively [109]. In addition, a
thiolated SAM coating (THIOL) was analysed with intrinsic advancing and receding contact angles of
Oa /Or = 121.1 /106.3'.
Figures 36(a) and (b) show the surface heat flux q" as a function of coalescence length L, for a
structured surface coated with the four coatings with (a) d/l = 0.3 and (b) d/l = 0.4. While both surfaces
favour formation of PW droplets, Figure 36(a) and (b) underwent coalescence-induced droplet jumping
and gravity based droplet shedding, respectively. For all four coatings, as 4e decreased, q" increased due to
the increase in population of small droplets (R < 1). The impact of the coatings on q" showed different
sensitivity depending on the droplet morphology and departure mechanism. In the case of coalescence-
induced droplet removal (Figure 36(a)), the effect of intrinsic wetting angle (coating type) on q" was
small. This result is due to the fact that droplets growing on tle structured surface depart at length scales
well below the capillary length (lc << 1 mm), where contact line hysteresis is very important in the
removal mechanism of droplets from the surface.
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Figure 36. Effect of promoter coating. Structured surface steady-state heat flux q" as a function of coalescence
length 1, for four different promoter coatings with (a) coalescence-induced droplet jumping (no sweeping) and (b)
gravitational droplet removal (sweeping). The surface heat flux is not sensitive to the promoter coating for surfaces
with coalescence-induced droplet departure. Heat flux (q") is highly dependent on the promoter coating for surfaces
relying on gravity for droplet removal due to the strong dependence of droplet/surface adhesion on contact angle
hysteresis. Insets: Surface heat flux (q") as a function of temperature difference (AT= Tsat - Ts) for the four different
promoter coatings and model parameters: h = 5 pm, / = 2.5 im, AT= 5K, 4, = 7.5 Pm, kHC = 0.2 W/mK,
kp = 150 W/mK,5 1c= I nm.
When the droplet removal mechanism depends on gravity (Figure 36(b)), the intrinsic wetting
angle of the coating has a significant effect on q". Droplets being removed by gravity need to grow to a
size large enough to overcome the adhesive surface tension force. The adhesion force is highly dependent
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on contact angle hysteresis (AO = Oa - Or) of the coating (equation (52)); the larger the hysteresis, the
larger the adhesion to the surface [30, 31]. The lower the hysteresis, the smaller the pinning force and
average droplet size before departure occurs, resulting in a larger population of smaller droplets and
enhanced q". Figure 36(b) shows that the smallest contact angle hysteresis coatings have the best
performance (SAM3 has the best performance (AOSAM3 = 1.10) followed in order by THIOL
(AOrllmoL 14.80), SAM2 (AOSAM2= 250), and SAMI (AOsAmI = 35.50)).
4.15 Condensing Surface Orientation
Structured surfaces undergoing coalescence-induced droplet jumping can be utilized in a variety
of applications where conventional flat hydrophobic surfaces (gravity based droplet shedding) cannot,
including space, mobile electronics, and thermal diodes [155]. To study the effect of surface orientation
on overall surface heat flux, the surface inclination angle, 0, was varied from 0 = 0 (vertical) to 0 = 90'
(horizontal) in the model. Figure 37 shows the surface heat flux as a function of the inclination angle for
SAM coated structured surfaces exhibiting PW coalescence-induced droplet jumping (d/l = 0.3) and PW
gravity based droplet shedding (d/1 = 0.4). Surfaces exhibiting jumping showed little sensitivity to the
surface orientation owing to their ability to shed droplets at length scales well below the capillary length
(R <1 mm). Although, in the horizontal orientation (0 = 90"), jumping droplets can return to the surface
via gravitational force and reduce heat transfer, this effect can be neglected due to the ease of small
droplet (~10 pm) advection or entrainment in the bulk water vapor flow above the surface.
In contrast to jumping droplets, heat flux performance of surfaces exhibiting gravity based droplet
shedding was reduced due to larger droplet departure size (Figure 33(b)), and showed large sensitivity to
surface orientation. The main mechanism of droplet removal in this case is highly dependent on the
gravitational body force acting on the condensing droplets. Before they can be removed, droplets need to
grow to a size large enough for gravity to overcome the contact line surface tension force holding them on
to the surface. The surface tension force arises due to contact angle hysteresis and acts in a direction
parallel with the surface substrate. Therefore, to maximize the gravitation force, the vertical surface
orientation is highly favoured and any deviation towards the horizontal orientation results in a larger
departing droplet size (R) and lower overall surface heat flux (particularly at inclination angles above 300).
As expected, the SAM coatings with the smallest contact angle hysteresis have the best performance
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Figure 37. Effect of surface orientation. Structured surface steady-state heat flux q" as a function of the surface
inclination angle 0 for SAM coated (SAM 1, SAM2, and THIOL) structured surfaces exhibiting coalescence-
induced droplet jumping (dl = 0.3) and gravity based droplet shedding (dl1 = 0.4). Jumping surfaces showed little
sensitivity to the orientation owing to their ability to shed droplets at length scales well below the capillary length
(fi « 1 mm). Surfaces exhibiting gravity based shedding showed a strong dependence on 0, due to the cose
dependence of the gravitational body force acting on the condensing droplets needed to overcome the surface
tension force (equation (52)). Inset: condensing surface orientation schematic. Model parameters: h = 5 pm,
/ = 2.5 pm, AT= 5 K, 4c = 10 pm, kHc = 0.2 W/mK, kp = 150 W/mK, 6Hc = 1 nm.
4.16 Flat vs. Structured Surfaces
In an effort to address the question: can a flat hydrophobic surface with low contact angle
hysteresis, AO = Oa- Or, outperform a structured superhydrophobic surface exhibiting droplet jumping, we
used the developed model to compare the heat transfer of structured surfaces exhibiting a range of length
scales (1 pm < h < 5 pm, h/l= 2) with flat hydrophobic surfaces with a range of intrinsic surface contact
angle hysteresis values (00 < AO < 550) (Figure 38). Figure 38 shows that as the contact angle hysteresis is
reduced for a flat surface (0a = 1200, 6 r = variable), the overall heat flux is increased due to the reduction
in the required size of the droplet to overcome surface tension forces to initiate shedding (Figure 38 Inset).
In addition, the results show that at low enough contact angle hysteresis, the flat surface can potentially
have better performance than a jumping superhydrophobic surface. However, as the length scale of the
superhydrophobic surface is reduced, the required hysteresis to maintain enhancement is also reduced
(AO < 27* for h = 5 ptm, AO < 2.50 for h = 2 pm, AO < l for h = 1 pm). This result is in accordance with
the theory and subsequently the jumping surface heat fluxes are increased (Section 6.2). Therefore,
structured surfaces with relatively large structure scale features may not be advantageous when compared
to a flat hydrophobic surface. However, provided that the surface structure design is optimized
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(Figure 34(c)) with low coalescence lengths (2 < ic/i < 4), the heat flux performance enhancement of peak
superhydrophobic condensation (qmax" = 342.12 kW/m 2 at AT = 5 K) compared to that of an ideal flat
surface (AO < 2.50) approaches 110%. In addition, using the model results to compare the peak
superhydrophobic heat flux (qm1a") to a more realistic flat dropwise condensing surface (SAM1 coated)
shows an even greater enhancement of up to 190%.
The results indicate that structured surfaces may be the ideal pathway to achieving even higher
dropwise condensation heat fluxes over conventional flat hydrophobic surfaces. Such surfaces may
therefore enable: 1) Substantial reduction in industrial condenser sizes and cost [34]; 2) Overall
performance enhancement of devices such as heat pipes and thermal ground planes for applications
requiring maximization of evaporator area and minimization of condenser area [199]; and 3) Use of
cooling devices previously not possible for local high heat flux electronic devices [155, 200].
Although the added benefit of surface structuring may outweigh its increased complexity, some
practical limitations remain. The scalability of the surface structuring process is a concern that has to be
addressed before practical designs are implemented in industrial settings. Recent research into novel and
scalable copper oxidation nanostructuring techniques has alleviated some of this concern [139, 197],
however the robustness and durability after long hours of operation is unknown given the relatively harsh
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Figure 38. Effect of contact angle hysteresis. Structured (jumping) and flat (gravity shedding) surface steady-state
heat flux q" as a function of intrinsic promoter coating contact angle hysteresis AO for three structured surfaces
coated with the SAM I promoter. As AO decreases for the flat surface, q" increases due to the lower droplet adhesion
to the surface and lower departure radii (Inset). As a result, the flat surfaces begin to show enhanced q" compared to
the structured surfaces. Inset: Droplet departure diameter (R), as a function of intrinsic flat surface contact angle
hysteresis (AO). Model parameters: AT= 5 K, 1, = 10 pm, kHc = 0.2 W/mK, kp = 150 W/mK, dHC = 1 nm, SAM I




A model framework of dropwise condensation heat transfer for micro/nanostructured
superhydrophobic surfaces was developed. Unlike previous works, the current model is able to: 1) Predict
the emergent droplet wetting morphology (PW jumping, PW non-jumping, or Wenzel) via coupling of the
structure geometry and nucleation density by considering local energy barriers to wetting; 2) Model non-
constant contact angle droplet growth; and 3) Extend the previously developed droplet size distribution
theory to both constant and non-constant contact angle droplets growing on surfaces experiencing
coalescence-induced droplet jumping. The model was used to compute the overall surface heat transfer
rate and study the effects of surface geometry and scale, nucleation density, and promoter coating. The
results suggest the importance of emergent droplet wetting morphology on overall condensation heat flux.
Specifically, distinct geometries existed which allowed for the formation of coalescence-induced jumping
droplets having up to 110% overall surface heat flux enhancement over dropwise condensing geometries
favoring W droplets, and 190% enhancement over flat hydrophobic surfaces. In addition, the results
showed that scaling down the structure dimensions, while maintaining droplet coalescence at small length
scales helps to sustain coalescence-induced droplet jumping over a larger range of geometries and
maximize heat transfer performance enhancement.
Subsequently, the model was used to study the effects of four self-assembled monolayer promoter
coatings on overall heat transfer, showing that surfaces exhibiting coalescence-induced droplet jumping
are not sensitive to the intrinsic promoter coating wetting characteristics, which is in contrast to surfaces
relying on gravity. Similarly, the impact of surface inclination with respect to gravity does not change the
heat transfer characteristics of surfaces exhibiting jumping droplets, which is not the case for gravity
based shedding surfaces, particularly at inclination angles in excess of 300. The results indicate that
structured surfaces may be the ideal pathway to achieving high heat flux dropwise condensation. This
work provides guidelines for the rational design of structured superhydrophobic surfaces to maximize
dropwise condensation heat transfer.
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Chapter 5
Condensation on Superhydrophobic Copper Oxide Nanostructures
5.1 Introduction
The utilization of superhydrophobic surfaces is of particular interest as a means to improve the
efficiency of heat and mass transport processes dependent on the condensation of water. As discussed in
Chapters 3 and 4, by promoting the formation of weakly-pinning droplet morphologies, coalescence-
induced droplet shedding can significantly reduce the average droplet size on the surface, which promises
to enhance condensation heat and mass transfer rates beyond those obtained using gravity-driven droplet
removal on smooth dropwise condensing surfaces [32, 101]. However, in order to apply these surfaces in
large-scale applications, there is a need to develop scalable processes compatible with existing
engineering heat transfer materials such as copper that can promote desired wetting behavior during
condensation. Furthermore, the synthesis method should minimize parasitic thermal resistances that could
negate the advantage of this unique wetting behavior (Chapters 3 and 4). Indeed, while recent
experimental studies have explored droplet wetting-states formed during condensation on structured
surfaces fabricated via scalable synthesis methods [97, 98, 108, 128, 138, 140, 147], the measurement of
individual droplet heat transfer rates obtained from detailed growth studies and overall heat transfer
measurements are required to validate the efficacy of a particular surface structuring technique. This is
due to the fact that coalescence-induced droplet shedding does not necessarily imply enhanced heat
transfer due to the important nature of the thermal resistances comprising an individual droplet system
[101], i.e., the details of the local wetting state beneath the droplet and the structure geometry such as the
roughness height.
In this chapter, we demonstrate a scalable synthesis method for modifying copper surfaces to
create oxide nanostructures that, once functionalized, can maintain Cassie condensation behavior while
minimizing parasitic resistances (oxide thickness) due to the self-limiting behavior of the chemical
oxidation process used. A combination of imaging and a derived wetting model is used to identify the
tipper limit on the nucleation density leading to the suppression of droplet jumping. Individual droplet
growth measurements coupled with an overall heat transfer model indicates that there is a critical
minimum nucleation density on the CuO surface that delineates heat transfer enhancement with respect to
a smooth hydrophobic surface with the same nucleation density due to increased conduction resistance
associated with the large droplet apparent contact angles on the CuO surface. By considering these two
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nucleation density limits and assuming ideal jumping droplet shedding, the maximum heat transfer
enhancement is predicted to be in the range of 1 - 1.25x compared to the smooth hydrophobic surface.
5.2 Surface Synthesis and Characterization
To synthesize the nanostructured surfaces, we used commercially available oxygen-free copper
(Cu) sheet (99.9 % purity, 0.8 mm thickness) diced into ~1 - 2 cm 2 tabs as starting substrates. Each Cu
tab was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone for ~10 minutes and rinsed with ethanol, isopropyl
alcohol and de-ionized (DI) water. The substrates were then dipped into a 2.0 M hydrochloric acid
solution for 5 minutes to remove the native oxide film on the surface, then triple-rinsed with DI water,
and dried with in a clean nitrogen stream.
Nanostructured copper oxide films were formed by immersing the cleaned substrate into a hot
(~95 + 2'C) alkaline solution composed of NaC1O 2, NaOH, Na 3PO4- 12H 10, and DI water
(3.75 : 5 : 10 : 100 wt.%). During the oxidation process, a thin and conformal Cu 20 layer is initially
formed on the copper surface that then re-oxidizes to form sharp, spike-like CuO oxide structures.
Figure 39a shows the CuO nanostructures beginning to grow from the Cu 20 intermediate layer. The
surface reaction leading to the formation of the CuO nanostructures is described as [201]:
2Cu + 20H -Cu 2 0 + H2 0 + 2e- (74)
Cu2 0 + 20H -+ 2CuO + H20 + 2e- (75)
In equation (74), two surface Cu atoms react with two hydroxides from the solution forming Cu 20, with
water and two electrons as by-products. Equation (75) shows that Cu2O is subsequently converted to CuO
by a further hydroxide reaction with water and two electrons as by-products.
The height of the CuO nanostructures was approximately 1 pim after -5 minutes of growth
(Figure 39b). As the density of the CuO structures increases, the oxide growth rate significantly decreases
to an almost negligible level as the CuO layer passivates the copper surface by creating a diffusion barrier
[202]. The results of x-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure 39c) show a strong CuO peak originating from the
sharp oxide nanostructures and a weak Cu2O peak from the underlying layer.
To characterize the total oxide thickness of the fabricated samples, we used focused ion beam
milling (FIB) (NVision 40 Dual Beam Focused Ion Beam, Carl Zeiss GMBH) and SEM imaging. Milling
was performed with normal incidence of the ion beam (sample tilt of 54'), ion beam energy of 30 keV,
and ion current of 300 pA. The structure cross-sections were obtained by milling 8 pm deep x 20 pm wide
trenches. Due to the good milling response of Cu, surface polishing was not required. All samples were
imaged at 36' tilt using the in lens detector with electron beam energies of 7 keV. Figure 39d shows the
cross-section images of a nanostructured sample. The underlying Cu2O oxide thickness was found to be
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SCU2O z 300 nm. With the addition of the CuO nanostructures, the total copper oxide thickness was
(5Cu2O + SCuO 1.5 im. The morphology of the CuO nanostructures resemble thin, but broad blades
converging to a sharp point with a typical thickness of 5 100 nm and average widths of; 300 nm.
The unique blade-like morphology of the CuO nanostructures, with a tip dimension of < 10 nm,
ensure nucleation within the structure (as opposed to the tips of the structure) due to the increased energy
barrier associated with nucleation on features similar in size to the critical nucleation radius (R, < 35 nm
for water and typical condensation conditions studied here [13]). This feature of the nanostructure
geometry promotes the formation of partially-wetting droplet morphologies, which are essential to
minimizing individual droplet thermal resistance [101], since Gibb's criterion can be satisfied [82, 203].
Furthermore, the self-limiting behavior of the oxidation process is critical to minimizing the parasitic
thermal conduction resistance of the oxide layers since the bulk thermal conductivities of the two copper
oxide species (kcuo 20 W/m.K, kcuOO 30 W/m.K [204]) are an order of magnitude smaller than the
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Figure 39. Surface characterization. SEM images (a-b) and XRD pattern (c) of the copper oxide nanostructures,
after 1 minute (a) and 5 minutes (b-c) of oxidation. (d) SEM image of a FIB milled sample showing a cross-section
of the nanostructured copper surface after a 10 minute oxidation step. The arrows indicate the approximate extent of
the Cu20 and Cu20 + CuO regions.
The CuO nanostructures were subsequently functionalized using one of two approaches. In the
first approach, a z 30 nm-thick coating of Au was sputtered onto the CuO nanostructures. The samples
were solvent rinsed, dried and plasma cleaned before immersion into a 1 mM solution of 1 H, 1 H, 2H, 2H-
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perfluorodecanethiol (Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol for 1 hr. Goniometric measurements (MCA-3, Kyowa
Interface Science) of ~ 100 nL droplets on a smooth thiolated Au surface showed advancing and receding
contact angles of Oa = 121.10 ± 2.20 and 0, = 106.30 ± 2.4', respectively. In the second functionalization
approach, a fluorinated silane (trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, Sigma-Aldrich) was
deposited from a chemical vapor directly onto the oxide nanostructures. Goniometric measurements on
corresponding smooth, silanated CuO surfaces showed advancing and receding contact angles of
0a/Or = 123.40 ± 2.50/81.20 ± 8.4'. The effective solid fraction corresponding to the surface area fraction
in contact with the droplet, q5g, of the CuO surface was extracted from apparent contact angle
measurements of a macroscopic water droplet placed onto the Au/thiol-functionalized CuO
surface, 0 B = 164.90 + 2.80 (AO 20) . Slightly different wetting behavior was observed for the
silanated CuO surfaces with QgB 169.20 + 2.60 (AO 50). Using the Cassie-Baxter equation [82],
cos 0B = Peff (cos Oa + 1) - 1, the effective solid fraction was calculated to be ieyf ~ 0.071 and
Peff - 0.039 for the Au/thiol and silanated CuO surfaces, respectively.
In order to obtain the effective roughness defining the pinning energy barrier, contact angle
measurements of formamide droplets (Molecular biology grade, Sigma) were performed on both a
Au/thiol-functionalized smooth and nanostructured surface. The advancing angle on the smooth surface
was found to be 0 a = 95.30 ± 1.40 (Or = 90.20 ± 2.10), while the advancing Wenzel angle on the CuO
surface was found to be Ow = 160.60 + 3.20 (Ow = 145.90 + 20). The Wenzel state was inferred
through observation of significant contact angle hysteresis, AO - 150, in comparison to the Cassie
behavior. Using the Wenzel equation, the effective roughness was calculated to be reff = 10.2 + 2.8.
This effective roughness value should be viewed as a measure of the complex contact line pinning
behavior on the CuO nanostructures rather than an absolute measure of the roughness [205].
5.3 Optical Microscopy Condensation Experiments
Global droplet nucleation and growth behavior was studied with optical microscopy using a
custom built experimental set-up (Figure 10, Chapter 2). Samples were mounted to a temperature-
controlled stage (TS102-00, Instec). Good thermal contact between the sample and the temperature
control stage was ensured by interposing a thin layer of thermal grease (Omegatherm, Omega) with a
reported thermal conductivity of 2.2 W/m.K. The thermal grease was applied to the cold stage using a
rigid plastic edge and progressively thinned down to < 50 pm, to prevent air bubbles being trapped in the
film. The sample was then pressed down onto the film while simultaneously twisting to squeeze out
excess thermal grease. Due to the low heat fluxes characteristic of the optical microscopy measurements,
temperature differences between the sample and the stage were negligible. This was confirmed by
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mounting a 1 mm thick cooper sample with an embedded calibrated thermocouple to the stage. The
temperature measured by the cold stage corresponded to the embedded thermocouple reading to within
the uncertainty of the thermocouple (±0.2 K) under typical test conditions.
The mounted sample was first cooled to the test temperature by the temperature-control stage
under an atmosphere of dry N2 . Once the stage temperature stabilized at the test temperature,
T,= 28310.1 K, the by-pass valve was closed to initiate the flow of water-saturated N2 into the top of the
sample enclosure at a constant flow rate of Q = 2.5 ± 0.3 L/minute (FL-2040, Omega), marking the start
of the experiment. Based on the dimensions of the cylindrical enclosure (diameter = 4 cm, height = 3 cm)
and the microscopic objective within the enclosure (diameter = 2 cm, height = 2.9 cm), we calculated a
characteristic chamber velocity of ~4.4x 1 0-2 m/s and a characteristic fluid displacement time of ~0.7 s.
The chamber humidity was recorded throughout the experiment using a humidity probe
(Hygroclip, Rotronic), with a stated relative humidity (RH) accuracy of ±0.01xRH and temperature
accuracy of ±0. 1 K, located z~I cm from the mounted sample. The supersaturation, S =p,/p, where p, is
the vapor saturation pressure and p, is the saturation pressure corresponding to T., was controlled by
adjusting the water reservoir temperature through which the N2 was sparged. The uncertainty in the
calculated S was determined from a propagation of error analysis. Droplet nucleation and growth was
recorded at intervals of 0.1 seconds using a high-speed (CMOS) camera (Phantom v7. 1, Vision Research),
operating at a resolution of 800 x 600 and having a physical pixel size of 22 pm, attached to an upright
microscope (Eclipse LVlOO, Nikon). Imaging was performed with either a 40x (NA = 0.6) (CFI S Plan
Fluor ELWD, Nikon) or a 100x (NA = 0.7) (CFI L Plan EPI SLWD, Nikon) objective such that the field-
of-view was 440 pm x 330 ptm or 176 ptm x 132 pm, respectively. The relationship between length and
pixel count was calibrated with the known pillar spacing of a microstructured surface previously found
using scanning electron microscopy.
5.4 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy Condensation Experiments
The details of the nucleation and growth of condensed droplets on the functionalized CuO surface
were studied using an environmental scanning electron microscope (EVO 55 ESEM, Zeiss). Back scatter
detection mode was used with a high gain. The saturated water vapor pressure in the ESEM chamber
ranged from p, = 800 - 1200 ± 75 Pa. Typical image capture was obtained with a beam potential of 20 kV
and variable probe current depending on stage inclination angle. A 500 pim lower aperture was used in
series with a 1000 pim variable pressure upper aperture for greater detail. The sample temperature was
initially set to Tv = 277 - 281 + 1.5 K using a cold stage and was allowed to equilibrate for 5 minutes.
After equilibration, the surface temperature was decreased to 276 - 280 ± 1.5 K resulting in nucleation of
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water droplets on the sample surface due to condensation of the saturated water vapor. The typical
supersaturation during imaging was S= 1.07 ± 0.1.
Images and recordings were obtained at an inclination angle of 700 to 80' from the horizontal and
at a working distance ranging from 3 to 5 mm. The maximum resolution was ~: pim at an operating
pressure of 800 Pa and increased with higher pressures. This specific setup was used to ensure good
imaging of the droplet contact angle evolution on the condensing surface, not typically seen with
overhead imaging, and to minimize substrate heating due to the electron beam [98]. Recordings were
performed at 500 ms intervals, corresponding to a frame speed of two frames per second. To ensure good
thermal contact between the sample and cold stage, copper tape was used for mounting.
5.5 Wetting Dynamics
First, we studied the geometric evolution of individual droplets during condensation. In
Figure 40a, the apparent contact angle behavior of condensed droplets growing on the hydrophobic CuO
surfaces at S = 1.07 + 0.1 during ESEM imaging is shown. The ESEM images of water droplets showed
strong topographic contrast allowing reliable contact angle measurements to be made [91]. Droplet
contact angles were determined by fitting a circle to each individual droplet (spherical approximation) and
determining the droplet radius R and the height of the spherical segment H. The contact angle was
calculated from R and H as
H -R
eapp = sin-' R + 900. (76)
This image processing was more difficult for lower viewing angles due to the challenge in determining
where the base of the droplet intersects the fitted circle, resulting in a larger error and fewer data points.
The error associated with the droplet radius measurement was due to the limit of the image resolution
(typically 200 - 500 nm). The CuO droplet morphology showed an initially varying contact angle
(R < 3 - 4 ptm) because of locally pinned contact lines at the droplet base. Radius-dependant contact angle
behavior continued up to the point where the interface of the droplet made contact with surrounding
nanostructures and began spreading over the surface in the Cassie state with an approximately constant
advancing angle. The observed advancing angle compares reasonably well with the macroscopically
measured value of 8,B : 165'. The early stage variation in the apparent contact angle was modeled as
Oapp(R) = Cos-' (I + 90 , (77)
assuming a fixed pinned base area of A -, ~rr underneath the individual droplets before coalescence as
shown in the schematic in Figure 40b. Fitting equation (77) to the extracted contact angle data, we
estimated that the characteristic radius of the pinned region to be r, ~ I - 2 pm, which compares well
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with the characteristic spacing of the CuO nanostructures estimated as 1 ~ V&d/(2PeVff ) = 1.2 pm
with d= 300 nm and Peff = 0.05. This pinning behavior is consistent with previous studies of individual
droplet growth on well-controlled nanopillar geometries [101] and Cu(OH) 2 nanowires [97]. The droplet
growth behavior on the hydrophobic CuO surfaces (Figure 40) was characteristic of the Cassie wetting
state emerging from a pinned wetted region on the surface consistent with an estimated E*(reff) 0.19.
(a) (b)
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Figure 40. Droplet apparent contact angle. Droplet apparent contact angle as a function of the droplet diameter
extracted from the ESEM data on the Au/thiol (0) and silane (O) functionalized CuO surfaces (p, = 1300 ± 75 Pa,
T, = 283 ± 1.5 K, S = 1.07 ± 0.1). The solid curve is defined as 6app = cos-'(rp/R) + 900 with rp = 1.5 sm. The
dashed dot curves represent the bounds of equation (77) for rp = 1.5 ± 0.5 pm. The horizontal dashed line
represents the macroscopically measured apparent contact angle, 6app ~ 165*. The inset shows a typical ESEM
image captured during the droplet growth process on the silane functionalized CuO surface. (b) Diagram showing
the evolution of the droplet shape predicted by equation (77) for 900 < 0app 1700 in steps of 200 (droplets
bounded by solid curves). Once the advancing state is reached the droplet grows with constant 0app (droplet
bounded by dashed curve).
Next, we explored the influence of the nucleation density on the emergent wetting state captured
using optical microscopy. Here, optical microscopy offers an advantage over ESEM since larger vapor
pressures can be achieved without compromising image quality. In Figure 41a,b, condensation on the
Au/thiolated surface at S = 1.51 + 0.05 resulted in a nucleation density of N = 4x1 09 M 2. The droplets
were found to be weakly pinned to the surface as evidenced by the observation of droplet jumping
(coalescing droplets disappeared from the field of view). Focusing through the droplets (Figure 41b)
revealed that, in most cases, a single dark light absorbing region surrounded by a bright reflective ring
was located beneath each droplet indicative of a partially-wetting Cassie state. The approximate sizes of
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the pinned base of the droplets were found by fitting circles to the dark regions. The magnification factor
due to focusing through the nominally spherical droplets was estimated from M = n/(2 - n) 2 [91],
where a refractive index of n = 1.33 was used for water. Image processing of the measurements gave
rp = 1.09 + 0.13 ptm consistent with the contact angle behavior observed in Figure 40. In contrast,
condensation on the silanated surface at S ~ 1.48 + 0.05 (Figure 41c,d) resulted in a nucleation density
of N > 5x10'0 m 2 despite the fact that both the thiol and silane molecules are CF3 terminated (i.e., same
nominal surface energy). This large nucleation density led to the formation of highly pinned droplets that
developed irregular shapes following coalescence events (i.e., no coalescence-induced jumping observed).
This behavior was in contrast to that observed at lower supersaturations in the ESEM where droplet
jumping was observed on the silanated CuO surface (see Figure 41e). Focusing through the droplets
(Figure 41 d) showed a number of light absorbing and reflecting regions under the larger droplets formed






Figure 41. Emergent droplet morphology. Emergent droplet morphology on the functionalized CuO surfaces in
the coalescence-dominated growth stage. Partially-wetting Cassie behavior with jumping droplets emerged on the
Au/thiolated CuO surface where (L) = 0.5N-0 5s ~ 8.1 pim obtained by (a) focusing at the surface (top) and
confirmed by (b) focusing through the droplets (below) to show the wetting state (S= 1.51±0.05, N = 3.83x09 m2 ).
The red arrow in the inset of (b) points to a light-absorbing region surrounded by a light-reflecting region indicative
of the partial-wetting morphology (Inset scale bar: 10 pim). Mixed-mode wetting behavior with pinned droplets on
the silanated CuO surface where (L) = 0.5N-s < 2.2 pum obtained by (c) focusing at the surface (top) and
confirmed by (d) focusing through the droplets (below) to show the wetting state (S= 1.48±0.05, N> 5x10' 0 m-).
(e) Time-lapse images of condensation on the silane-coated CuO surface during ESEM imaging. The dashed and
solid circles indicate droplet groups before and after coalescence, respectively. ESEM conditions: pv= 800 ± 75 Pa
and T,= 276± 1.5 K (S= 1.07 ±0.1).
To understand this behavior, we first investigated the distribution of nucleation sites on the
Au/thiol-functionalized surface. Figure 42a shows the location of nucleation sites (dots) on the
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Au/thiolated CuO surface captured using optical microscopy (Figure 42a,b). We analyzed the nucleation
site distribution by measuring the nearest neighbor to each nucleation site as indicated by the arrows.
ImageJ [206] was used to identify the coordinates of each nucleation site location. An algorithm was then
implemented in Matlab (Mathworks) to identify each nucleation sites' nearest neighbor. Figure 42b shows
that the distribution of nucleation sites was in good agreement with the Poisson distribution indicating a
spatially random nucleation process where the mean nearest neighbor distance is given by [207]
(L) = .5N- 0 -5  (78)
and the square root of the distribution variance is given by (L) 0 5. At this point, we note that the
observation of nucleation at low supersaturations, S < 1.5, is inconsistent with kinetic nucleation theory,
which predicts a critical supersaturation S, > 2.5 for water condensing on hydrophobic surfaces (6 > 900)
[13]. This discrepancy has been linked to randomly-distributed defects in the molecular film coatings
used to impart hydrophobicity, which expose the underlying high-surface-energy substrate, in this case
CuO, to create active nucleation sites [101, 129, 171]. Thus, we attribute the distinctly different
condensation behavior observed in Figure 41 to the defect density associated with the two
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Figure 42. Nucleation site spatial distribution. (a) Coordinate map showing the position of the nucleation sites (0)
and arrows indicating their nearest neighbor captured using optical microscopy at I 00x magnification on the
Au/thiol functionalized CuO surface at t = 10 s after the start of the experiment (S= 1.51+0.05, N= 3.83x10 9 M 2
(b) Cumulative probability distribution of the nucleated droplet nearest neighbors (0) compared to the predictions
for a random distribution, P = 1 - e-NIL 2 (solid line). The mean separation distance between nucleation sites is
given by 2LvWI = 1. The horizontal bars represent the bin width.
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The transition to a non-jumping mixed-mode wetting state regime can be understood by
considering that, as the spacing between nucleation sites L approaches the length scale of the partially-
pinned region under a droplet rp, the excess surface energy released during coalescence due to a change in
liquid/vapor interfacial area AA at constant volume V is unable to overcome the constant work of
adhesion associated with the pinned region under the coalescing droplets. Assuming that complete de-
wetting of the liquid from the structured region is energetically unfavorable compared to some portion of
the liquid remaining pinned within the structures on the surface, the work of adhesion required to create
new interfacial area is W1 /yAP = [(2 - p) + V cos Or] 2 (for p -+ 0), where y is the liquid/vapor
interfacial tension. To calculate the excess surface energy AE(Oapp, R) available for droplet jumping we
considered the situation shown in Figure 43a. Two droplets of equal diameter coalesce resulting in the
formation of a single jumping droplet. Considering only the volume of liquid not pinned within the
structure, the excess surface energy balance between states E1 and E2 is given by
AE = y(A 2 -A 1) = y7r 14R 2(Cos Oapp (R) - 1) - 41/322/3 (R3(2 + cos 0app (R))(cos Oapp (R) - 1)2 )2/3, (79)
where A is the liquid/vapor interfacial area and cos 0 app (R) is obtained from equation (77). The total
work of adhesion W was estimated based on the partially-wetted area under each droplet AP. Neglecting
the functionalized CuO contribution to W1 since p 0, the work of adhesion for two droplets is then
W = 2W 1 = 4yAP. (80)
When the magnitudes of AE and W are comparable or when W dominates (IAE/WI ~_ 1), there is little
or no energy available in the system of the two droplets to power jumping. Thus, upon coalescence the
newly formed droplet remains on the surface with either one or two wetted regions in the apparent base
area, while the remainder of the apparent base area resides in the Cassie state (mixed mode wetting state).
However, when IAE/WI >> 1, sufficient excess surface energy is available for conversion into the kinetic
energy for droplet jumping, provided that other dissipation mechanism do not play a significant role [32].
In Figure 43b, IAE/WI is plotted as a function of the droplet coalescence length, L = 2R, scaled
by the characteristic diameter of the pinned region beneath the droplet, 2rp, according to equations (79)
and (90). We observe that IAE/WI-[L/(2rp)] . For rp = 1 ptm, the model predicts IAE/WI = 0.07 (no
jumping) and IAE/WI = 6.27 (jumping possible) for the silanated CuO ((L)/(2rp) = 1.1) and thiolated
CuO ((L)/(2rp) = 4.05), respectively, consistent with the observed behavior in Figure 41. The horizontal
bars for each point show +(L)O-'. The large spread in separation distances indicates the possibility of a
mixed behavior of droplet jumping and pinning on the same surface. Increasing rp from 1 pm to 2 pm
reduces IAE/W to - 1.1 for the Au/thiol surface. For the silane surface, the same increase in rp results in
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(L)/(2rp) < 1. Based on the observed jumping behavior of the Au/thiol surface and the mixed modes
observed on the silane surface, we conclude that the pinned radius is in the range of 1 ptm r, 1.5 tm,
which is consistent with our optical measurements of the pinned base region.
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Figure 43. Droplet jumping to pinning transition. (a) The excess liquid/vapor surface energy was estimated by
considering the difference in energy between states El and E2. Energy is required to overcome the work of adhesion
to form a liquid/vapor interface of area 2A, for the two pinned necks of the coalescing droplets. (b) Excess surface
energy compared to the work of adhesion, IAEIW |, as a function of the droplet separation distance, L, divided by
the droplet pinned base diameter,2rp. Three values of rp (= 1 pm, 1.5 pm and 2 pm) are shown for each surface.
Increasing rp results in smaller values of IAE/WI. For rp = 1 pm, the model predicts IAE/WI = 0.07 and
|AE/WI = 6.27 for the silanated CuO ((L)/(2rp) = 1.1, blue squares) and thiolated CuO ((L)/(2rp) = 4.05, red
circles), respectively. The shaded region ((L)/(2rp) 5 1) marks the transition to the Wenzel state. The horizontal
bars for each point show ±(L)0 5 .
5.6 Heat transfer modeling
To quantify the heat transfer behavior of individual droplets growing on the nanostructured CuO
surface, we used the steady-state heat transfer model developed in Chapter 4 that captures the key thermal
resistances (V)) from the saturated vapor atmosphere in the ESEM to the condensing structured surface for
heat transferring through a single droplet [101]. The geometry and thermal resistance network defined in
the model are shown in Figure 30 of Chapter 4.
In Figure 44a, the measured droplet radii as a function of time for 12 individual droplets were
compared to the predictions of the heat transfer model described above. The data was best fit by
AT = 0.034 K, which is within the uncertainty of the measurements of temperature and pressure in the
ESEM chamber. The results of the observed behavior compare well to the classic power law growth
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model for condensation [28]. When droplet dimensions are larger than the pinned region (R ; 2 tm), we
expect the droplet radius to follow a power law over time R = atb , where a is a constant, t is time and b,
the power law exponent, ranges from 0 to I depending on the substrate dimensionality and growth
limiting mechanism. During initial growth without coalescence (R < 4 tm), the power law exponent of
b= 3/4 could be reasonably fitted to the data. This value was within the range of 0 to 1, but differs from
b= 1/3 expected for diffusion limited growth. This result indicates that a diffusion process was not the
major limiting growth mechanism. However, at long times the b = 1/3 growth exponent was recovered,
coinciding with diffusion limited growth due to conduction through the droplet bulk.
Figure 44b gives a breakdown of the component thermal resistances normalized to the total
thermal resistance predicted by the model during droplet growth. The model predicts that at small droplet
radii (R < 3 pm), growth rates were limited by the combination of the conduction resistance of the
droplet volume pinned within the nanostructures ( ((0Phc + PCuO) 1 + (Ow + f) 1) 1 ) and the
interface curvature resistance (V),) that effectively reduces the driving pressure difference for vapor
molecules attaching to the liquid-vapor interface. The interfacial resistance (Vk) was found to contribute
little to the total resistance, peaking at VPi/PT = 0.17 for R = 0.95 um before dropping off to
'Pi/VT < 0.01 at larger radii. Similarly, the Cu 20 layer (4 Cu2o) beneath the CuO nanostructures also
contributed negligibly to the total thermal resistance, Pcu2o /Tr ~ 0.02. Beyond R > 8 im, the heat
transfer process was increasingly limited by the conduction resistance within the droplet bulk [101].
To estimate the overall heat transfer performance of the nanostructured CuO surface, the
individual droplet growth behavior was incorporated into an expression for the droplet size distribution
and integrating over all radii given by [89, 101]
(L)/2 Rmax
q" q(R)n(R)dR + q(R)N(R)dR. (81)
RC L)/2
where q" is the overall steady-state condensation heat transfer rate per unit area of the condensing surface,
(L)/2 is the mean droplet coalescence radius, q(R) is the individual droplet heat transfer (Chapter 4), n(R)
is the non-interacting droplet size distribution [122], N(R) is the coalescence dominated droplet size
distribution [126] and Rmax is the droplet departure size. The first integral in equation (81) primarily
captures the heat flux due to individual droplet growth before coalescence, but also accounts for the role
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Figure 44. Individual droplet growth limitations. Model prediction of individual drop growth rates averaged for
12 individual droplets. (a) The experimentally measured droplet diameters as a function of time (0) are compared to
the individual droplet growth model (solid curve) with rp = 1.5 pm, 8 CuO = 1.5 gm. ESEM conditions:
Pv = 800 ± 75 Pa and T,, = 276 ± 1.5 K (S= 1.07 ± 0.1). Model solutions were obtained for AT= 0.034 K, which was
within the uncertainty of the measured temperatures and pressures in the ESEM chamber. This value was chosen
based on the best fit between the model and experimental growth rate data. The inset shows the experimental data,
the model predictions and a fitted R oc t 1/3 scaling (dashed curve) in log coordinates. The error bars correspond to
uncertainty in the measured droplet radius. (b) The key thermal resistances normalized to the total thermal resistance
corresponding to (a) as a function of droplet radius. The vertical line delineates the transition from radius-dependant
apparent contact angle (0app(R)) to a fixed contact angle equal to the macroscopically measured apparent
advancing contact angle (6C ) at 2R = 11 Im. The thermal resistance components indicated in the plot are the
conduction resistance of the droplet volume pinned within the nanostructures, (((th + 4c.O) 1 + (', +
*hc)-)-1), the interface curvature resistance (*,), the interfacial resistance (0j), the Cu2O layer resistance
(Ocuzo) and the droplet bulk resistance (0).
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Equation (81) was used to make a predictive comparison of the heat flux performance of the
silane-coated CuO surface to a corresponding smooth surface with a constant advancing contact angle of
0, = 1200. For the nanostructured CuO surface, we specified 0 a = 1200 for R, R rp. Once R = rp,
equation (77) was then used to define 0 app up to the point where 0app = 0B. With further increase in R
at 6 app -aB, the base area of the droplet in the Cassie state was treated as adiabatic. The mean droplet
coalescence length (L) was varied by changing nucleation density according to equation (78). To make a
conservative comparison of performance, we assumed that the nucleation density for both surfaces was
equal which may not be the case due to the larger available surface area (large roughness) of the
nanostructured CuO surface. For the flat surface, we assumed a fixed departure size comparable to the
capillary length, R,na = 2 mm. The departure radius for droplets on the silanized CuO surface was equated
to (L)/2 assuming ideal coalescence-induced jumping behavior, i.e., in the inviscid limit with no
influence of variable contact angle or surface adhesion. The assumption that droplet jumping is the only
shedding mechanism on the nanostructured CuO surface leads to neglecting the second term in equation
(81) and a simplification of n(R) since the sweeping period, r -4 CX.
To place into context the theoretical model, we extracted the mean coalescence length (L) from
the ESEM imaging experiments. To estimate the time-averaged (L) for condensed droplets on the
silanated CuO surface, the droplet size distribution was obtained from the ESEM images. Droplet number
density and diameters were measured from multiple images of the steady-state condensation process,
accounting for inclination angle (Figure 45). As a result of the high number density of droplets,
n ~ 1.28x10' 0 m-, the mean center-to-center spacing of the droplets was estimated as (L) 4.42 pm from
equation (78). Due to coalescence-induced jumping maintaining the vast majority of the droplet
distribution below 10 ptm (z90 %), this spacing was maintained approximately constant resulting in a
constant mean droplet size (bglobal ~ 0) [32, 101].
In Figure 46a, the heat flux ratio is plotted as a function of a unique coalescence length scaled by
the pinned base diameter of the droplet for the cases where rp = I pm, 1.5 ptm and 2 ptm. Thus, the
minimum allowable L corresponds to L/2r= 1 for the three cases. Figure 46 demonstrates that for
rp = 1 pm, the CuO surface degrades heat transfer performance in comparison to the smooth surface over
the entire range of allowable coalescence lengths. For rp = 1.5 - 2 pim, ql 0 /qF = 1.13 - 1.25 at
L/(2rp) = 1, but drops off steadily as L increases. This behavior is compared to a hypothetical surface with
the CuO structure height reduced to 6 cUo = 100 nm. Here we see that the heat transfer behavior is
enhanced at L/(2rp) = 1 for the three values of rp modeled, ranging from 1.16 qcuo/qF 1.87. This
result highlights the important role of the parasitic thermal resistance associated with the height of the
structures. The inset of Figure 46a shows the predicted behavior for the three pinned regions sizes for the
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average spacing identified in Figure 45, (L) = 4.42 pm. The model predicts qcuo /qF = 0.37, 0.7 and 1.11
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Figure 45. Droplet distribution. Droplet number density as a function of droplet diameter for steady-state
condensation averaged over several cycles of droplet growth, coalescence-induced jumping and re-growth for
ESEM conditions: p, = 800 ± 75 Pa, T,= 276 ± 1.5 K, S= 1.07 ± 0.1. Summing over the range of droplet diameters
gives a total droplet number density n = 1.28x1011 m 2 corresponding to (L) = 4.42 gm according to equation (78).
The counting error associated with the droplet number density was estimated to be ~10% at each size range.
The predicted behavior in Figure 46a is a direct result of the dominant thermal resistances as a
function of droplet size. During early stages of growth (R _ 6 pm), the conduction resistance () through
the droplet is relatively small compared to the conduction resistance through the pinned base region and
the curvature resistance. This explains the significant effect of reducing the nanostructure height while
assuming identical contact angle behavior. Therefore, droplet shedding at these radii isolates a regime of
high growth rates (in comparison to the later diffusion limited growth), but can only be accessed in the
jumping-droplet regime by reducing the characteristic length-scale of the surface structures. In the
diffusion limited growth regime (R > 6 pm), the performance of the nanostructured CuO surface is
penalized by the large apparent contact angle of the droplets, which causes significant thermal resistance
due to the limited droplet basal contact area in comparison to a droplet on the smooth condensing surface.
In Figure 46b and c, the heat flux ratio is plotted as a function of L/(2rp) for r, = 1.5 pm and
(b) 6 cUO = 1.5 jim and (c) ScUo = 100 nm with 0.01 K < AT < 0.05 K in steps of 0.01 K. Figure 46d
summarizes the results shown in Figure 46b and c. We can see that the jumping surface is more strongly
affected by the degree of subcooling in comparison to the smooth surface. The strong effect of subcooling
can be explained by the fact that jumping droplets grow in size ranges from Rc up to (L)/2 (~zl - 10 pim)
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where the curvature resistance is appreciable during the majority of the droplet growth. However,
shedding droplets obtain most of their growth and heat transfer at size ranges from R, up to z1mm) where
the curvature resistance is a smaller contribution to the thermal resistance. The result is a heavier penalty
paid by jumping droplets, especially at low supersaturations. We observe this behavior in the model by
recalling that the heat transfer behavior of a jumping surface is dictated solely by the first integral in
equation (81), whereas in conventional dropwise condensation the heat transfer behavior is more heavily
weighted by the second integral in equation (81) and the important role of sweeping during droplet
shedding. Thus, the AT - ( 2 Tsaty/Rh1,pi) term in equation (40) plays a more central role in the heat
transfer behavior of jumping droplet condensation surfaces.
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Figure 46. Overall heat transfer behavior. (a) Predicted overall heat flux ratio qsO/qi as a function of scaled
droplet coalescence length L/(2r,) for the CuO nanostructured surface (6cuo = 1.5 im) compared to a smooth
hydrophobic surface for rp = I pum, 1.5 pm and 2 pim (solid curves). The CuO surface shows an enhancement for
L/(2rp) -+ 1 and rp > 1.5 gm. This behavior is compared to a similar, hypothetical surface with the CuO height
reduced to 6 cuo = 100 nm (dashed curves). The hypothetical surface demonstrates a wider range of enhancement.
Modeled conditions: AT= 0.034 K, pv = 800 Pa. The inset shows the predicted heat transfer behavior r=1 Im,
1.5 pm and 2 pm with (L) = 4.42 gm. Predicted overall heat flux ratio q 0 /qF as a function of droplet coalescence
length L with (b) 6cuo = 1.5 ptm and (c) 6cuo = 100 nm for a range of driving temperature differences
(0.01 K < AT< 0.05 K in steps of 0.0 1 K) with constant p,= 800 Pa. (d) The values of q" 0 /qi at
L/(2rp) = 1 (solid curves) and IqCo /qI max (dashed curves) for 6cuo = 1.5 pm (0) and 3 cuo = 100 nm (0)
obtained from (b) and (c), respectively.
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5.7 Conclusions
A scalable synthesis method for creating unique oxide nanostructures capable of providing
sustained superhydrophobic condensation once properly functionalized was presented. Spatially random
nucleation at low supersaturations (S ; 1.5) was confirmed using optical microscopy, suggesting the role
of randomly distributed defects in the molecular coatings on the nucleation process. A wetting model was
derived showing the increasing role of surface adhesion as separation distances between droplets are
reduced to scales comparable to the pinned diameter at the base of the condensed droplets. This leads to
the suppression of droplet jumping even before reaching the Wenzel transition. Observations of
nucleation and growth behavior captured using ESEM, coupled with a model of the heat transfer process
on superhydrophobic CuO surfaces, suggest that these surfaces may only become advantageous over a
smooth hydrophobic surface for nucleation densities corresponding to L/(2rp) --+ I with rp > 1.5 pm. This
result is due predominantly to the increased resistance associated with the large apparent contact angles
demonstrated by drops on the CuO surface, the height of the nanostructures and the assumption of
comparable nucleation densities for both the structured and smooth condensing surfaces. This last
assumption may be overly conservative given the large roughness of the CuO surface. Indeed, we have
recently demonstrated, via macroscopic heat transfer measurements, that these surfaces are capable of
providing a 1.25x heat flux enhancement compared to a conventional dropwise condensing surface [89].
Good agreement between the data and the model was obtained by taking the nucleation density on the
CuO surface to be three times larger than the corresponding smooth surface. Furthermore, we note that,
presently, the overall heat transfer model does not account for the range of droplet separation distances
characteristic of a random distribution. This point remains to be addressed in future studies.
In addition to demonstrating the benefits of increased nucleation density and smaller structure length
scales, these results suggest that the coalescence-induced jumping mechanism for droplet departure
should be studied in more detail to understand the trade-off between efficient shedding and L/(2rp) ratios
as they approach unity, marking the transition to Wenzel behavior for the partial wetting state. While this
work highlights some of the challenges associated with realizing superhydrophobic surfaces that can
enhance condensational heat transfer, we emphasize that there remains significant opportunities to




Jumping-Droplet-Enhanced Condensation on Scalable
Superhydrophobic Nanostructured Surfaces
6.1 Introduction
While a considerable amount of work has focused on understanding and fabricating structured
surfaces to sustain droplet jumping [32, 97, 101, 106, 108, 109, 121, 127-129, 139, 155, 208], heat
transfer measurements that quantify the amount of enhancement possible using these surfaces are very
limited. In addition, past studies have utilized surfaces that are relatively expensive to fabricate, typically
require the use of a cleanroom environment, and generally are not applicable to arbitrarily shaped surfaces,
which presents challenges in the eventual scale-up for large scale thermal applications.
In this chapter, we experimentally demonstrated that a 25% higher overall heat flux and 30%
higher condensation heat transfer coefficient can be achieved using silanized copper oxide (CuO,
(Chapter 5) superhydrophobic surfaces compared to conventional dropwise condensing copper (Cu)
surfaces at low supersaturations (S < 1.12). We show that these CuO surfaces offer ideal condensation
behavior in terms of emergent droplet morphology and coalescence dynamics, and a significant
enhancement in heat transfer performance when compared to state-of-the-art condensing surfaces.
Furthermore, the chemical-oxidation-based CuO fabrication process provides a simple and readily
scalable method to create superhydrophobic condensation surfaces that can sustain droplet jumping
behavior (Chapter 5). Accordingly, these surfaces are attractive for applications such as atmospheric
water harvesting [176] and dehumidification [10] where the heat fluxes are relatively low and droplets
can be maintained in a highly mobile state.
6.2 Surface Fabrication and Characterization
We investigated the heat transfer behavior of Cu tubes, which are representative of a typical heat
exchanger geometry and material [122, 209], coated with functionalized CuO nanostructures. Figures 47a,
b and c show top, side, and high resolution images of the CuO nanostructures, respectively. Chemical-
oxidation-based CuO nanostructuring was chosen as the ideal fabrication method due to its self-limiting
growth behavior and low characteristic oxide thickness (h 1 I1 m, Figure 47b), promising a low parasitic
conduction thermal resistance (kco z 20 W/m K) [204] (Chapter 5). In addition, the knife-like
nanostructure features (<I0 nm, Figure 47c) ensure nucleation within the structure (as opposed to the tips
of the structure) due to the increased energy barrier associated with nucleation on features similar in size
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to the critical nucleation radius (r, < 35 nm for water and typical conditions). Therefore, the formation of
partially wetting droplet morphologies, which are essential to minimizing individual droplet thermal
resistance [101, 125], are favored since Gibb's criterion can be satisfied [82, 203]. Furthermore, the small
characteristic length scale of the nanostructure spacing (-l pm, Figure 47a) allows for higher nucleation
densities, thus higher supersaturations prior to surface flooding, typically seen on larger scale
microstructured surfaces [109]. From an industrial perspective, this fabrication method has several
additional advantages: i) it can be applied to arbitrarily shaped surfaces, ii) the nanostructures can be
formed over large areas, iii) the nanostructures form at low temperatures and do not require any high
temperature annealing or drying processes and iv) the oxide growth mechanism is self-limiting, creating a
uniform and thin nanostructure layer independent of oxidation time [153]. Once the CuO surface is
chemically functionalized (Figure 47d, Table 2), coalescence induced droplet jumping is stable and
frequent.
Figure 47. Nanostructure characterization. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of a
5 minute CuO surface with (a) top view, no silane, (b) side view, no-silane (c) high magnification showing the blade
structure of the oxide, no silane, and (d) high magnification after silane deposition. Due to imperfect monolayer
formation, silane deposition thickens the oxide blades but maintains the general nanostructure morphology. The
sharp, knife-like CuO structures have characteristic heights, h z I jm, solid fraction, (p 0.023, and roughness factor,
rZ 10.
Table 2. Sample wetting characteristics.
Sample Oxidation Silanization Advancing Angle Receding Angle
ID Time, T Time [degrees] Idegrees]
[minutes] [minutes]
Hydrophilic Cu 0 0 14.6 6.6 <3
Hydrophobic Cu 0 60 123.4 2.5 81.2 8.4
CuO 5 60 169.2 2.6 164.1 5.2
CuO 10 60 171.2 3.1 167.2 3.2
CuO 20 60 172.3 2.9 168.5 3.1
CuO 45 60 172.0 3.2 167.8 3.2
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We used commercially available oxygen-free Cu tubes (99.9 % purity) with outer diameters,
DOD= 6.35 mm, inner diameters, DID= 3.56 mm, and lengths L = 131 mm as the test samples for the
experiments. Experimental Cu tube samples were rigorously cleaned in a systematic manner prior to
testing. All tubes were interfaced with a female 1/4" Swagelok fitting on each end and capped with a %"
Swagelok nut. Capping of the tubes ensured that no oxidation or functionalization occurred inside the
tube to keep the same cooling water flow conditions. Once capped, the tubes were cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath with acetone for ~10 minutes at room temperature. The tubes were then rinsed with
ethanol, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and de-ionized water (34877, Sigma) (Figure 48). The tubes were then
dried in a clean nitrogen stream and immediately dipped into a 2.0 M hydrochloric acid solution for
10 minutes to remove the native oxide film on the surface. Once complete, the tubes were removed from
the HCl bath and vigorously triple-rinsed with DI water, and dried with a clean nitrogen stream.
Figure 48. Sample cleaning. Images of smooth Cu test tubes during the cleaning process: (1) as-is Cu tube (not
cleaned), (2) cleaned Cu tube using solvents (acetone, IPA, water rinse), (3) cleaned Cu tube after 2M HCl step to
remove oxide.
To study the fabricated tube surface morphology using FESEM, additional flat and small tube
samples (Figure 49) were fabricated during creation of the large tube test samples. After cleaning, the
samples had a visibly brighter color.
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Figure 49. Sample cleaning. Smooth Cu test sections with Cu plates during cleaning process (a) as-is Cu (not
cleaned), (b) cleaned Cu using solvents (acetone, IPA, water rinse), (c) cleaned Cu tube after 2M HCI step to remove
oxide.
Nanostructured CuO films were formed by immersing the cleaned tubes into a hot (96 ± 3 'C)
alkaline solution composed of NaC1O 2, NaOH, Na3PO4 *12H 20, and DI water (3.75: 5 : 10: 100 wt.%)
[139, 152, 153, 210].
To characterize the oxide thickness of the tested samples (smooth and nanostructured), we used
focused ion beam milling (FIB) (NVision 40 Dual Beam Focused Ion Beam, Carl Zeiss GMBH) and
SEM imaging. Milling was performed with normal incidence of the ion beam (sample tilt of 54*), ion
beam energy of 30 keV, and ion current of 300 pA. The structure cross-sections were obtained by milling
8 pm deep x 20 pm wide trenches. Due to the good milling response of copper, surface polishing was not
required. All samples were imaged at 36' tilt using the in lens detector with electron beam energies of
7 keV.
The Cu 20 oxide thicknesses for both the smooth (hydrophobic and hydrophilic) and
nanostructured samples were z300 nm (Figure 50). With the additional CuO blades on the nanostructured
samples, however, the total copper oxide thickness was ~1.5 pm (Figure 50c,d), as expected [153, 210]. It
is important to note, Figures 50a,b show the presence of grain boundaries beneath the oxide film. These
grain boundaries should not be mistaken for the Cu 20 oxide layer, which exists only adjacent to the
surface of the sample as indicated by the arrows. After oxidation, the sharp, knife-like CuO oxide
structures had heights of h 1 pm, solid fraction (p ~ 0.023 and roughness factor r ~ 10 (Figure 47a, b,
and c). To verify the independence of oxide thickness on chemical oxidation time, four separate samples
were made using oxidation times, T = 5, 10, 20, and 45 minutes.
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Figure 50. Oxide thickness characterization. SEM images of FIB milled samples showing the a-b) smooth
hydrophobic and hydrophilic sample oxide thickness and c-d) 10 minute oxidized CuO nanostructured sample
thickness. The smooth sample Cu 2O thickness was z300 nm while the nanostructured Cu(O + CuO layer was
zI.5 pi thick with a z300 nm thick Cu2O layer. Images a) and b) were obtained on two separate FIB milled spots,
as were images c) and d).
In addition to the nanostructured CuO tubes, we tested smooth Cu tubes silanized to be
hydrophobic (dropwise) or plasma cleaned to be hydrophilic (filmwise) for benchmark comparisons.
Smooth oxidized Cu surfaces were achieved by immersing the cleaned tubes into a room temperature
solution of H202 (hydrogen peroxide, Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes to form a thin (=300 nm) Cu2 0 layer.
Hydrophobic functionalization of both the nanostructured CuO and smooth Cu tubes was
obtained by depositing a fluorinated silane (trichloro(1 H, I H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, Sigma-Aldrich)
in the vapor phase. This self-assembled coating had a typical advancing angle of Oa 120' when
measured on a smooth reference surface (Table 2). While the silane deposition step thickens the
nanostructures by z10 nm (due to polycondensation of chlorosilanes) [211], the general morphology was
left unchanged (Figure 47d). To test the wetting characteristics of the fabricated samples, micro-
goniometric measurements (MCA-3, Kyowa Interface Science Co., Japan) on each fabricated sample
were obtained (Figure 51, Table 2).
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Figure 51. Droplet advancing and receding contact angle. Micro-goniometer contact angle measurement images
of a) smooth hydrophilic Cu, b) smooth hydrophobic Cu, c) 5 minute oxidized CuO, d) 10 minute oxidized CuO,
e) 20 minute oxidized CuO and f) 45 minute oxidized CuO. The images represent the advancing contact angles for
each case. Refer to Table 2 for contact angle measurement data.
6.3 Microscale Condensation Dynamics
Individual droplet growth on the nanostructured CuO surfaces was characterized using
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) [93, 97, 98, 110-112, 124, 140, 144, 156]. Figure
52 shows time-lapse images of condensation on the nanostructured CuO surface. Droplets nucleated
within the nanostructures and, while growing beyond the confines of the structures, their apparent contact
angle increased as they developed a balloon-like shape with a liquid bridge at the base [139, 197]. This
pinning behavior is consistent with the calculated preferred wetting state E* = -1/(r-cosa) = 0.2 < 1 [109].
Furthermore, this formation of partially wetting droplets is crucial for maximizing individual droplet
growth rates by minimizing the droplet-base thermal resistance [129]. Once droplets grew to diameters
large enough to coalesce with neighboring droplets (R z 7 pim), frequent out of plane jumping droplets
were observed [32]. In addition to the removal of coalescing droplets, smaller droplets located near the
coalescing pair were also removed (Figure 52). This sweeping behavior created by coalescing droplet
pairs is attributed to the inertially-driven shape change generated during coalescence which can stretch the
droplet and result in coalescence with multiple neighboring droplets [32, 212].
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Figure 52. Droplet growth dynamics. Time-lapse images captured via environmental scanning electron
microscopy (ESEM) of steady state water condensation on a 10 minute CuO surface. A large viewing area was used
to avoid electron beam heating effects. Condensing droplets underwent spontaneous droplet jumping and surface
renewal. Light blue dotted circles highlight areas of the surface with droplets just prior to coalescence and
subsequent jumping, while red dotted circles highlight areas of the surface right after droplet jumping (P, 860 ± 43
Pa, T, = 4.5 ± 1.5 'C, S = 1.02.
6.4 Experimental Setup
To determine the overall condensation heat transfer performance, the CuO nanostructured tubes
were tested in a controlled condensation chamber. The custom environmental chamber used for this work
(Kurt J. Lesker) consists of a stainless steel frame with a door (sealed with a rubber gasket), two viewing
windows, and apertures for various components. Resistive heater lines were wrapped around the exterior
of the chamber walls to prevent condensation at the inside walls and then insulated on the exterior walls.
The output power of the resistive heater lines was controlled by a voltage regulator (Variac). The chamber
temperature was maintained at -30'C for all experiments. Due to the much higher latent heat of
vaporization than the water vapor specific heat, a maximum vapor superheating of 5 C would result in a
negligible heat transfer increase of < 0.4% [213]. Two insulated stainless steel water flow lines (Swagelok)
were fed into the chamber via a KF flange port (Kurt J. Lesker) to supply cooling water to the chamber
from a large capacity chiller (System III, Neslab). A flow meter (7 LPM MAX, Hedland) with an
accuracy of± 2% was integrated along the water inflow line.
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A secondary stainless steel tube line was fed into the chamber via a KF adapter port that served as
the flow line for the incoming water vapor supplied from a heated steel water reservoir. The vapor line
was wrapped with a rope heater (60 W, Omega) and controlled by a power supply (Agilent). The vapor
reservoir was wrapped with another independently-controlled rope heater (120 W, Omega) and insulated
to limit heat losses to the environment. The access tubes were welded to the vapor reservoir, each with
independently-controlled valves. The first valve (Diaphragm Type, Swagelok), connecting the bottom of
the reservoir to the ambient, was used to fill the reservoir with water. The second valve (BK-60,
Swagelok), connecting the top of the reservoir to the inside of the chamber, provided a path for vapor
inflow. K-type thermocouples were located along the length of the water vapor reservoir to monitor
temperature.
A bellows valve (Kurt J. Lesker) was attached to the chamber to serve as a leak port between the
ambient and inside of the chamber. In order to monitor temperatures within the chamber, K-type
thermocouple bundles were connected through the chamber apertures via a thermocouple feed through
(Kurt J. Lesker). A pressure transducer (925 Micro Pirani, MKS) was attached to monitor pressure within
the chamber. The thermocouple bundles and the pressure transducer were both electrically connected to
an analog input source (RAQ DAQ, National Instruments), which was interfaced to a computer for data
recording. A second bellows valve (Kurt J. Lesker) was integrated onto the chamber for the vacuum
pump, which brought down the chamber to vacuum conditions prior to vapor filling. A liquid nitrogen
cold trap was incorporated along the line from the chamber to the vacuum which served to remove any
moisture from the pump-down process and ultimately assist in yielding higher quality vacuum conditions.
A tertiary bellows valve (Kurt J. Lesker) was integrated on a T fitting between the vacuum pump and
liquid nitrogen reservoir to connect the vacuum line to the ambient to release the vacuum line to ambient
conditions once pump down was achieved. In order to visually record data, a high speed camera (Phantom
v7.1, Vision Research) was placed in line with the 5" viewing windows on the chamber. In addition, a
digital SLR camera (Cannon) was interchangeable with the high speed camera to obtain color images.
The schematic of the exterior of the environmental setup is depicted in Figure 53a. Photographs of the
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Figure 53. Experimental setup. (a) Schematic of experimental setup (not to scale). (b) Photograph of the
experimental setup shown from the front (high speed camera and data acquisition system not shown). (c) Photograph
of the experimental setup from the rear of the chamber showing the cooling water inlet and outlet and water vapor
reservoir.
The setup used to run experiments inside the chamber is shown in Figure 54. Stainless steel
bellows tube lines (1/4", Swagelok) were connected to the external water flow lines (Figure 53c).
T-connection adapters (Swagelok) with bore through Ultra-Torr fittings (Swagelok) were used to adapt
K-type thermocouple probes (Omega) at the water inlet and outlet. Prior to experimentation, the
thermocouple probes were calibrated using a high precision temperature controlled bath (Lauda
Brinkman) to an accuracy of ± 0.2 K.
The test samples, 6.35 mm diameter tubes with different surface treatments, were connected via a
Swagelok compression fitting onto the T-connection. Chilled water flows through the inlet bellows tube,
along the inside of the tube sample and through the outlet. Two supports were used to hold the sample
and the entire configuration in place. Two separate pieces of insulation were embedded with K-type
thermocouple leads and used for wet bulb temperature measurement during experimental runs. A third
thermocouple was placed beside the sample to measure the reference temperature inside the chamber. As
the experiment progressed, the wet-bulb insulating wick collected water from the bottom of the chamber
to the embedded thermocouple. The temperature measured by this thermocouple was compared to the
reference temperature calculated from the saturation pressure. This allowed for a high accuracy secondary
measurement of saturation conditions inside the chamber.
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Figure 54. Test sample setup. (a) Schematic of experimental setup inside the chamber (not to scale). (b)
Photograph of the experimental setup inside the chamber showing a CuO nanostructured tube in place for testing.
6.5 Experimental Procedure
For each experimental trial, a set of strict procedures were followed to ensure consistency
throughout the experiments. The first step of the process was to turn on the voltage regulator to heat up
the environmental chamber walls, which prevented condensation inside the chamber walls.
Simultaneously, the water vapor reservoir was filled with approximately 3.5 liters of DI water (99% full)
using a syringe through the vapor release valve. After opening the vapor inflow valve and closing the
vapor release valve, the rope heater around the water vapor reservoir was turned on with the heater
controller set to maximum output. Then the rope heater connected to the vapor inflow valve was turned
on. The temperature of the water reservoir was monitored with the installed thermocouples; the
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temperature at the top of the reservoir was higher than that of the middle/bottom of the reservoir due to
the water thermal-mass present at the middle/bottom section. Hence, we ensured that the regions of the
water reservoir of higher thermal capacity were brought to a sufficiently high temperature for boiling.
During the boiling process, aluminum foil was placed on the bottom surface of the inner chamber to
collect any of the water leaving the vapor inflow line. Once boiling was achieved and all thermocouples
on the reservoir were > 95'C for at least 10 minutes, the vapor inflow valve was closed. The excess water
that spilled inside the chamber during de-gassing of the reservoir was removed.
In order to install the samples onto the rig (Figure 53), the Swagelok female adapters at the ends
of the tube samples were connected to the 90 degree male elbow connecters on the rig. Before installing
the entire sample setup in the chamber, all adapters/connecters were tightened to ensure that there were no
leaks that could affect vacuum performance. The setup was then placed on top of the steel supports and
the bellows tubes (for the water inflow/outflow) were connected to the water lines. Then the insulating
wet bulb wick was placed near the sample and in contact with the bottom surface of the chamber.
The next step was to begin the vacuum pump-down procedure. Initially, the liquid nitrogen cold
trap was filled to about half capacity. The ambient exposed valves connecting the chamber and the
vacuum pump were both closed and the valve connected to the liquid nitrogen cold trap was opened. The
vacuum pump was then turned on, initiating the pump-down process. The pressure inside the chamber
was monitored during the pump-down process (Figure 55). This process took approximately one hour in
order to achieve the target vacuum conditions (0.5 Pa < P < 1 Pa). The experimental operating pressure of
non-condensable was set to be a maximum of 0.25% of the operating pressure. Non-condensable gas
content of above 0.5% (pressure) was shown to significantly degrade performance during dropwise
condensation [34, 214]. In our experiments, extreme care was taken to properly de-gas the vacuum
chamber and water vapor reservoir prior to experimental testing. In addition, the chamber leak rate was
characterized prior to each run in order to estimate the maximum time available for acquiring high fidelity
data with non-condensable content of less than 0.25%.
The setup of the water flow-loop is described as follows. The Neslab water pump reservoir was
filled and turned on to a flow rate of 5 L/minute (0 < A TmD < 15 K). The flow rate was monitored with
the flow meter integrated in the inflow water line. In order to bring the chilled water into the flow loop
and to the tube sample, the external chilled water lines were opened. The relatively high flow rate of
5 L/minute was chosen to maximize the internal water heat transfer coefficient and therefore reduce the
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Figure 55. Experimental chamber evacuation conditions. Chamber pressure as a function of time during a typical
pump down operation. The kinks in the data were due to evacuation of water vapor and ice left over in the chamber
from a previous experimental run.
Prior to beginning experiments, the high-speed camera was turned on for visual recording of the
sample during condensation. Afterwards, the rope heater around the water reservoir was turned off and
the vapor inflow valve was slowly turned open until the operating pressure was reached. Steady state
conditions were typically reached after 2 minutes of full operation. Once at steady state, data was
recorded over a 10 minute interval. After the data was recorded, the pressure level was increased or
decreased to a new level by opening or closing the vapor inflow valve.
Throughout the experiments, the chamber pressure and temperature were continuously monitored
to ensure saturated conditions. The temperature of the tube was independently controlled via a cooling
loop, and inlet and outlet tube temperatures were measured to determine the condensation heat flux
(Figure 54a). The vapor pressure range tested (2 kPa < Pv < 3.6 kPa) corresponds to steam saturation
temperatures of 17.5'C - 27'C, which are very common conditions for building energy, dehumidification
and high efficiency industrial condenser applications [215, 216]. Typical inlet to outlet tube temperature
differences ranged from 0.5 to 2.5'C depending on the tube sample and vapor pressure.
6.6 Macroscale Condensation Dynamics
Figure 56a shows an image obtained during filmwise condensation on the clean, smooth
hydrophilic Cu tube. As expected, vapor condensed and formed a thin liquid film that covered the entire
surface [191]. Meanwhile, Figure 56b shows an image during conventional dropwise condensation on the
smooth hydrophobic Cu tube where discrete droplets formed and grew to sizes approaching the capillary
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length (~2.7 mm) before being removed by gravity [191]. The condensation mechanism on both of the
smooth Cu tubes (hydrophilic and hydrophobic) was independent of the supersaturation S, defined as the
ratio of the vapor pressure to the saturation pressure corresponding to the sample surface temperature
(S= Pv/P.). In contrast, condensation on the nanostructured CuO surface showed significant dependence
on the supersaturation. Figures 56c and d show images during condensation on the nanostructured CuO
surface for low (S = 1.08) and high (S = 1.54) supersaturations, respectively. At the low supersaturation
(Figure 56c), the CuO surface showed very efficient droplet removal via the jumping mechanism, with
numerous microscale droplets populating the surface. To determine the mean coalescence length for
condensed droplets on the CuO nanostructures, the droplet size distribution was obtained from the ESEM
images. Droplet number density and size were measured from multiple images of the steady-state
condensation process, accounting for inclination angle (Figure 57). As a result of the high nucleation
density, N ~ 5x 109i m 2 , the mean center-to-center spacing of the droplets was ~8 ptm and coalescence-
induced jumping maintained droplet sizes below 10 pin.
As the supersaturation was increased to 1.54 (by lowering the cooling water temperature), the
emergent droplet morphology transitioned from highly mobile jumping droplets to highly pinned Wenzel
droplets, which completely wet the cavities of the nanostructure. Figures 58a and b show time-lapse
images of the jumping and flooding condensation mechanisms, respectively, during initial transient
condensate formation. Note that the transition from jumping to Wenzel droplets on the surface was not
reversible, i.e., once flooding initiated, reduction of the supersaturation did not revert the behavior to
droplet jumping. The only means to recover the droplet jumping mode was to increase the cooling water
temperature enough to re-evaporate all of the condensate. This observed hysteresis in the heat transfer
behavior indicates that the procedure used to obtain steady operation of the condensing surface is
extremely important.
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Figure 56. Experimental images of condensation. Images of (a) filmwise condensation on a smooth hydrophilic
Cu tube, (b) dropwise condensation on a silane coated smooth Cu tube, (c) jumping-droplet superhydrophobic
condensation on a nanostructured CuO tube (10 minute oxidation) (Inset: magnified view of the jumping phenomena,
scale bar is 500 im), and (d) flooded condensation on a nanostructured CuO tube. The tube dimensions are identical
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Figure 57. Droplet size distribution. Droplet size distribution for steady state condensation at a supersaturation
S z 1.1. The counting error associated with the droplet distribution measurements from the ESEM images was
estimated to be ~5% at each size range.
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Figure 58. Jumping and flooded condensation. Time-lapse images of initial water condensation on a 10 minute
oxidized CuO sample undergoing (a) jumping, (S= 1.08, ATLMTD = 4 K, P, = 2700 + 68 Pa) and (b) flooded
condensation (S = 1.54, ATLMTD = 12 K, P, = 2700 i 68 Pa). Low supersaturations (S= 1.08) led to highly mobile
partially wetting droplet formation and subsequent droplet jumping. High supersaturations (S = 1.54) led to surface
flooding and the formation of highly pinned Wenzel droplet morphologies.
The hysteresis can be explained in terms of the interplay between the characteristic structure
length scale and droplet nucleation density [54, 109]. At low supersaturations (S < 1.12, low nucleation
density), droplets formed with large spacings between each other relative to the spacing of the
nanostructures such that the droplet could evolve into the energetically favorable partially wetting (PW)
Cassie-like morphology (Figure 52) [139, 197]. For higher supersaturations (S> 1.12), the droplet
nucleation density increased to the point where droplet/droplet interactions occurred on a similar length
scale as the nanostructure spacing (~ Ipm), and droplets, instead of forming in the energetically favorable
PW morphology, merged to form pinned liquid films due to contact line de-pinning at their base. Further
condensation on the 'flooded' surface resulted in the formation of Wenzel droplets which demonstrated
significant contact line pinning as evidenced by the large droplet shedding diameters. It is important to
note that the critical radius for droplet nucleation at supersaturation conditions (1.02 < S < 1.2) which
include jumping (S< 1.12) and flooding (S > 1.12) was 8 nm (S = 1.2) < rc < 41 nm (S = 1.02), which is
much smaller than the characteristic structure length scale (1 1 pim). The length scale discrepancy
(rc << 1) implies that the flooding transition did not occur due to further reduction in rc as the
supersaturation was increased (S > 1.12), since the critical nuclei were already well below the structure
length scale.
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6.7 Heat Transfer Results
Figure 59a shows the measured heat flux with the log mean water-to-vapor temperature
difference (A TLle.') as a function of the condensation heat flux (q") at a vapor pressure P, = 2700 ± 68 Pa.
To maximize the tube internal heat transfer coefficient, the cooling water mass flow rate was held
constant at 5 ± 0.1 L/minute for all experiments (1.02 < S < 1.6, 10 < T, < 25'C, where T, is the
extrapolated tube surface temperature). To calculate the condensation heat transfer, the energy applied to
the tube sample was balanced by the change in enthalpy of the cooling fluid:
Q = hcp (Tout - Tin) , (82)
where Q is the total condensation heat transfer rate, th is the cooling water mass flow rate inside the tube,
c, is the liquid water specific heat, and T,,u1 and Ti are the tube outlet and inlet temperatures, respectively.
To obtain the overall heat transfer coefficient, C from the experiment, the measured heat transfer rate (Q)
was equated to an equivalent form with the overall heat tranfer coefficient:
ThCp(Tout - Tin) = UAATLMTD , (83)
where A is the tube outer surface area (A = rdoDL) and A TMI' the log mean temperature difference
(LMTD) defined by [217]:
(Tv - Tin) - (Tv - Tout )
ATLMTD = T_ (n84)
In K TV- Tint
TV Tout )
The overall heat transfer coefficient is therefore
_ hCp (Tout Tin)
U = (85)
A ATLMTD
which is only a function of experimentally measured parameters.
Condensation on the filmwise (diamond symbols) and dropwise (square symbols) Cu surfaces
served as baseline cases for comparing condensation performance. The overall heat transfer coefficient
(HTC), C= q"/AT1.MTD, was obtained from the slope. As expected, the Cu tube with filmwise behavior
showed the worst overall HTC (Uinvmise = 8.92 ± 1.14 kW/m K) due to the thin liquid film acting as the
dominant thermal resistance to heat transfer [191]. Meanwhile, the Cu tube with dropwise behavior
showed improved performance over the filmwise tube (Udropwise = 13.15 ± 0.73 kW/m 2K) because as
discrete droplets roll off the surface by gravity they also sweep other droplets to clean the surface for re-
nucleation [34]. The nanostructured CuO surface heat flux was highly dependent on the condensation
mode (jumping or flooded), as discussed previously. When the jumping droplet removal mechanism was
favored (star symbols, S < 1.12, ATLM'D) < 5 K), the CuO tube showed the highest heat transfer
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performance (bjjumping = 16.5 ± 2.20 kW/m 2K), representing a 25% larger overall heat flux than the
dropwise condensing surface. However, when the supersaturation increased to the point of flooding
(empty and filled triangle symbols, S > 1.12), the heat transfer performance reduced below that of the
dropwise Cu sample (Utloodc = 10.1 ± 0.98 kW/m 2K) due to droplet pinning, but remained above that of
the filmwise sample. The significant performance hysteresis of the CuO surface allowed for heat transfer
measurements to be obtained at low supersaturations (S < 1.12) for the flooded regime (empty triangle
symbols) by first flooding the surface and then progressively increasing the cooling water temperature to
reduce the supersaturation.
We also investigated the effect of vapor pressure (2 kPa < P, < 3.6 kPa) on the overall heat
transfer performance to provide further insight into the condensation process on these surfaces, as well as
to demonstrate the applicability of these surfaces for systems requiring different operating conditions.
Figure 59b shows the steady state condensation HTC at the tube surface, he, as a function of the chamber
vapor pressure, Pv. To extract he, the overall surface heat flux was used in combination with the forced
convection cooling water flow heat transfer coefficient and the tube radial temperature drop to calculate
the outer surface temperature. To determine the forced convection internal flow heat transfer coefficient,
the Gnielinski correlation was used which has been shown to have an accuracy of± 5% [217]:
k (L (Re - 1000)Pr
hi = diD 2 186)
1+ 12.7( )2(Pr- 1)
Re = pvdD (87)
f = (0.790 ln Re - 1.64)2, (88)
where hi is the internal cooling water flow heat transfer coefficient, f is the pipe friction factor, Re is the
cooling water flow Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtl number, p is the cooling water density, ki is the
cooling water thermal conductivity, and p is the cooling water dynamic viscosity.
With hi determined, a closed form solution can be obtained for he by combining all of the relevant
temperature drops (internal cooling water flow, radial conduction through the Cu tube, and radial
conduction through the oxide) [218, 219]:
IA (89
hc = = ,(89)
(U Aihi 2 rLk cu
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where A is the tube outter surface area (A = tdODL), A; is the internal tube surface area (A; = ndIDL), L is
the tube sample length, and kcu is the Cu thermal conductivity (kcu = 401 W/mK). Note in this case, the
Cu 20 layers in the samples are comparable (~300 nm). While the nanostructure samples have additional
CuO blades, because the droplets form in the partially wetting droplet morphology [101], the CuO blades
do not contribute as an added thermal resistance. For completeness, we also determined the temperature
drop across the Cu2O layer. Since the Cu2O layer in both cases are thin (~300 nm), and that the Cu20 has
a relatively high thermal conductivity (~20 W/mK) [204] when compared to typical functional coatings
(~0.2 W/mK) [17, 122], the temperature drop across this layer is small. We calculated the temperature
drop in the case of maximum heat flux prior to flooding (z8 W/cm 2) for the jumping nanostructured
surface as AToxidez qtoxide/kxide z (8 W/cm2)(300x10-7cm) / (0.2 W/cmK) < 0.0012 K, where AToxide is the
temperature drop across the oxide layer, q " is the heat flux (~8 W/cm 2 ), toxide is the Cu 2O oxide layer
thickness (z300 nm), koxide is the Cu2 O oxide layer thermal conductivity (~20 W/mK) [204].
First, to ensure the accuracy of our experimental results, we compared our baseline measurements
to literature values, and showed that our measured filmwise and dropwise HTCs are in good agreement to
those of Young et al. (hfimwise= 19 * 1.1 kW/m 2K) [218] and Marto et al. (hdropmse = 75 ± 15 kW/m 2K)
[15]. Accordingly, with the jumping condensation, we demonstrated a 30% higher HTC in comparison to
dropwise condensation on the smooth Cu tube (hjumping = 92 ± 12 kW/m 2K). Meanwhile, flooding of the
surface at higher supersaturations led to a 40% degradation compared to dropwise condensation on the
smooth Cu tube (hfloodJe= 44 6 kW/m 2K).
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Figure 59 - Heat transfer performance as a function of supersaturation and vapor pressure. (a) Experimental
steady state log mean water to vapor temperature difference (A TLMTD) as a function of overall surface heat flux (q ")
for tube surfaces undergoing filmwise, dropwise, flooded, and jumping condensation (CuO chemical oxidation time
-r = 10 minutes, chamber vapor pressure P,= 2700 +68 Pa, 1.02 <S 1.6). Rapid droplet removal due to
coalescence induced droplet jumping results in the highest heat fluxes for the jumping sample (S < 1.12). However,
flooding of the surface at higher heat fluxes results in rapid performance degradation and transition into the flooded
condensation mode (S> 1.12). Data for the flooded sample at low supersaturations (S < 1.12, open triangles) was
obtained by flooding the surface and decreasing A TLMTD. Due to hysteresis, the jumping behavior was not recovered.
(b) Experimental and theoretical steady state condensation coefficient (he) as a function of saturated vapor pressure
(Ps) for tube surfaces undergoing filmwise, dropwise, flooded (z = 5, 10, 20 and 45 minutes), and jumping
(r= 10 minutes) condensation. Jumping condensation shows the highest condensation HTC for low supersaturations
(S < 1.12). Error bars indicate the propagation of error associated with the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures
(+ 0.2 K) and pressure measurement (± 2.5 %). The jumping surface error bars are the largest due to the relatively
low heat fluxes measured (q" < 80 kW/m2 ), corresponding to the smaller fluid inlet to outlet temperature difference.
The theoretical predictions (dotted lines) were obtained from the droplet growth and distribution model.
6.8 Comparison with Heat Transfer Model
To explain the experimental results and investigate the heat transfer dependence on surface
structure and vapor pressure, we used our developed model that incorporates thermal resistance based
droplet growth and droplet distribution theory [89, 139, 197]:
i" 1 Re
CAT---- q(R)n(R)dR +jq(R)NR)dRj, (90)
q(R) = wR A-R~ 1', (91)1 + ROB 1 [ k pp kw(1 -<)]~
2hmt(1 - cosO0) +4k, sinO + k HC sin2 0 SHCkp + hkHC+ SHCkW hkHC
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where q" steady state dropwise condensation heat transfer rate per unit area of the condensing surface,
AT is the temperature difference between the saturated vapor and sample outer surface
(AT= (Tsat(P) - T.s)), R* is the critical radius for heterogeneous nucleation (R* = r) [13], Re is the droplet
coalescence radius, q(R) is the individual droplet heat transfer (equation (91)), n(R) is the non-interacting
droplet size distribution [89], N(R) is the coalescence dominated droplet size distribution [89, 126], R is
the droplet radius, a is the condensate surface tension, hfg is the latent heat of phase change, p, is the
condensate density (liquid water), 0 is the droplet contact angle, hint is the interfacial heat transfer
coefficient [191], k, is the condensate thermal conductivity, kHc is the hydrophobic coating thermal
conductivity, 9 is the structured surface solid fraction (z0.023), h is the structured surface height (~ I pim),
and (HC is the hydrophobic coating thickness (10 nm).
The first integral in equation (90) represents the heat flux component from droplets smaller than
the coalescence length scale (R < Re), where direct growth by vapor accommodation at the liquid-vapor
interface dominates, and neighboring droplet coalescence is absent. The second integral represents the
component of the heat flux from droplets growing mainly by coalescence with other droplets (R > Re).
These two components contribute to the total surface heat transfer per unit area (q").
For the jumping and flooded surfaces, the model results were obtained using experimentally
determined droplet departure radii R (Rdropwise = 1.5 mm, Rjumping =10 ptm, Rt1ooded= 3 mm) and contact
angles, and assuming an effective nucleation density N from previous ESEM studies of condensation on
CuO surfaces (Nanostructured= 3 NsnOoth) [139]. To model the individual droplet growth more accurately (for
the jumping surface), the variable contact angle during the initial stages of growth was incorporated [89].
To model filmwise condensation on the smooth Cu tubes, the classical Nusselt model was used,
given by [191, 217]:
hC = 0.729 Ygpw( dwp ipkwhfg] (92)
hfg' = hfg + 0.68cp,,AT, (93)
where g is the gravitational acceleration (= 9.81 mI/s 2), P, is the water vapor density, p, is the condensate
dynamic viscosity, hfg' is the modified latent heat of vaporization accounting for the change in specific
heat of the condensate and cpa, is the condensate specific heat [191, 217].
The results from the model (lines) shown in Figure 59b are in excellent agreement with the
experiments (symbols). For the jumping and flooded performance, the model results were obtained using
experimentally determined droplet departure radii R (Riropw'ise 1.3 mm, Rjumpingz 7 pM, Rt1ooeci 2 mm),
contact angles, and a nucleation density N estimated based on previous ESEM studies of condensation on
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these CuO surfaces (Nanostructured 'Z 3 Nsmooth) [139, 197]. The significant enhancement of the condensation
heat transfer coefficient demonstrated with the jumping CuO surface, compared to the smooth dropwise
and flooded CuO surfaces, is explained as follows. The increased number of smaller droplets maintains a
smaller conduction resistance and =50% enhanced condensation heat transfer performance when
compared to smooth dropwise condensing surfaces [101, 139, 197]. This result was obtained by
incorporating the average steady state droplet size distribution for the jumping droplet surface, 2R = 7.6 ±
2.2 ptm, into our model. In addition, the formation of the PW droplet morphology during condensation
decreases the composite thermal resistance beneath the droplet, and together with the jumping removal
mechanism further enhances the heat transfer. However, after flooding, the heat transfer degrades because
the increased pinning force at the contact line of the Wenzel droplets inhibits jumping and gravity is
required to shed droplets from the surface. Accordingly, these droplets need to grow to sizes two orders of
magnitude larger than in the jumping mode before being removed, leading to an increased population of
large droplets which have a higher conduction thermal resistance and, consequently, reduce the heat
transfer coefficient. The modeling results for the flooded sample show that the larger average droplet
departure radius (Rtlooded= 2 mm) is primarily responsible for the z40% lower heat transfer performance
when compared to the dropwise sample. However, there is also an additional effect associated with large
pinned droplets at the bottom of the tube sample that effectively insulates up to 15% of the surface
(Figure 56d), thus contributing to the performance discrepancy of the flooded sample compared to the
dropwise sample. Finally, the jumping surface showed stronger pressure dependence, in both the model
and experiment, when compared to the other surface types. This result is due to the fact that during
individual droplet growth at small sizes (R < 7 pim), the droplet conduction resistance is smaller than the
interfacial mass transfer resistance. Accordingly, in the case of jumping surfaces, the majority of the
condensing droplets sizes were small enough (R < 7 pm) such that the interfacial mass transfer resistance,
which is sensitive to vapor pressure [191], became comparable to the conduction resistance. Therefore,
the heat transfer coefficient of the jumping surface varied more with vapor pressure than that of the other
surfaces.
6.9 Discussion
The outcomes of this work support the findings that both the droplet removal method (jumping
versus gravitational shedding) and the emergent droplet morphology are critical in realizing enhanced
condensation heat and mass transfer over state-of-the-art dropwise condensing surfaces. Furthermore, the
experimental results suggest that nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces have limitations for high heat
flux applications due to progressive flooding of the surface and the formation of highly pinned liquid
droplets. Although the presented results show the CuO nanostructure are ideal in terms of creating
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efficient droplet jumping and offer considerable heat transfer enhancement, the identified flooding
mechanism presents a need for further reduction in the structure scale and/or reduction and control of the
nucleation density at elevated supersaturations via engineering of the hydrophobic coating at length scales
on the order of 10 nm or less. In addition, the CuO surfaces in this work present an opportunity to
enhance condensation in the presence of non-condensable gasses (NCGs) due to the potential for
significant boundary layer mixing created by high frequency droplet jumping. Much work has been done
to show the importance of vapor flow and droplet shedding on condensation heat transfer enhancement in
the presence of NCGs via boundary layer mixing [214, 220, 221]. These surfaces therefore promise
opportunities for applications such as water harvesting, desalination or dehumidification, where the
relative driving potential for condensation is low and NCGs are present [76].
6.10 Conclusions
In summary, we experimentally demonstrated that by using readily scalable nanostructured CuO
surfaces, water condensation with droplet jumping can be achieved while minimizing the parasitic
thermal resistances (oxide thickness). As a result, 25% higher overall heat flux and 30% higher
condensation heat transfer coefficients compared to state-of-the-art dropwise condensing Cu surfaces
were realized at low heat fluxes and correspondingly, low supersaturations (S < 1.12). At high
supersaturations (S > 1.12), flooding of the nanostructured surfaces led to the formation of highly pinned
Wenzel droplets, which degraded the condensation heat transfer coefficient by 40% compared to the
smooth dropwise condensing tube. These results provide guidelines for the fabrication of high
performance nanostructured CuO surfaces for low condensation heat flux applications. Furthermore, the
results underscore the importance of the operating conditions for condensation heat and mass transfer on
nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces and also provide insights into the surface design requirements




Electrostatic Charging of Jumping Droplets
7.1 Introduction
Exactly one hundred years ago in 1913, Robert A. Millikan [222] analyzed the motion of
electrified droplets in a uniform electric field to quantify the charge of an electron. Since then, researchers
have studied the mechanism of charge accumulation on atomized droplets [223], sessile droplets
[224-226], and the hydrophobic coatings beneath them [227-230], sometimes using a modification of
Millikan's approach [226]. Recently, with the broad interest and development of superhydrophobic
surfaces [54, 82] for a variety of applications including self-cleaning [231, 232], condensation heat
transfer enhancement [77, 101, 109, 128, 146, 156, 233], thermal diodes [155], and anti-icing [141, 234,
235], more detailed insights on droplet interactions on these surfaces have emerged (Chapters 2 to 6). To
date, researchers have focused on creating superhydrophobic surfaces showing rapid droplet removal [97,
104, 106, 108, 127, 143, 147] and experimentally analyzing [101, 108, 109, 121] and modeling [130, 236]
the merging and jumping behavior prior to and immediately after coalescence. However, aspects related
to the droplet charging during the formation, growth and jumping of droplets have not been identified.
In this chapter, we show that jumping droplets gain a net positive charge that causes them to repel
each other mid-flight. In a modified experiment inspired by that of Millikan [222], we used uniform
electric fields to quantify the charge on the droplets. By studying a variety of hydrophobic coatings and
structure length scales, we showed that the charge is dependent on the surface area of the departing
droplets and the hydrophobic coating beneath them. Accordingly, we explained the mechanism for the
charge accumulation, which is associated with the formation of the electric double layer at the droplet-
coating interface, and subsequent charge separation during droplet jumping. Our results demonstrate the
important role of surface charge interactions on jumping droplet dynamics and also provide insight into
jumping droplet physics. This work is also a starting point for more advanced approaches for enhancing
jumping droplet surface performance. For example, an external electric field can control the jumping
efficiency to enhance condensation heat transfer, anti-icing, and self-cleaning performance. In addition,
the charge separation phenomenon promises an advantageous metrology to characterize the zeta potential
of hydrophobic coatings on large scale superhydrophobic surfaces. Furthermore, the identified electric
double layer charge separation [237] and droplet charging can be used for atmospheric electric power
generation.
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7.2 Jumping Droplet Interactions
To characterize droplet-droplet interactions on a well-defined surface, we first investigated the
jumping droplet behavior of copper (Cu) tubes coated with functionalized copper oxide (CuO)
nanostructures (Figure 60a) by condensing water vapor on the surface and observing droplet jumping.
Hydrophobic functionalization was obtained by depositing a fluorinated silane (trichloro(lH,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorooctyl)silane, Sigma-Aldrich) in the vapor phase (see Methods). This self-assembled silane
coating (hereafter labeled "TFTS") had a typical advancing angle of a Z 120* when measured on a
smooth reference surface and typical advancing/receding angles of 0 )/, z 171/167 ± 3 when measured
on the nanostructured CuO surface. To observe droplet jumping, the CuO tubes were tested in a
controlled condensation chamber (see Chapter 6). Prior to performing the experiments, the water for the
vapor supply was vigorously boiled and the test chamber was evacuated to a pressure P < 0.5 ± 0.025 Pa
to eliminate non-condensable gases. Throughout the experiments, the chamber pressure and temperature
were continuously monitored to ensure saturated conditions. The temperature of the tube was
independently controlled via a cooling loop (see Chapter 6).
Figure 60b shows a long exposure image (50 ms) taken during steady-state condensation on the
CuO tube, where the white streaks are the trajectories of the jumping droplets. The CuO surface showed
very efficient droplet removal via the jumping mechanism, with numerous microscale droplets departing
from the surface. Figure 60b also shows significant droplet-droplet interactions after droplets departed
from the surface, as seen by the rapid directional changes in the droplet trajectories. Figures 60c-e
highlight that when droplets approach one another, they tend to repel each other and do not coalesce, an
unexpected observation if the droplets were neutral [238]. Instead, the mid-flight repulsion indicates that
droplets may carry electric charge. Furthermore, the uniform repulsive interaction of droplets shows that




Figure 60. Nanostructure characterization and jumping droplet interactions. (a) Field emission scanning
electron micrograph (FESEM) of a 10 minute oxidized CuO surface. Scale bar is 500 nm. The sharp, knife-like CuO
structures have characteristic heights, h ~ I pm, solid fraction, (p ~ 0.023, and roughness factor, r ~ 10. (Inset: Water
droplet contact advancing angle on the nanostructured superhydrophobic surface, Oa = 169 ± 3'. Scale bar is 20 Jim)
(b) Long exposure time image (50 ms) of jumping droplet condensation on a nanostructured CuO tube showing
droplet-droplet interactions and droplet return to the bottom surface against gravity. (c-e) Long exposure time
(50 ms) false-color images of droplet-droplet repulsive interactions. Scale bar is 1 mm. Chamber vapor pressure
Pv = 2700 ± 68 Pa, S ~ 1.06. The tube sample (outer diameter DOD = 6.35 mm, inner diameter DID = 3.56 mm, and
length L = 131 mm) was cooled via chilled water flowing inside the tube at 5 ± 0.1 L/minute.
To further study the charging hypothesis and elucidate the charge polarity, we modified the
experimental setup to include an electrode (Figure 61, Figure 62a). The electrode was a 350 pm diameter
aluminum wire, and was connected to a 600 V DC power supply (N5752A, Agilent Technologies) with
the opposite terminal connected to the grounded tube sample. The electrode was placed beneath the
superhydrophobic surface to allow interactions between the electrode and droplets passing under the
influence of gravity. The electrode (red insulated wire) was connected to the insulated copper electrical
feed through and brought in close proximity (< 1 cm) to the tube via an insulated copper holder made
from a strip of copper sheet. To electrically insulate the holder, a piece of insulation was placed beneath it
(Figure 61 a). The negative terminal of the power supply was grounded to the tube. The terminals could be
reversed externally in order to study the polarity of the droplet charge by reversing the direction of the
established electric field between the electrode and grounded tube. Figure 61 c and d show typical views
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from the side viewport of the tube-electrode setup before and after condensation initiates (A V= 0 V),
respectively. To monitor the local temperature close to the electrode, a K-type thermocouple was placed
in close proximity (Figure 61c and d).
Figure 61. Electrode experiment. (a) Image of the electrode experimental setup inside the chamber. The red wire
is connected to the external DC power supply via a feed through to the right (not seen). (b) Close up image of the
electrode beneath the CuO nanostructured tube sample. Electrical bias between the electrode and tube created an
electrostatic field which could manipulate charged droplets to move towards or away from the electrode. Image of
the electrode and tube from the front view port (c) prior to condensation, and (d) after condensation initiated (A V= 0
V, Pv= 2700± 70Pa, S z 1.04).
With an applied constant electrical bias (A V), an electric field between the electrode and
grounded tube was established, creating droplet motion toward or away from the electrode depending on
the polarity of the bias (negative or positive). Figure 62b shows a long exposure image (50 ms) of droplet
motion in the presence of the electrode with A V = 0. As expected, droplet-droplet interactions were
observed close to the tube sample, while no electrode-droplet interactions were apparent due to the
neutrality of the electrode. However, when a negative bias was applied to the electrode (A V= -100, -300,
-500V), significant droplet-electrode attraction was observed (Figure 62c). To eliminate the possibility of
induced electrical effects, i.e., droplet motion due to dielectrophoresis, we reversed the polarity of the
electrode (AV= +100, +300, +500V) and saw a significant droplet-electrode repulsion (Figure 62d). The
repulsion and attraction observed under positive and negative electrode bias, respectively, indicates that
dielectrophoresis was not the cause of droplet-electrode interaction and that all of the droplets were
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positively charged after jumping from the surface. Although the magnitude of the droplet charge can be
calculated from these electrode experiments, potential charging of the hydrophobic surface coating may
arise [227, 230], altering the voltage bias so that the magnitude of the electric field is difficult to
determine. It is also important to note that, although charging may occur from the tube substrate beneath
the nanostructure via flow electrification [239], droplet charging was found to be independent of the




Figure 62. Droplet interactions with an electric field. (a) Schematic showing experimental setup. A copper wire
electrode was placed z5 mm beneath the tube and voltage biased relative to the tube sample (A V). The voltage
potential difference created an electrostatic field (E) allowing for the charged droplet interactions with the field to be
observed. Long exposure time images (50 ms) ofjumping droplet condensation with (b) no electric field,
(c) negative electric field (electrode is negative, tube is grounded), and (d) positive electric field (electrode is
positive, tube is grounded). Scale bar is 3 mm. Under zero bias (A V= 0), droplets jump from the surface and travel
downwards past the electrode. When the electrode was biased with a negative voltage (A V= -100, -300, and -500 V),
attraction between the departing droplets and electrode was observed. When the electrode was biased with a positive
voltage (A V = + 100, +300, and +500 V), repulsion between the droplets and electrode was observed. The results are
consistent with the droplets being positively charged (Chamber vapor pressure Pv = 2700 ± 68 Pa, S 1.04).
7.3 Droplet Charge Quantification
To better control the electric field, we adapted an approach similar to that of Millikan [222]
whereby external parallel plates were used to create a uniform field. Figures 63a and b show top and side
view schematics of the modified experimental setup, respectively. Two 10 x 20 cm polished copper plates
(McMaster) were arranged in a parallel configuration (Figure 64a) and placed beneath the tube sample
(Figure 64b). One plate was connected to ground (right plate when viewed from the front view port),
while the other was energized by the external DC power supply (left plate when viewed from the front
view port, Figure 64c and d). The ground plate was also connected to the tube (red wire, Figure 64c) to
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ensure an accurate potential measurement. The bottom sides of the plates were masked with Teflon tape,
providing electrical insulation from the chamber walls. The LED light (Figure 64b) was placed behind the
plates and shining between them towards the view port.
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Figure 63. Experimental setup and images of droplet deflection. Schematic showing (a) top view and (b) side
view of the experimental setup used to measure individual droplet charge. Two 10 cm x 20 cm polished parallel
copper plates were placed L = 10 ± 0.05 mm beneath the tube and spaced d= 19 ± 0.05 mm apart. The plates were
voltage biased relative to one another to create a uniform electric field. High speed imaging of droplet motion inside
the constant electric field beneath the tube sample allowed for the quantification of individual droplet charge for
fields of E = A V/d= 1.31, 2.63 and 5.26 kV/m. (c) Long exposure time images (33 ms) of droplet motion between
the parallel plates at field strengths of E = 0, 2.63, and 5.26 kV/m. Left side of the images is the positive plate and
right side is the grounded plate. Scale bar is 4 mm. Droplet deflections towards the right with a linear trajectory
(constant 0) indicate that jumping droplets are positively charged and have achieved terminal velocity, respectively.
(d) Experimental individual droplet charge (q) as a function of departing droplet radius (R) for uniform electric
fields 9 = A V/d = 1.31, 2.63 and 5.26 kV/m. Droplet charging was independent of the applied electric field,
indicating that induced charging effects are not responsible for the observed charging phenomena. Red dotted lines
represent fits to the data for both regimes (R 5 7, and R Z 7). Error bars denote the propagation of error associated
with the high speed camera resolution and the calculation of droplet size from terminal velocity obtained from high
speed image processing. The spread in the experimental data is expected because the droplet coalescence can occur
between two different size droplets as well as between more than two droplets (Chamber vapor pressure
Pv= 2700 ± 68 Pa, S 1.04).
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Figure 64. Parallel plate experiment. Images of the parallel plate setup (a) outside the chamber and (b) inside the
chamber oriented for testing towards the view port. The polished copper plates were covered with Teflon tape at the
bottom and back edge to provide electrical insulation. Close up image of (c) the parallel plate setup inside the
chamber with electrical connections shown (red wire is common ground for the tube and plate), and (d) the parallel
plate side view inside the chamber showing the CuO nanostructured tube 1 cm above the plates.
Control of the voltage bias and plate spacing allowed for accurate calculation of the magnitude
and direction of the electric field (f = A V/d). A high speed camera was mounted adjacent to the parallel
plates to record the droplet motion between the plates. The camera was mounted ~20 mm below the top
of the plates to avoid non-parallel field edge effects and to allow droplets to reach terminal velocity prior
to entering the field of view of the camera. Figure 63c shows long exposure images (33 ms) of the droplet
trajectory under applied electric fields of E A V/d= 1.31, 2.63 and 5.26 kV/m (right plate is grounded)
for the CuO superhydrophobic surface (Figure 60a). The images show that 1) the droplet deflection 6 was
dependent on the electric field, and 2) for each applied field, the deflection angle 0 was constant,
indicating terminal velocity was reached.
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Figure 65. Forces on a charged jumping droplet in an electric field. Image of the droplet jumping phenomenon
on the CuO nanostructured tube sample coated with TFTS. The corresponding schematic shows the forces acting on
a departed droplet.
To determine the droplet charge, the trajectory of jumping droplets captured in the uniform
electric field (between the parallel plates) was analyzed and compared with a developed model of droplet
trajectory. To model the droplet motion, we considered a force balance on charged droplets traveling
downward in the uniform electric field (Figure 65). The forces in the x-direction are the electric field
force (FE = q-E), and the drag force (FD, = FD-sinO), where q is the charge on a droplet, E is the electric
field strength, FD is the drag force on the droplet, and 0 is the deflection angle of the droplet measured
from the vertical axis (Figure 65). The forces in the y-direction are the drag force (FD,y = FD-coO), the
gravitational force (F. = p,- V -g = m-g) and the buoyancy force (FB -- pv- V-g). The sum of forces in the x
and y directions yield the following equations of motion, respectively:
qE =FD sin 0, (94)
mg =FD cos 0 (95)
Note that, due to the large density difference between the liquid (p, = 998.025 kg/m') and vapor phases
(p, = 0.0269 kg/m 3), the buoyancy force is negligible, i.e., p,, << pw. Dividing equations (94) and (95), we
obtain a trajectory equation that relates the measurable quantities to the droplet charge:
q g
m=E tan 0.- (96)
The deflection angle 0 can be determined from the high speed camera video. Due to the low
magnification of the camnera setup, determining droplet mass (via measuring the droplet radius) was
difficult. In order to determine the droplet mass, equation (95) was'solved independently. To determine
the drag force on the droplet in the y-direction, the Stokes flow approximation was used. This was
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deemed appropriate due to the low Reynolds numbers of the droplet motion, characterized by
Re = [p,-vy(2 R)]/p, < 0.02 for all droplets considered in this experiment, where vy is the velocity
component in the y-direction, and pv is the vapor viscosity (,p = 9.86x 10-6Pa-s). Using the Stokes
approximation yields a radial dependent Stokes drag [240], FDy = 6py-vy-R which can be equated to the
gravitational force and solved for R as follows:
4
6itvy R =-rpR'gC, (97)
R = 9pvy , (98)2gpwC'
4 162pv3VY3  (99)
m = R3 p = g 3pWC 3
where C is the Cunningham slip correction for small droplets when air no longer behaves like a
continuous fluid and accordingly, to account for the apparent decrease in fluid viscosity that results [241].
This correction factor is based on the relative dimensions of size of 1, the mean free path of the gas
molecules (A ~ 4.1 pm at Psat = 2700 Pa), and the particle diameter, 2R. The ratio of these is the Knudsen
number, Kn =2/2R. The correction factor is equal to:
[ ( 0.55)
= 1+ 2Kn [1.257 + 0.4 exp (- Kn (100)
The above analysis is only valid for droplets which have reached terminal velocity. Droplets
undergoing acceleration will show a variable deflection angle 0. To check the validity of this assumption,
all droplets considered were analyzed for many frames to ensure terminal condition. Furthermore, the
long exposure SLR images (Figure 63c) showed trajectories that were straight lines; indicating terminal
velocity has been reached. Once the mass and deflection angles were calculated from analyzing the high
speed video, equation (96) was used to determine the charge on the droplet. It is important to note the
error associated with Stokes approximation in conjunction with the Cunningham slip factor was assumed
to be a conservative estimate of 8% [240, 242].
Figure 63d shows droplet charge as a function of droplet diameter on the CuO superhydrophobic
surface for the three different field strengths (R = 1.3 1, 2.63 and 5.26 kV/m). The results show that there
are two regimes: 1) For smaller radii (R < 7 pm), the droplet charge was independent of the surface area
(~R0 ). This behavior can be explained by examining the droplet growth prior to coalescence. Droplets
growing on the superhydrophobic surface first nucleate within a structure unit cell, i.e., area between the
structures, eventually emerging from the unit cell to grow up and above the structures with a constant
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basal area [77, 109]. Throughout this growth, the interfacial area between the structured surface and liquid
droplet remains relatively constant since the droplet grows primarily by increasing its contact angle and
forming a more spherical shape [109], resulting in a constant electrostatic charge. 2) For large radii
(R 2 7 pim) the charge is droplet surface area dependent (-R 2) and is equal to q "= 7.8 ± 3.6 pC/m2. This
dependency on surface area indicates that the charging mechanism of droplets is associated with the
interfacial area between the condensing droplets and the hydrophobic surface beneath them when the
growth phase enters the period of constant contact angle with increasing basal area expanding over the
tips of the surface structures [77]. Furthermore, the results show that droplet charging was independent of
the electric field strength, indicating that induced electrification or dielectrophoretic effects were not
factors in the experiment.
7.4 Droplet Charging on Different Superhydrophobic Surfaces
To further elucidate the potential mechanism of the droplet charging, we fabricated
superhydrophobic surfaces spanning a range of length scales (-10 nm - I pm) and materials including
CuO, zinc oxide (ZnO), and silicon nanopillars (Si), shown in Figs. 4 a-d. To create the CuO
nanostructures, commercially available oxygen-free Cu tubes were used (99.9 % purity) with outer
diameters, DOD= 6.35 mm, inner diameters, DID 3.56 mm, and lengths, L = 131 mm, as the test samples
for the experiments. Each Cu tube was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone for 10 minutes and
rinsed with ethanol, isopropyl alcohol and de-ionized (DI) water. The tubes were then dipped into a 2.0 M
hydrochloric acid solution for 10 minutes to remove the native oxide film on the surface, then triple-
rinsed with DI water and dried with clean nitrogen gas. Nanostructured CuO films were formed by
immersing the cleaned tubes (with ends capped) into a hot (96 ± 3 'C) alkaline solution composed of
NaC1O 2, NaOH, Na 3PO 4-12H0, and DI water (3.75 :5 : 10: 100 wt.%) [153]. During the oxidation
process, a thin (~300 nm) Cu2 O layer was formed that then re-oxidized to form sharp, knife-like CuO
oxide structures with heights of h 1 I pm, solid fraction p 0.023 and roughness factor r ~ 10 (Figure 50,
see Chapter 6 for more details).
The ZnO nanowires (Figure 66c) with diameters of d ~ 40 nm, heights h ~ 350 nm,, and center-
to-center spacings of / ~ 100 nm (solid fraction (p = d2/4/2 Z 0.056 and roughness factor
r = 1+ adh/12 z 2.95), were synthesized in solution according to the procedures of Greene and Pacholski
[243]. In order to synthesize ZnO seed crystals, 0.01 M of zinc acetate dihydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS
reagent, >99.0%) and 0.03 M of sodium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent, >98.0%) in methanol
were mixed and stirred at 60'C for 2 hours. The resulting solution was used to create ZnO seed crystals
onto desired substrates by drop-coating, followed by rinsing with methanol and blow-drying with a weak
stream of nitrogen. This drop-coating process was repeated five times. The ZnO seed crystals were then
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bonded by annealing the substrate at 350'C for 20' minutes in air. Hydrothermal growth of the ZnO
nanowires was achieved by placing the substrate in an aqueous solution containing 0.025 M of zinc
nitrate (purum p.a., crystallized, >99.0%) and 0.025 M of hexamethylenetetramine (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS
reagent, >99.0%) at 90'C for 2 hours.
Silicon nanopillar surfaces (Figure 66d) with diameters of d = 200 nrm, heights of h = 10 pm, and
center-to-center spacings of / = 2 pm (solid fraction yp = nd2/4 2 = 0.0079 and roughness factor
r = 1+ 7rdh'/ 2 = 3.47) were fabricated using projection lithography and deep reactive ion etching.
To study the effects of the interfacial droplet-surface contact, we functionalized the surfaces with a
variety of hydrophobic coatings, including thiol and TFTS. TFTS (trichloro(IH,lH,2H,2H-
perfluorooctyl)silane, Sigma) was deposited from the vapor phase. Prior to silane deposition, each tube
was oxygen plasma cleaned for 2 hours to remove organic contaminants on the surface. Once clean, the
tube samples were immediately placed in a vacuum desiccator (06514-10, Cole Parmer) with a small
amount of liquid silane. The desiccator was evacuated by a roughing pump for 2 minutes to a minimum
pressure of z2 kPa. A valve was then closed to isolate the pump from the desiccator and the sample was
held in vacuum (z2 kPa) for another 7 minutes. The silanated tubes were then rinsed in ethanol and DI
water, and dried in a clean nitrogen stream.
Thiol functionalization was achieved by first sputtering a :30 nm-thick coating of Au onto the
CuO nanostructures. The samples were then solvent rinsed, dried, and plasma cleaned before immersion
into a 1 mM solution of H, IH, 2H 2H-perfluorodecanethiol (Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol for 1 hour.
Goniometric measurements (MCA-3, Kyowa Interface Science) of 100 nL droplets on a smooth
thiolated surface showed advancing and receding contact angles of Oa 121.10 2.20 and
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Figure 66. Individual droplet charge as a function of droplet radius and electric field strength. Scanning
electron micrographs of the tested surfaces including (a) CuO metal oxide coated with TFTS, scale bar is 2 pm
(Inset: High resolution image of the CuO-TFTS. Scale bar is 400 nm), (b) CuO metal oxide coated with thiol, scale
bar is I pm (Inset: High resolution image of the CuO-thiol. Scale bar is 200 nm), (c) ZnO metal oxide coated with
TFTS, scale bar is 400 nm (Inset: High resolution image of the ZnO-TFTS. Scale bar is 60 nm), (d) silicon
nanopillars coated with TFTS, scale bar is 2 pm (Inset: High resolution image of the Si nanopillar-TFTS. Scale bar
is I pm). (e) Experimental individual droplet charge (q) as a function of departing droplet radius (R) for the
structures shown in (a) - (d) for an electric field E = 1.31 kV/m (AV= 25 V). Droplet charging is independent of the
nanostructure material but dependent on the hydrophobic coating, which indicates charge separation at the interface
due to the electric double layer formation. Dashed-green and dotted-red lines represent fits for the thiol and TFTS
coating data, respectively. Error bars denote the propagation of error associated with the high speed camera
resolution and the calculation of droplet size from terminal velocity obtained from high speed image processing. The
spread in the experimental data is expected because the droplet coalescence can occur between two different size
droplets as well as between multiple droplets (Chamber vapor pressure Pv = 2700 ± 68 Pa, S 1.04).
Furthermore, to vary the effects of macroscale roughness and hierarchy, the CuO nanostructured
surfaces were created using smooth and rough Cu substrates having macroscale surface asperities. In
order to characterize the surface roughness prior to nanostructuring, FESEM and focused ion beam (FIB)
milling was used (Figure 67). Focused ion beam milling (NVision 40 Dual Beam Focused Ion Beam, Carl
Zeiss GMBH) was performed with normal incidence of the ion beam (sample tilt of 54*), ion beam energy
of 30 keV, and ion current of 300 pA. The structure cross-sections were obtained by milling 8 pm deep x
20 pm wide trenches. Due to the good milling response of copper, surface polishing was not required. All
samples were imaged at a 36* tilt using the in lens detector with electron beam energies of 7 keV. Surface
characterization showed a characteristic roughness of -10 nm and -5 Am for the smooth and rough
surfaces, respectively.
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Figure 67. Surface characterization. Images of the rough Cu sample a) before and b) after FIB milling. Images of
the smooth Cu sample a) before and b) after FIB milling. Milling of the smooth sample resulted in non-uniformity
due to the presence of grain boundaries.
Figure 66e shows the droplet charge q as a function of droplet radius R for all of the surfaces
tested. Surfaces with identical coatings, i.e., CuO Smooth TFTS, CuO Rough TFTS, ZnO TFTS, Si TFTS,
showed identical charge trends (q "= 7.8 ± 3.6 pC/m ) irrespective of the surface structure or surface
finish. However, surfaces with differing coatings, i.e., CuO thiol and CuO TFTS, showed that charging
was dependent on the hydrophobic coating (qthiol" =12.6 ± 2.6 TFC/m, qTFrs" 7.8 ± 3.6 -C/m2). This
dependence of the coating indicates that the charging of the jumping droplets occurs at the solid-liquid
interface, rather than after departing from the surface.
7.5 Discussion
Based on our results, we propose a charge separation mechanism governed by the critical time
scale associated with the droplet coalescence. It is well-known that most hydrophobic coatings have a
negative zeta potential [224]. In the presence of liquid water, these surfaces tend to adsorb negative
charge and form an electric double layer in the fluid. Although the water used in these experiments is
deionized, the dissociation of water molecules into their HO- and H+ constituents continues in equilibrium
[224]. As water droplets nucleate and grow on the superhydrophobic surface, OH- ions transport to the
coating and preferentially adsorb to the surface, forming a diffuse double layer at the coating surface
inside the nanostructure unit cell [227]. If the droplet is removed fast enough (coalescence and jumping),
charge separation can occur, resulting in HF accumulation inside the jumping droplet. However, if the
droplet is removed slowly, the motion of the contact line and subsequent accumulation of H in the
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droplet will create a counter electric field, accelerating the desorption of the OH ions and ensuring net
neutrality of the removed droplet.
Comparing the critical time scales of the coalescence process with the time scales required for the
mobile OH- anion to transport to the bulk liquid droplet (as in the case of slow droplet removal) provides
insights into which process dominates the droplet jumping physics. The surface tension driven
coalescence of two droplets (R > 2ptm) is governed by an inertial/capillary scaling. The inertial and
capillary energies scale as the following [244-246]:
pwR 3 U2-R 2 r, (101)
where u is the droplet surface energy, and U is the characteristic droplet velocity governed by the liquid
bridging process during coalescence [246], which can be represented by U ~R/-r, where r is the critical
time scale for droplet bridge formation and coalescence. Substituting the scaling for U and isolating for -r,
we obtain the coalescence time scale [244-246]:
p1R3Tc _ 1  (102)0~
In order to compare the time scale of the free anion transport from the Stern layer on the
hydrophobic surface to the droplet bulk, the droplet surface separation process needs to be understood.
When droplets coalesce and jump from the surface, they tend to leave behind a pinned liquid region
within the micro/nanoscale structures. This pinned liquid region has a high adhesion and the coalescence
event has insufficient energy to remove the pinned liquid with departing coalescing droplets [109, 139]. If
an anion becomes free of the Stern layer due to an electric field buildup, it would have to transport
through the pinned liquid region prior to entering the jumping droplet (Figure 68). The characteristic
transport length is therefore characterized by the structure height, h. The anion has two possible transport
mechanisms, diffusion of the desorbed ion through the pinned liquid region residing in the structure
[247], and electrophoresis [248] of the desorbed ion due to the formation of the counter electric field
generated within the droplet. The diffusion [191] and electrophoretic time scales [248] for transport
across the gap can be estimated as:
TD (103)
h
TEP - Pe,H+E (104)
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where rD and rEP are the calculated diffusion and electrophoretic time scales, respectively, DH1+ is the
diffusivity of the H+ ion (DHi+ 8.1 X 109 m2/s) [247], Ue,H+ is the combined electrophoretic and
electroosmotic mobility of the H+ ion (peH+ = 3.2x10-7 m2/V.s) [249], and E is the applied electric field.
H+ was chosen as the ion for analysis due to its larger diffusivity and mobility when compared to OH-,
allowing for a conservative estimate of the critical time scales. As mentioned previously, if the time scale
of droplet coalescence is faster than the diffusion and electrophoretic processes, insufficient time is
available for OH- desorption and subsequent transport to the droplet bulk before it jumps. Figure 68
shows the calculated characteristic time scales, indicating that rc/r << 1 and rc/r, << 1 for the entire range
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Figure 68. Critical droplet time scales. - Time scale r as a function of the coalescing droplet radius, R, for the
coalescence (black dotted line), diffusion (blue dashed line) and electrophoretic (red solid line) processes. The
results show that the coalescence time scale dominates the diffusion and electrophoretic time scales for all droplets
analyzed in this study (2 ptm < R < 40 ptm), indicating that charge separation occurred.
To support the proposed charge separation mechanism, we determined the effective zeta potential
of the charged surfaces with our measurements. The force, FE, on a charged water droplet (with a finite
zeta potential) due to an applied electric field can be calculated by [250]:
FE = 4rR ErEOEf1(KR), (105)
where Er and EO are the dimensionless dielectric constant of the aqueous solution (c, ~ 80 for water) and the
dielectric permittivity of free space (co = 8.854x 10-12 F/m), C is the droplet zeta potential, E is the
electrostatic field strength, andf f(K-R) is the well-known Henry function [251 ], K is the Debye-Huckel
constant, which mainly depends on the ionic properties of the aqueous phase, and I/K characterizes the
electric double layer (EDL) thickness. The Henry function was calculated based on the EDL thickness,
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and was determined to be f1 (K-R, R/) = 1.5 [251]. By relating equation (105) to the force on a charged
droplet, the zeta potential can be expressed as:
q
67REEO' (106)
Due to charge neutrality, the estimated zeta potential of the droplet can be related to the zeta potential of
the surface by ropiet =- surace. Substituting in characteristic values (q +9 and +6 fC at R = 7 pnm for
thiol and TFTS, respectively) determined from the experiments in order to estimate the zeta potential, we
obtained (thiol z -84 mV and (TFTS z -56 mV and for the thiol and TFTS coated surfaces, respectively.
These values are reasonable estimates considering most fluoropolymer coatings have typical zeta
potentials in the range of -25 to -85 mV [224].
7.6 Conclusions
This work offers new opportunities for a wide variety of possible applications such as the use of
external electric fields to control the jumping frequency from the surface to increase condensation heat
transfer [77], enhance anti-icing [141], improve self-cleaning performance [231, 232], and enhance
thermal diode efficiency [155]. In addition, by providing a relative measure of the charge adsorption, a
new metrology can be developed to characterize the electrokinetic properties, such as the zeta potential,
of hydrophobic materials and coatings on large scale surfaces [252]. Furthermore, the identified electric
double layer charge separation [237] and droplet charging can be used for atmospheric energy harvesting
and electric power generation where charged droplets jump between superhydrophobic and hydrophilic





The ability to create electrostatic charge on coalescence induced jumping droplets provides a
unique opportunity to utilize external electric fields to enhance droplet removal from the
superhydrophobic condensing surfaces. Although external electric fields cannot increase the jumping
droplet frequency due to the charge separation occurring after droplet coalescence and departure, they can
be utilized effectively to limit droplet return to the surface. The return of jumping droplets can occur due
to three mechanisms: 1) droplet entrainment in a bulk convective vapor flow happening adjacent to the
condensing surface (i.e., due to buoyancy effects beneath the surface), 2) gravitational force
(i.e., horizontally aligned condensing surface with jumping occurring on top) [32, 77, 89, 101, 129], and 3)
droplet entrainment in the local condensing vapor flow towards the surface (i.e., mass conservation of the
condensing vapor) [23]. Although previous studies have experimentally demonstrated droplet return by
gravity [32], a need exists for characterization of the vapor flow entrainment droplet return and its effect
on heat transfer. A better understanding is crucial due to the fact that by eliminating droplet return not
only promises increased heat transfer, but it can prevent progressive surface flooding and elongate the
operational time due to the reduction in large pinned droplets.
In this chapter, we experimentally show that external electric fields can be utilized to prevent
jumping droplet return and enhance condensation heat transfer for superhydrophobic surfaces. By
studying jumping droplet condensation on CuO superhydrophobic surfaces, we experimentally and
numerically showed that droplet return is mainly mediated by local condensing vapor flow entrainment,
which presents a limitation to the maximum attainable heat flux for superhydrophobic jumping droplet
surfaces. In addition, we demonstrated that external electric fields provide a means to successfully control
and limit droplet return and further enhance heat transfer. This work is a starting point for more advanced
approaches for enhancing jumping droplet surface performance via electric-field-enhanced (EFE)
condensation. For example, an external electric field can enhance anti-icing, self-cleaning, and thermal
diode performance.
8.2 Jumping Droplet Return
Once a pair of droplets on a superhydrophobic surface coalesce with one another and jump, they
travel away from the surface in a trajectory perpendicular from the surface [32]. However, if the surface is
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oriented in such a manner as to allow jumping to occur against gravity (i.e., horizontally facing upwards),
the droplet may return where it can either: 1) coalesce again and undergo another jump, or 2) pin to the
structure and form a stationary droplet until coalescence occurs again [77]. To eliminate the gravitational
return mechanism, jumping droplet condensing surfaces can be oriented such that gravitational force does
not act opposite to the droplet motion, rather transverse (i.e., vertical plate) or parallel (horizontally facing
downwards).
Figure 69. Jumping droplet return against gravity. Long exposure image (40 ms) of water vapor condensation
on the superhydrophobic CuO tube. Droplet path lines show droplets departing from the bottom of the condensing
tube can return to the condensing surface against gravity.
To characterize droplet trajectory away from the surface in the direction opposite to the
gravitational force, we first investigated the jumping droplet behavior of copper (Cu) tubes coated with
functionalized copper oxide (CuO) nanostructures (see Figure 60a of Chapter 7) by condensing water
vapor on the surface. To observe droplet jumping, the CuO tubes were tested in a controlled condensation
chamber (see Chapter 6). The radial geometry of the tubes allowed for simultaneous high speed imaging
of the top (against gravity) and bottom (with gravity) surfaces.
Figure 69 shows a long exposure image (50 ms) taken during steady-state condensation on the
CuO tube, where the white streaks are the trajectories of the jumping droplets. As expected, droplets




departing from the tube bottom (with gravity) sometimes returns to the bottom surface as well (see
Figure 69 inset). The return of droplets against gravity implies that either a bulk vapor flow is present
which travels upwards (i.e., due to buoyancy), or that a local radial flow of condensing vapor towards the
tube entrains droplets and causes them to return to the surface. It is important to note, although charged
jumping droplets feel an attractive Coulombic force (Fc) towards the tube at all times (due to opposite
charge left on the hydrophobic coating, Chapter 7), the magnitude of the force is negligible at the length
scales of droplet deceleration and reversal due to screening of the electrostatic field by mobile H' charge
carriers (Chapter 7) in the condensing droplets on the surface [253-257].
Bulk vapor flow from buoyancy effects in the surrounding vapor can lead to vapor return. To
prevent vapor from condensing on the chamber walls during testing, the temperature of the chamber
during condensation testing was superheated (AT = Twal - Tsat 4 0C, see Chapter 6). The higher
temperature of the bottom chamber wall could create a buoyant vapor flow upwards past the tube which
would entrain departing droplets. To test the bulk vapor flow hypothesis, we modified the experimental
setup to include a blockage beneath the tube such that any bulk vapor flow would be diverted past the
sides of the tube and not interfere with droplet jumping. The blockage consisted of a bent sheet of
aluminum foil (Figure 70) placed ~2 cm beneath the bottom of the condensing tube.
a b
Figure 70. Effect of bulk vapor flow on jumping droplet return. Images of the experimental setup with a
blockade placed beneath the condensing surface consisting of an aluminum foil sheet used to divert any bulk vapor
flow upwards past the tube and limit interference with droplets traveling downwards.
Test results after installation of the blockage showed no change in jumping droplet behavior.
Return of droplets from the bottom surface was as frequent as prior to installation of the blockage. The
results indicated that droplet entrainment in a bulk vapor flow was not the mechanism of droplet return
against gravity.
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8.3 Vapor Flow Entrainment Model
Another mechanism capable of causing droplet return against gravity was the entrainment of
droplets in the local vapor flow towards the tube due to vapor condensation and subsequent mass
conservation. In order to test this hypothesis, we numerically modeled the radial vapor flow towards the
tube, to obtain the drag on departing droplets. To simplify the model, we assumed that a jumping droplet
departs normal to the surface directly downward in the direction of gravity. We also assumed that due to
the relatively small size of departing droplets (~10 pm), the shape of droplets remained spherical through
the motion away from the surface. This assumption is justified given that Bo << 1, and the vapor density
is small compared to the density of the liquid water droplets (pv << p). Figure 71 shows a cross-sectional





Figure 71. Schematic of the model parameters. Schematic showing the condensing vapor flow velocity U,(x)
toward the condensing tube as a function of radial position x. The model only considers droplets traveling downward
in the direction of gravity (as show in the close up schematic). The forces acting on the droplets are gravity (Fg),
buoyancy (FB), and drag due to vapor flow (FD) (Rt = 3.16 mm).
By considering the equation of motion for the departing droplet which includes inertia (first term),
the buoyant force (FB, second term), the gravitational force (Fg, second term) and the drag force due to
vapor flowing in the reverse direction (FD, third term), we obtain:
4 dv 4 1
-IR3 PW -= -irR3 g(p, - pv) --- pV2R 2 CD(v + u(x))2 , (107)
3 dt 3 2
where R is the jumping droplet radius, pw is the droplet density, v is the droplet velocity, t is time, g is the
gravitational constant (9.81 m/s 2), P, is the vapor velocity, CD is the Reynolds number dependent drag
coefficient on a sphere [258], and uv is the velocity of the vapor flow past the spherical jumping droplet.
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To determine the vapor velocity, mass conservation was applied to the condensing vapor. Equating the
tube heat transfer to the condensing vapor mass:
rh hfg = q, (108)
where q is the tube heat transfer (measurable quantity), hfg is the condensing vapor latent heat of
vaporization, and in is the condensing vapor mass flow rate towards the tube. By relating the mass flow
rate to the vapor velocity, the expression for the vapor velocity is:
u,(x)p,2ir(Rt + x)Lhfg = q, (109)
u,(x)p,27r(Rt + x)Lhfg q
2wL= q , (110)
7Rt"
UV(x) = , (tqpv(Rt + x)hfg
where Rt and L are the condensing tube outer radius and length, respectively, x is the distance from the
tube centerline, and q" is the heat flux (heat transfer per unit area).
To solve the model for the droplet jumping trajectory, the initial condition relating the initial
droplet velocity (v(t = 0)) leaving the tube to the droplet radius (R) is needed. Although a previous study
experimentally determined the initial droplet velocity as a function of radius [32], it was done at
atmospheric pressure unlike our experiments at low vapor pressures (< 100 kPa). Due to the large
difference in the surrounding fluid density between atmospheric air (~100 kPa) and low pressure saturated
vapor (~1000 Pa) (PairIATM Pvap,O.O1ATM), we experimentally determined the initial droplet velocity as a
function of departing droplet radius.
a b
C
Figure 72. High speed and high magnification imaging setup for jumping droplets. Images of the (a)
experimental setup showing the high speed camera placed adjacent to the chamber and retrofitted with extension
tubes for higher magnification imaging. Images showing the sample holder inside the chamber (a) with LED light
placed behind and (c) without LED light.
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To obtain higher magnification videos of the droplet jumping process, the high speed camera
(Figure 63a,b, Chapter 7) was modified to include tube extensions to further move the imaging focal
plane from the camera CCD sensor (Figure 72a). The larger distance allowed for high speed video to be
taken with high temporal (~z± 50 ps) and spatial resolutions (~+l gm) capable to resolve low droplet sizes
(R ~ 5 pm, Figure 73). In addition, due to the decreased working distance needed for high magnification
imaging, the sample holder was modified to bring samples closer to the quartz window view port.
Furthermore, the high magnification imaging required more back lighting due to the increased distance
from the focal length to the CCD sensor (Figures 72b,c).
Pre-Coalescence
250pm
Figure 73. High speed droplet jumping images. Time-lapse images captured via high speed camera (Figure 71) of
water condensation on the nanostructured CuO surface. Droplet 1 and 2 initially grow independently until
coalescing and then jumping from the surface (P, = 3500 ± 175 Pa, T, = 26 ± 0.2'C).
The initial droplet ejection velocity (U) as a function of droplet diameter (2R) is shown in
Figure 74. The experimental results show good agreement with the inertial-capillary scaling by balancing
the surface energy and kinetic energy of the ejected droplet to obtain a characteristic ejection velocity of
U ~ Cfy/ pR. (112)
This characteristic velocity corresponds to a value of unity for the Weber number, We = pwU 2 R/y = 1,
where U is equal to the droplet ejection velocity, y is the water surface tension (~72 mN/m), and C is
equal to the surface energy to kinetic energy conversion efficiency due to the presence of internal viscous
dissipation, and external drag dissipation (not captured by the scaling). For our experiments at low vapor
pressure (P, < 3000 Pa), equation (112) best fits the experimental data with C ~ 0.23.
It is important to note that the data of Boreyko and Chen [32] in Figure 74 does not agree with
our experimental results at low droplet radii (R < 15 pm). The data of Boreyko and Chen was obtained
during condensation in ambient conditions under the presence of 100 kPa NCG air, meanwhile our data
was obtained at low pressure (P, z 3000 Pa, no NCGs present). This result is important since the topic of
droplet jumping velocity is still under hot debate and being studied by many researchers. Figure 74
indicates that external dissipation dominates the jumping droplet velocity decrease and energy dissipation
at low radii, which is unlike the theory of Boreyko and Chen suggests internal viscous dissipation is
dominant.
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Figure 74. Droplet size dependence on jumping droplet initial velocity. Experimentally determined initial
jumping droplet velocity (U) as a function of droplet diameter (2R). Results show good agreement with inertial
capillary scaling with a pre factor of C 0.23, which accounts for droplet contact line pinning during departure and
internal and external energy dissipation.
By combining the initial condition (equation (112)) and the vapor flow velocity (equation (111))
with the droplet equation of motion (equation (107)) (using a numerical discretization with a Runge-Kutta
method, for numerical code, see Appendix C), we determined the droplet position (x) as a function of time
(t), for varying droplet radius (R) and condensing tube heat flux (q") (Figure 75). The results indicate that
even at relatively low heat fluxes (q" < 2 W/cm2), the droplet entrainment in the condensing vapor flow
may be significant, with droplets smaller than R z 25 pm returning to the surface. In contrast, droplets
larger than R z 25 pm have enough gravitational body force acting on them to be removed from the
surface and not return due to entrainment in the vapor flow. Furthermore, the results indicate that the
maximum distance droplets travel away from the condensing tube prior to being returned is Li z 2.5 mm
(Figure 75), where Li is defined herein as the maximum interaction length.
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Figure 75. Droplet trajectory model results. Droplet position beneath the tube as a function of time for a tube heat
flux of (a) q"= 1 W/cm 2 , and (b) q" = 2 W/cm 2. Results show that droplets below a certain size became entrained in
the condensing vapor flow and return to the tube surface. The larger the condensing heat flux, the more droplet
entrainment and return.
Knowledge of the maximum interaction length Li allows for an experimental verification via the
analysis of high speed droplet motion. Figure 76 shows Li as a function of NCG air pressure. For
verification of the model results (Figure 75), data corresponding to 0 kPa is appropriate since the
numerical code does not include the presence of NCGs. The experimental and numerical results match
very well, showing Li z 2.45 ± 0.1 mm for the experiment, in close agreement with the numerical




























Figure 76. Droplet interaction length versus NCG pressure. (a) Maximum droplet interaction length, Li as a
function of non-condensable gas (air) pressure. The interaction length is defined as the maximum distance a droplet
travels before being returned to the condensing surface due to vapor flow entrainment. (b) Histogram showing the
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The experimental and numerical results indicate a fundamental limit to superhydrophobic
jumping droplet condensation. Due to the entrainment of departing droplets, the maximum attainable heat
flux is limited to a finite value since larger heat fluxes result in faster vapor flow and more droplet return.
This limitation presents an opportunity to utilize external body or surface forces to further help remove
droplets from the surface at high fluxes, whether it be forced convection [191, 217], Marangoni stresses
[178], or electrostatic fields.
8.4 Electric-Field-Enhanced (EFE) Condensation
With the new understanding of the limitations on droplet removal due to vapor flow entrainment,
we investigated an electric field based method to enhance droplet removal and further increase heat
transfer. To reducing entrainment, we use an external electric field which is biased to attract departing
positively charged droplets (Figure 77). If the field strength is high enough, it would prevent droplet
return and potentially higher heat transfer due to the reduction in average droplet size distribution on the
condensing surface (Chapter 4).
a ........ --- b , -
Figure 77. Electric field assisted droplet removal. Long exposure image (40 ms) of water vapor condensation on a
superhydrophobic CuO tube with an electrode located beneath with (a) zero bias voltage between the two, and
(b) 500 V bias between the two (electrode negative, tube ground). The image shows the concept behind EFE
condensation, with (a) significant droplet-droplet interactions and return to the surface against gravity, and (b) no
droplet return to the surface, and significant attraction ofjumping droplets away from the surface (P, = 2700 ± 75 Pa,
S ~ 1.06).
To study the effect of external electric fields, we modified out experimental setup to include a
conducting copper wire cage surrounding the condensing superhydrophobic CuO tube (Figure 78). By
applying a voltage between the grounded tube and wire cage, droplets jumping from the surface were
attracted towards the cage and away from the surface, limiting vapor entrainment.
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Figure 78. Electric-field-enhanced condensation. (a) Schematic of electric-field-enhanced (EFE) condensation.
The outer copper grid is biased negative relative to the condensing tube, creating an electric field and attracting
jumping droplets away from the surface. Images of the EFE condensation experiment showing a (b) isometric, and
(c) front view. The outer copper grid is biased negative relative to the condensing tube, creating an electric field and
attracting jumping droplets away from the surface.
Condensation with a positive voltage bias (positive tube, negative cage) showed a significant
decrease in droplet return (Figure 79). Larger voltages resulted in less droplet return, indicating the
electric field successfully overcame the vapor drag on the droplets due to the vapor flow towards the tube.
At low voltages (A V < 50 V), droplet return was decreased when compared to no field, however it was
still present (Figure 79, a, b, c). Droplet return was not eliminated until a critical voltage of AV~ 50 V
was reached, corresponding to a critical electric field of approximately E, ^: 30 V/cm.
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Figure 79. EFE condensation droplet removal dynamics. Long exposure images (40 ms) of the electric-field-
enhanced (EFE) condensation with (a) AV= 0 V, (b) AV= 25 V, (c) AV= 50 V, and (d) AV= 75 V. The outer
copper grid is biased negative relative to the condensing tube. Increasing voltage results in fewer droplets returning
to the condensing tube and a delay of progressive surface flooding caused by growth of large pinned droplets.
8.5 Heat Transfer Measurements
To quantify the effect of eliminating droplet return and increasing droplet removal rates with EFE
condensation, we measured the overall heat transfer coefficient (U) for varying electric fields (A V= 0,
100, and 200 V) (for heat transfer measurement method, see Chapter 6). Figure 80 shows the overall
surface heat flux as a function of the log-mean-temperature-difference (A TLMTD) between the saturated
vapor and cooling water. Experiments were run at relatively low cooling water flow rates of 1.5 ± 0.03
LPM in order to increase the temperature difference from inlet to outlet and obtain a greater signal to
noise ratio. Reducing the flow rate, however, led to relatively low overall heat transfer coefficients due to
the larger convective resistance on the coolant side.
Figure 80 shows that for the case of no electric field, the overall heat transfer coefficient was
approximately z0.51 W/cm 2 -K, however once the electric field was applied with A V= I OOV or 200V, the
heat transfer coefficient increased by approximately 50% to 0.77 W/cm 2 -K. At higher supersaturations
(S > 1.12), flooding of the surface remained independent of field strength. The independence of field
strength indicates that above 100 V, the electric field cannot remove more droplets. This result is in
accordance with theory since the electric field can only act on droplets once they have attained an
electrostatic charge by coalescing and leaving the surface. The field strengths are not strong enough to
remove droplets from the surface independent of coalescence and jumping.
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Figure 80. Heat transfer performance as a function of supersaturation and electric field strength.
(a) Experimental steady state heat flux (q") as a function of log mean water-to-vapor temperature difference (ATLMTD)
for tube surfaces undergoing jumping condensation and EFE condensation (CuO chemical oxidation time T = 10
minutes, chamber vapor pressure P,= 2700 ± 68 Pa, 1.02 < S < 1.6). Rapid droplet removal and reduction of droplet
return due to the external electric field results in the highest heat fluxes for the EFE jumping samples (S < 1.12).
However, flooding of the surface at higher heat fluxes resulted in rapid performance degradation and transition into
the flooded condensation mode (S> 1.12). The dotted lines represent curves of best fit to the data. Error bars
associated with the measurement are ErrorAl ± 0.1, Errorq' 0.1 (not plotted for clarity).
8.6 Conclusions
In summary, we experimentally demonstrated that the vapor drag towards the condensing surface
acts as a barrier to heat transfer performance of superhydrophobic jumping droplet surfaces. To counter
the drag force, we utilized our knowledge of droplet charging (Chapter 7) in conjunction with external
electric fields to demonstrate a new mode of condensation called electric-field-enhanced (EFE)
condensation. As a result, 50% higher overall heat transfer coefficients were obtained at voltages of 100
and 200 V compared to typical (no field) jumping droplet surfaces. At high supersaturations (S > 1.12),
flooding of the nanostructured surfaces led to the formation of highly pinned Wenzel droplets, which
degraded the condensation heat transfer coefficient as previously discussed in Chapter 6. These results
provide guidelines for the fabrication of high performance nanostructured CuO surfaces for low
condensation heat flux applications. Furthermore, this work demonstrates new opportunities for EFE
condensation to enhance condensation heat transfer [77], enhance anti-icing [141], improve self-cleaning




9.1 Summary of Work
Micro/nanostructures have long been recognized to have potential for heat transfer enhancement
in phase-change processes by achieving extreme wetting properties. This thesis focused the fundamental
physics of water vapor condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces, as well as the demonstration of such
surfaces for enhanced condensation heat transfer performance.
We fist studied droplet-surface interaction during condensation on superhydrophobic surfaces to
understand the emergent droplet wetting morphology. The findings demonstrated the importance of
considering local energy barriers to understand the condensed droplet morphologies and showed that
nucleation-mediated droplet-droplet interactions can overcome these barriers to develop wetting states
not predicted by global thermodynamic analysis. This mechanistic understanding offers insight into the
role of surface-structure length scale, provides a quantitative basis for designing surfaces optimized for
condensation in engineered systems.
Using our understanding of emergent droplet wetting morphology, we experimentally and
numerically investigated the morphology dependent droplet growth rates. By taking advantage of well-
controlled functionalized silicon nanopillars, the growth and shedding behavior of both suspended and
partially wetting droplets on the same surface during condensation was observed. Environmental scanning
electron microscopy was used to demonstrate that initial droplet growth rates of partially wetting droplets
were 6 times larger than that of suspended droplets. A droplet growth model was developed to explain the
experimental results and showed that partially wetting droplets had 4-6 times higher heat transfer rates
than that of suspended droplets. Based on these findings, the overall performance enhancement created by
surface nanostructuring was examined in comparison to a flat hydrophobic surface. These nanostructured
surfaces had 56% heat flux enhancement for partially wetting droplet morphologies, and 71% heat flux
degradation for suspended morphologies in comparison to flat hydrophobic surfaces. This study provided
insights into the previously unidentified role of droplet wetting morphology on growth rate, as well as the
need to design nanostructured surfaces with tailored droplet morphologies to achieve enhanced heat and
mass transfer during dropwise condensation.
To create a unified model for condensation capable of predicting the surface heat transfer for a
variety of surface length scales, geometries, and condensation conditions, we incorporated the emergent
droplet wetting morphology, individual droplet heat transfer, and size distribution. The model results
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suggested a specific range of geometries (0.5 - 2 pm) allowing for the formation of coalescence-induced
jumping droplets with a 190% overall surface heat flux enhancement over conventional flat dropwise
condensing surfaces. This work provided a unified model for dropwise condensation on
micro/nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces and offered guidelines for the selection of ideal
structured surfaces to maximize heat transfer.
Using the insights gained from the developed model and optimization, a scalable synthesis
technique was developed to produce functionalized oxide nanostructures on copper surfaces capable of
sustaining superhydrophobic condensation. Nanostructured copper oxide (CuO) films were formed via
chemical oxidation in an alkaline solution resulting in dense arrays of sharp CuO nanostructures with
characteristic heights and widths of -1 ptm and ~300 nm, respectively. Condensation on these surfaces
was characterized using optical microscopy and environmental scanning electron microscopy to quantify
the distribution of nucleation sites and elucidate the growth behavior of individual droplets with
characteristic radii of ~1 to 10 pim at supersaturations < 1.5. Comparison of the measured individual
droplet growth behavior to our developed heat transfer model showed good agreement. Prediction of the
overall heat transfer enhancement in comparison to a typical dropwise condensing surface having an
identical nucleation density suggested a restricted regime of enhancement limited to droplet shedding
radii : 2.5 pm due to the large apparent contact angles of condensed droplets on the fabricated CuO
surfaces.
We also we studied the macroscopic heat transfer performance during water condensation on
CuO tube surfaces in a custom built experimental chamber. The results experimentally demonstrated for
the first time a 25% higher overall heat flux and 30% higher condensation heat transfer coefficient
compared to state-of-the-art hydrophobic condensing surfaces at low supersaturations (<1.12). This work
not only shows significant condensation heat transfer enhancement, but promises a low cost and scalable
approach to increase efficiency for applications such as atmospheric water harvesting and
dehumidification. Furthermore, the results offer insights and an avenue to achieve high flux
superhydrophobic condensation.
In addition to demonstrating enhanced heat transfer performance, we discovered electrostatic
charging of jumping droplets on CuO. With the aid of electric fields, the charge on the droplets was
quantified, and the mechanism for the charge accumulation was studied. We demonstrated that droplet
charging was associated with the formation of the electric double layer at the droplet-surface interface,
and subsequent separation during coalescence and jumping. The observation of droplet charge
accumulation and electric double layer charge separation provides insight into jumping droplet physics.
Furthermore, this work is a starting point for more advanced approaches for enhancing jumping droplet
surface performance by using external electric fields to control droplet jumping.
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Finally, we demonstrated electric-field-enhanced (EFE) condensation, whereby an external
electric field was used to force charged departing droplets away from the surface and limit their return.
With the CuO surfaces, we studied EFE condensation heat transfer performance during water
condensation. The results experimentally demonstrated a 50% higher overall heat transfer coefficient
compared to the typical (no-field) jumping surface at low supersaturations (<1.12). This work not only
shows significant condensation heat transfer enhancement, it offers insights into new avenues for
improving the performance of self-cleaning and anti-icing surface, as well as thermal diodes.
9.2 Future Work
The results described in this thesis can be extended in the future in three main aspects. First of all,
we proposed a path to achieve jumping droplet heat fluxes above 8 W/cm 2 by further reducing the surface
structure length scale in order to avoid flooding and increase maximum heat flux (Chapter 2). To achieve
this goal, the careful selection of potential surface structure needs to be achieved, keeping and emphasis
on scalability and industrial compatibility. Currently, we are in the process of synthesizing and studying
the condensation behavior of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires as a potential replacement candidate for CuO
due to their small length scale (-50 nm). In addition, the ability to synthesize and grow ZnO on virtually
any substrate makes this coating method highly desirable due to the fact that not all heat transfer materials
are copper. We are in the process of characterizing ZnO nanowires with multiple promoters as a means to
induce superhydrophobic condensation on stainless steel, low carbon steel, titanium, aluminum, glass,
PVC, and other materials (Figure 81).
A secondary method to achieve spatial control of droplet nucleation and further enhance the
flooding heat flux limit is via the engineering of surface defects into the hydrophobic coatings covering
the structure. To this end, we have begun investigating the nucleation behavior of various hydrophobic
coatings (silanes (TFTS, DMCS, and OTS), thiols, stearic acid, PTFE, PFDA, SemblantTM, P2i
DunkableTM, and hydrophobic ceramics such as Y2 0 3) on both structured and smooth surfaces
(Figure 82). In addition to providing a means of enhancing heat flux, better understanding of the droplet
nucleation process both on smooth and structured surfaces is required to increase the robustness and
accuracy of the unified condensation model (Chapter 4). Currently, the nucleation density is an external
parameter that is related with the droplet coalescence length and input into the model prior to solution.
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Figure 81. Scalable growth of zinc oxide nanowires and wetting characterization. FESEM images of
ZnO nanowires grown on: (a) silicon, (b) glass, (c) low carbon steel, (d) 304 stainless steel, (e) titanium, and (f)
aluminum substrates. The ZnO nanowires were synthesized in solution according to the procedures of Greene and
Pacholski [243]. In order to synthesize ZnO seed crystals, 0.01 M of zinc acetate dihydrate and 0.03 M of sodium
hydroxide in methanol were mixed and stirred at 60'C for 2 hours. The resulting solution was used to create ZnO
seed crystals onto desired substrates by drop-coating, followed by rinsing with methanol and blow-drying with a
weak stream of nitrogen. This drop-coating process was repeated five times. The ZnO seed crystals were then
bonded by annealing the substrate at 350'C for 20 minutes in air. Hydrothermal growth of the ZnO nanowires was
achieved by placing the substrate in an aqueous solution containing 0.025 M of zinc nitrate (purum p.a., crystallized,
>99.0%) and 0.025 M of hexamethylenetetramine at 90'C for 2 hours. (g) Contact angle of a water droplet on a
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Figure 82. Various hydrophobic coating methods for nanostructured surfaces. FESEM images of CuO
nanostructured surface coated with coated with: (a) TFTS via vapor phase deposition (VPD), (b) TFTS via liquid
phase deposition (LPD), (c) Au-Thiol via LPD, (d) PTFE via plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD),
(e) PFDA via initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD), and (f) Y203 via atomic layer deposition (ALD). All
coatings are highly conformal and result in superhydrophobicity of the CuO surface.
9.3 Broader Perspectives
Superhydrophobic surfaces for enhanced condensation requires the careful control of surface
structure length scale and geometry, nucleation density, droplet morphology, and departure dynamics.
Currently, metal oxides are one of the most promising methods to create these superhydrophobic surfaces
in a scalable manner due to their ability to form PW droplets, relatively large thermal conductivities,
reduced structure length scales, and low droplet adhesion for stable droplet jumping. In addition, jumping
condensation has the potential to enhance heat transfer in the presence of NCGs [76, 214, 220] via
boundary layer mixing, in addition to the 30% enhancement already observed in pure vapor environments.
However, these surfaces remain limited due to flooding for applications with low supersaturations. In the
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future, control of nucleation density through the creation of coatings and deposition methods for the
inclusion of well-defined defects at the molecular scale, and minimization of the structure length scale are
promising pathways to extend the operating limits. Furthermore, significant efforts should be placed on
creating robust hydrophobic coatings at high temperatures. As in classical dropwise condensation, the
degradation of the hydrophobic coating poses significant challenges for industrial implementation. One
idea showing promise is the study and formation of naturally occurring hydrophobic materials, such as
rare-earth oxide ceramics [233, 235].
A second avenue for future research is with structured surfaces infused with a lubricating fluid,
i.e., SLIPS, to reduce droplet adhesion [259, 260]. SLIPS provide an alternative approach for further
performance enhancement at larger supersaturations [261], eliminating flooding of the surface structure
while maintaining low droplet adhesion [262-265]. In addition, the ability of these surfaces to be
omniphobic [266-269] or superamphiphobic allows for their potential use in applications involving low
surface tension non-polar fluids such as refrigerants, where superhydrophobic surfaces can no longer
achieve non-wetting behavior. Although promising, further studies into the robustness of SLIPS under
industrial conditions, as well as their longevity, are needed in addition to experimental demonstration of
heat transfer performance. While limitations exist, progress in the area of superhydrophobic surfaces for
enhanced heat transfer has been considerable, deepening our fundamental knowledge, introducing new
scalable fabrication techniques, and setting new benchmarks for heat transfer performance. Further
advances in creating and tailoring robust nanostructures and hydrophobic coatings promise to one day
make superhydrophobic surfaces the material of choice for high heat flux condensation applications.
Lastly, an interesting future avenue for research is with power generation using the EDL charge
separation mechanism identified in Chapter 7. The concept of charge generation via the modulation of the
EDL length has recently garnered attention for power generation [137]. The concept of charge separation
via droplet jumping works on similar principles however has the potential to be more robust and require
no electrical input power to generate electrical energy. By allowing charged droplets to jump between
superhydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, an electrical potential ban be created between the two plates
which can drive a load (Figure 83a). Experimentally, this concept of power generation is currently being
pursued in our lab, whereby two copper heat sinks were oxidized to create CuO nanostructure (Figure 83b)
and placed in a comb like arrangement (Figures 83c, d) such that one heat sink is superhydrophobic and
cooled to provide droplet jumping and charge separation, while the other is superhydrophilic and acts as a
droplet and opposite charge collector (Figure 83d). Electrical potential buildup between the two heat sinks







Figure 83. Jumping droplet power generation. (a) Schematic of the jumping droplet power generator showing
two CuO heat sinks place in a comb-like arrangement. Images of the jumping droplet power generator showing (b)
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n=1; %Loop counter to control contact angle in increments of 10 degrees
m=1; %Loop counter to control supersaturation in increments of 0.1
t = 1; %Iteration Number
i data = 1;
rowdata = 1;
x = 1000; %Number of rows in data output matrix (Increments)
y = 11; %Number of columns in data output matrix (Result variables)
A_data = ones(x, y); %Data output matrix
B_data = zeros(x, 3); %Data output matrix
C_data = zeros(x, 3); %Data output matrix
D_data = zeros(x, 3); %Data output matrix




%Water properties - Table 3.1 from Nucleation, Kaschiev
vo=3E-29; [m^3]; water molecular volume
m_o=3E-26; % [kg]; water molecular mass
d_o= (6*v o/pi)^(1/3); % [m]; water molecular diameter
a_o=(36*pi*v-oA2)^(1/3); % [m^2]; water molecular area - spherical shape
Sigma=72E-3; % [J/m^2]; water surface energy (T = 293 K)
h_gs = 46700; % [J/moll; enthalpy of sublimation
h fg = 40670; % [J/moll; enthalpy of vaporization
Lambda = 6.7502E-20; % [J/molecule]; molecular heat of phase change [Page 26]
M = 0.018015; % [kg/mol]; Molar Mass of Water
%Other properties
k_b=1.3806503E-23; % [J/K]; Boltzmann constant
Gamma = 1; % []; Sticking coefficient - Good explanation on pp.140
Avogadro = 6.0222E23; % [mol^-1]; Avogadro's constant
eV = 1.6022E-19; % [J]; Energy of one electron volt
h_bar = 1.0546E-34; % [Js]; Planck's constant
%Operational conditions
T = 283.15; % [K]; wall temperature/equilibrium temperature
Ts = 373.15; % standard temperature at steam point - Kelvin (Goff, 1965)
Ps = 101324.6; % standard atmospheric pressure at steam point (Pascal)
log1OSVP = -7.90298*(Ts./T - 1) + 5.02808*loglO(Ts./T) -1.3816e-
7*(10.A(11.344*(1 - T./Ts)) -1) + 8.1328e-3*(10.A(3.49149*(1 - Ts./T)) - 1)
+ loglO(Ps);
P e = 10.A(log10SVP);
v = 1/0.010571; %[m^3/kg]; Water vapor specific volume at 285 K
%Substrate Properties
vD = 8433; % [m/s]; Speed of sound in thin silicon rod - Wikipedia
aD = 5.4E-10; % [A]; Silicon lattice constant and length of a molecular jump
OmegaD = pi()*vD/aD; % [rad/s]; Debye frequency - Gang's book
Nus = OmegaD/(2*pi(); % [1/s]; Vibration frequency of adsorbed molecule
ThetaD = OmegaD*h bar/kb; % [K]; Debye Temperature - if T > ThetaD, then
Names =;
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%Nucleation density calculation (J s) for 1/L<l.
Thetaw=n*pi/180; % [rad];
Theta_deg=n;
Psi=0.25*(2+cos(Theta w))*(l-cos(Theta w))^2; % [];
Sigmaef=PsiA(1/3)*Sigma; % [J*m^-2];
Sigmasl= -0.678E-3*Thetadeg + 170.35E-3; % [J/m^2];
if m==1
S = 1.01; %[P/P_e]; [1;
else
S = 1+0.01*m; %[P/P_e];
end
P = S*P_e; %[Pa];
%Nucleation conditions
d_mu = kb*T*log(P/Pe)-vo*(P-P_e); % [J];
W_crit = Psi*16*pi()*v_oA2*SigmaA3/(3*dmuA2); % [J];
n_crit = Psi*32*pio*v_oA2*SigmaA3/(3*d_mu^3); []
R crit =
((3*vo)/(4*pi()))A(1/3)*(sin(Thetaw)/PsiA(1/3))*ncrit^(1/3); % [m];
Critical nuclei radius (pp. 146)
%Zeldovich factor - A correction factor for nucleation
z = 3*dmu^2/(4*(pi(*kb*T*a_oA3*Sigma ef^3)AO.5); % [1;
C_0 = 1/ao; % [mA-2];
%Monomer Attachment Frequency Calculation, Section 10 [Page 1361
% 1) Direct Impingement Control (fi) - Vapor Condensation [Page 137]
I = P/(2*pi(*m o*k b*T)A(1/2); % [1/(m^2*s)];
f i = Gamma*[(l-
cos(Thetaw))/(2*PsiA (2/3))]*(36*pi ()*V_oA2)A (1/3)*I*ncritA (2/3); % [1/si;
% 2) Volumetric Diffusion Control (fd) - Nucleation in liquid
C_e = C o*exp(-Lambda/(kb*T)); % [# molecules/m^3];
C = C-e*exp(-d _mu/(kb*T)); % [# molecules/mA3];
W_1 = Lambda-k-b*T*exp(C/C-e); % [J];
C_1 = Co*exp(-W_1/(kb*T)); % [# molecules/mA3];
D =
(3/(8*pi(*(Avogadro/M/v)*d_^02))*(k b*T/(pio*m_o))^(1/2); %[mA2/s];
f d = Gamma*[(l-
cos(Theta w))/(Psi^(1/3))]*(6*pi ()^ 2*v_o)A (1/3)*D*Cl*ncritA (1/3); % [1/s];
% 3) Surface Diffusion Control (fsd) [Page 1451
%Kaschiev Desorption and Surface diffusion energy calculation
E_1 = 0; % [eV];
E_des = (E_1 + (Sigma_sl + cos(Theta-w)*Sigma)*ao)/eV; % [eV];
E_sd = (1/2)*Edes; % [eV];
Taod = (1/Nu-s)*exp(E_des/(kb*T/eV)); % [s];
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D s = a_DA2*Nu-s*exp(-E_sd/(kb*T/eV)); % [1/(m^2s)];
Lambdas = (Ds*Taod)A(1/2); % [m];
nu_s = 10E13; [sA-1];
c_star = 1.9; %[;
Constant = (Lambda_s^2)/(2*pi(*mo*kb*T)A(1/2);
f_sd = Gamma*cstar*Constant*P; % [s^-1];
%Final Nucleation Rate Calculation
J-si = z*f i*C-o*exp(-W_crit/(kb*T));
Js-d = z*fd*C-o*exp(-W_crit/(kb*T));
J_s_sd = z*f sd*Co*exp(-W crit/(kb*T));










if check_3 == 0 && log(J_s-sd) > 9.2103
E_data(n,5) = Theta_deg;







E data(n,10) = RPcrit;
check_3 = 1;
end
%Data writing into our data matrix A
if i data == 1 |1 m == idata*10
A_data(rowdata,l) = Thetaw; Adata(rowdata,2) =S;
A_data(rowdata,3) = Wcrit; Adata(rowdata,4) = ncrit; Adata(rowdata,5)
= R crit; Adata(rowdata,6) = fi; Adata(rowdata,7) = fd;
A_data(rowdata,8) = fsd;
B_data(rowdata,l) = Thetaw; Bdata(rowdata,2) = S;
C_data(rowdata,l) = Thetaw; Cdata(rowdata,2) = S;
D_data(rowdata,l) = Thetaw; Ddata(rowdata,2) = S;
if J-s-i < 1 |1 n crit < 1


















idata = idata + 1;








i data = 1;
n=n+ 1;
%Increment the iteration counter
%Increment the supersaturation counter
%Increment the contact angle counter
namel = num2str(T); %Converting the numerical value to a string f
naming ease
name2 = num2str(Pe); %Converting the numerical value to a string f
naming ease
name3 = num2str(Thetaw); %Converting the numerical value to a string f
naming ease
name4 = num2str(Sigma_sl); %Converting the numerical value to a string f
naming ease
string=['Nucleation RESULTS3_T' namel '_P e' name2 '.xls'];
string2=['Sigmasl=' name4];
xlswrite(string,Names, 'Results, 'Al'); %Captions for each column in Excel
xlswrite(string,Names2, 'good', 'Al'); %Captions for each column in Excel
















Data = zeros(index, y);
x-opt = 1000;
y-opt = 9;
Dataopt = zeros(x opt, yopt);
x_nuc = 1000;
y-nuc = 9;
Datanuc = zeros(xnuc, ynuc);
THETA MAX = 90*pi)/180;
THETA = 0;
r e = 5E-6;





P v = 1250;
T_s_lowest = 273.15;
T_g = 283.15;
r maxWNJ = 0;
% loop counter variable
% number of columns in data output matrix
% data output matrix
% [H; number of rows in data output
o []; number of columns in data output
% growth data output matrix
o []; number of rows in data output
% []; number of columns in data output
o growth data output matrix
o [rad]; maximum surface inclination
% [m]; coalescence length
[J/(kg*K)1; gas constant
[kg/mol]; molar mass
[N/kg]; gravitational constant for
[Pal; ESEM measured vapor pressure
[K]; Lowest possible ESEM stage T
[K]; Individual droplet growth rate T
T-v = XSteam('Tsat p',Pv/101325)+273.15; % [K]; vapor temperature @ ESEM
nn = 101; % []; Temperature difference




while m < mm
nn = 101; % []; Size of the diameter increment
n = 1;
while n < nn
% Structured Surface Parameters
dT = dT increment*n; % [K]; temperature difference (Tv-Ts)
T s = T_v-dT; [K]; condensing surface temperature
k_p = 150; % [W/(m*K)]; substrate t. conductivity
if m == 1
h = 5E-6;
1 = 2.5E-6;
d = d 1 ratio*l;
elseif m == 2
h = 2E-6;
1 = 1E-6;
d = d 1 ratio*l;






Phi = (pi(*d^2)/(4*lA2); % ; surface solid fraction
r_s = 1+(pio*d*h)/(lA2); % []; surface roughness
% Coating Parameters
k_hc = 0.2; [W/(m*K)]; superhydrophobic coating
Deltahc = 1E-9; % [m]; silane thickness
Thetaa = 103.8/180*pi(; % [rad]; coating advancing angle
Thetar = 102.7/180*pio; % [rad]; coating receding angle
Theta e = acos(0.5*cos(Thetaa)+0.5*cos(Thetar)); % [rad];
% Wetting State Calculations











%Calculation of the defect/solid fraction
f = pi*DA2/(4*L^2);
f_max=l/(l + sqrt(l/(4*f*pi)));
%Cassie State Results (in degrees)
thetacassie r = acos( fmax*cos(theta_1_r)+(1-f_max)*cos(theta_2_r));
rr 2 = ( LA2 - pi*DA2/4 + H*pi*D )/( LA2 - pi*DA2/4
theta_2_r_w = acos( rr_2*cos(theta_1_r) );
%Wenzel State Results (in degrees)
if theta_2_r_w>=theta_1_r










EStar = -1/cos(Theta_a_W); %If E* > 1 then Wenzel, if E* < 1,then CB
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% Temperature Dependent Water Properties Lookup
P s = XSteam('psatT',Ts-273.15);
v v = XSteam('vVp',P_s);
h fg = (XSteam('hV p',Ps)-XSteam('hL_p',Ps))*1000;
k_1 = XSteam('tcLp',Ps);
Sigma = XSteam('stp',P_s);
T v = XSteam('Tsat p',Pv/101325)+273.15;
rho_1 = XSteam('rhoL_p',Ps);









% Universal Model Parameters
h i = (2*0.9/(2-
0.9))*(l/(2*pi()*R*Ts)A0.5)*h fg^2/(vv*Ts); %[W/(mA2*K)]; interfacial
r_min = 2*T v*Sigma/(h-fg*rho_l*dT); % [ml; minimum viable drop
index_2 = 91; % []; Coalescence length
THETAincrement = THETAMAX/90; % [ml; Increment in coalescence
while index < index 2
THETA = index*THETAincrement; % [m]; radius when coalescence
r max = re; % [ml; droplet departure





r_e_W = r e; % [m]; radius when coalescence growth dominates
x = 5000;
x 2 = 1000;
dr_2 = (rmaxW-r eW)/x; [s]; time increments
i = 1; % Increment counter
ii = 0;
q =0; 1 [WI;
r = r_min;
r stop = 0;
while i < (x+x_2)
if r < r_e_W
dr = (r_e_W-rmin)/x_2;
r = r_min + i*dr;




r = rstop + (i-ii)*dr;
end
Theta = Theta_a_W; % []; Flat surface advancing
if Theta > (179*pi)/180)
q = q + 0;
else
A = rho l*h fg*((l-cos(Theta))^2)*(2+cos(Theta));
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if r < r_e_W && r_e_W > r_min
B_1_r = (A_2/(Tao*A_1))*((r_e_W^2-
r^2)/2+rmin*(r_e_W-r)-rmin^2*log((r-r_min)/(r_e_W-r_min)));
B_2_r = (A_3/(Tao*A_1))*(r_e_W-r-r min*log((r-
r_min)/(r_e_W-r_min)));






















if (E Star < 1) && (((re*2) > 1) ((r-e*2) == 1)) && (Phi <
0.1) %PARTIAL WETTING - Jumping
check = 0;
x = 2000; % []; number of rows in data
dr = (r max-r min)/x; % [s]; time increments
i= 1; % Increment counter
q = 0; % [W/m^2]; Total heat flux
r = r_min;
while i < x
r = r min + i*dr;
if r < 1




Thetadot = 0; % [];
(1/sin(pi(-Theta_a_CB))
Theta = pi(/2+((ThetaaCB-pi()





































if r < re && re > r min




q = q + (dr/2)*((((pi()*r^2)*(dT-B/r))/(C+D*r+E))*n_r
+ (((pi()*(r+dr)A2)*(dT-B/(r+dr)))/(C+D*(r+dr)+E))*nrdr);
else





if (EStar < 1) && (((re*2)
0.1) (Phi == 0.1)) %PARTIAL WETTING
check = 2;
> 1) 11 ( (r e*2)
- NOT Jumping
== 1)) && ((Phi >






dr_2 = (r maxWNJ-r e_W_NJ)/x; % [s];
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= 1; % Increment counter
ii = 0;




while i < (x+x_2)
if r < r_e_W_NJ
dr = (r_e_W_NJ-rmin)/x_2;
r = r min + i*dr;




r = rstop + (i-ii)*dr;
end
if r < 1
Theta = Thetaa; % [];
Thetadot = 0; % [];
elseif r < (l/sin(pi(-Theta a_CB))
Theta = pi()/2+((Theta aCB-pi(/2)/((l/sin(pio-
Theta_a_CB))-l))*(r-l); % [;
Theta dot = ((Theta a CB-pio/2)/((l/sin(pi(-
Theta_a_CB))-l)); [1;
else
Theta = Theta a CB; [];
Thetadot = 0; % [1;
end
if index == 100 % nucleation density
Data(i,11) = r*1000000; % [m]; droplet radius
Data(i,12) = Theta*180/pio; % [rad]; PW angle
end
A = rho-l*h fg*(((l-cos(Theta))^2)*(2+cos(Theta))+(l-
(cos(Theta))^2)*sin(Theta)*Theta _dot*r);










(3*r e W NJ 2*(A 2*r e W NJ+A 3)A2)/(A 1*(11*A 2*r e W NJA2-
14*A_2*r_e_W_NJ*rmin+8*A_3*r_e_W_NJ-11*A_3*r_min));
if r < r_e_W_NJ && r_e_W_NJ > r_min
B_1_r = (A_2/(Tao*A_1))*((r_e_W_NJA2-
r^2)/2+rmin*(r_e_W_NJ-r)-rminA2*log((r-r-min)/(r_e_W_NJ-r_min)));









(1/(3*pi(*(r e W NJ^3)*r maxWNJ))*((r eWNJ/r maxWNJ)A(-
2/3))*(r*(r_e_W_NJ-rmin)/(r-
r_min))*((A_2*r+A_3)/(A_2*r_e_W_NJ+A_3))*exp(B_1_r+B_2_r);




q = q + (dr/2)*((((pi()*r^2)*(dT-B/r))/(C+D*r+E))*n-r
+ (((pi(*(r+dr)^2)*(dT-B/(r+dr)))/(C+D*(r+dr)+E))*nrdr);
else








































































value to a string for naming ease
name 'h' name2 'dT' name4 '.xls'];
'Theta [deg]','r max W












x = 3000; %Number of rows in data output matrix (Increments)
y = 9; %Number of columns in data output matrix (Result
variables)
Data = ones(x, y); %Data output matrix
R = 30E-6; % Radius of departing droplet [m]
g = 9.81; % Gravitational constant [N/kg]
Sigma = 72E-3; % Water surface tension [N/m]
rhow = 1000; Liquid water density [kg/m3]
rhov = 0.02199; % Water vapor density at P = 3000Pa
mu v = 9.86E-6; % Water vapor viscosity at P = 3000Pa
q_flux-max = 1*100*100; % Heat flux [W/m2]
h-fg = 2.453E6; %Vapor/liquid Enthalpy change (J/kg)
v i = 0.23*sqrt(Sigma/R/rhow); %Jumping droplet initial velocity [m/sI
v_1_c = v i; % Droplet velocity assuming creeping flow, subscript "c"
denounced Stokes flow approximation, I've solved both
x_1_c = 0; % Droplet position assuming creeping flow, subscript "c"
denounced Stokes flow approximation, I've solved both
v_1 = vi; % Droplet velocity making no assumption about flow
Reynolds number
x_1 = 0; % Droplet position making no assumption about flow
Reynolds number
R t = (6.35E-3)/2; % Tube radius [m]
L = 130E-3; % Tube length [m]
dt = 0.03/x; % Time increment in numerical simulation
q_max = qflux max*pi(*2*Rt*L; % Heat Transfer [W]
%The following is a loop set up to calculate the full trajectory. I've
discretized the equations of motion before using them here.
i = 1;
while i < x
u-v-c = qmax/(rho v*h fg*2*pi(*L*(Rt+x_1_c));
u-v = qimax/(rhov*h fg*2*pi(*L*(Rt+x_1));
Rec = rhov*(v_1_c+u_v_c)*2*R/muv;
Re = rhov*(vl+uv)*2*R/muv;
C d = 24/Re+2.6*(Re/5)/(1+(Re/5)^1.52)+0.411*(Re/263000)^(-
7.94)/(l+(Re/263000)^(-8))+(ReA0.8/461000);
v_2_c = v_1_c + ((g/rho-w)*(rhow-rhov)-
(9*mu_v/(2*RA2*rhow))*(v_1_c+u_v_c))*dt;
v_2 = v_1 + ((g/rhow)*(rhow-rhov)-
((3/8)*rhov*Cd*(vl+uv)A2/(R*rhow)))*dt;
x_2_c = x_1_c + v_1_c*dt;
x_2 = x_1 + v_1*dt;
%Output of data
Data(i,l) = i*dt*1000;
Data(i,2) = x 1 c*1000;
Data(i,3) = v 1 c;
Data(i,4) = Rec;
Data(i,6) = i*dt*1000;










%If the position is negative, end simulation (the droplet has already
returned to the surface)




%Output of the results is in a file called Results
name = num2str(R);
xlswrite( 'Results' ,Data,name, 'Al');
toc
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